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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Field research on the acquisition of communicative

competence was conducted among the Luo of Kenya from

April, 19670 until June, 1968.1 The Luo, who number

approximately 101480335, live in Siaya, Kisumu, and

Homa Bay Districts, Nyanza i'rovince, in southwestern

Kenya (Kenya Genius 1962).
2 The Luo are Nilotics, re-

presenting the southernmost group of that family. The

original home of the Luo was the southern Sudan, and

the Luo are related culturally and linguistically to

Nilotes in the Sudan--the Dinka, Nuer, and Sh4lluk--

and in Uganda--the Acholi, Alur, Langi, and Jopadhola.

The Luo language, according.to Tucker's classification,

is a member of the Southern Lwo gxo up of the Nilotic

languages (Tucker and Bryan 1966).3

1.2 ETHNOGRAPHIC SKETCH OF THE LUO

Despite the fact that settlement by the Luo in the

present Nyanza Province occurred over a period of a few

hundred years (c f. Ogot 1967), the culture and especially

the language of the Luo sub-tribes (or tribes) remained

remarkably uniform. During the colonial and oost-inde-

pendence periods, changes were greatly accelerated, to

the extent that considerable variation has come to prevail.
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An account of the variation, however, the degree of social

change, or even an adequate ethnographic descrIption is

bejond the scope of the present work. As a means of

providing basic background information, however, a brief

sketch of some of the major features of Imo society will

be presented, since they are integral to later analyses

(cf. DuPrW1968 for ethnographi; references).

1.2.1 E22n2ra and Residence Patterns. Traditionally,

the Luo had a mixed economy, with the major emphasis on

pastoralism, primarily cattle herding. Some agricGlture

was practiced, the rajor crops being cerealsmaize,

millet and sorghum. V'sday, cattle herding is still an

economic pursuit, but its importance has declined, and

agriculture predominates in some areas. In addition to

the traditional grain crops, a variety of crops are now

grown, such as beans, groundnuts, sisal, sugar cane,

cassava, and some coffee.

The homestead in the domestic economy was the most

important unit, and the head of the homestead, the senior

man, was in charge of the acquisition and distribution

of wealth. The acquisition of wealth was tied closely

to the land; which wao ultimately under the control of

the corporate lineage, Now, with land consolidation,

units of land are owned privately, and each plot is con-

trolled by a nuclear or an extended family. Although

the shift in locus of control haS had effects on social

organization, the domestic economy per se has not been



altered greatly. Regardless of the ultimate controlling

body, the use of the land was patterned so that the gardens

and grazing areas of each homestead encircled the home.

Each homestead was an "isolated" unit, encircled by a

euphorbia hedge and separated from the other homesteads

by gardens and grazing areas. Each homestead contained

several huts, the number depending on the number of wives

and married sons. Traditionally, a homestead woleld include

members of three or perhaps four generations, traced

patrilineally. At present, it is far more common for a

homestead to contain only two generations, i.e. a nuclear

family.

The essential features of the domestic economy,

then, are that a mixed economy is practiced, agriculture

is beginning to predominate in some areas, and the home-

stead is the prime unit in the domestic economy. Each

homestead has its own gardens, and, nowadays, its own

cattle grazing area, and each homestead is spatially

isolated (this point will be discussed further in the

following chapter; also cf. Whisson 196)4).

1.2.2 Social Organization. Although the Luc) are sometimes

referred to as a tribe, there was not in traditional times

any over-riding authority for the group as a whole, or

any, type of over-arching formal organization. Unifica-

tion, to the extent that it existed, was on linguistic

and cultural grounds. Formal types of organization existed

at lower levels, based on a segmentary opposition type

3



of system. These levels consisted of sub-tribes, clans,

and lineages.

Sub-tribes (asf.9.11ni.) were the largest units within

which all dLsputes were settled by mediation. Sub-tribes

occupied a single piece of territory, and they were made

up of a core lineage and a number of attached lineages

(cf, Southall 1952; Whisson 1964). Within each sub-tribe,

there was usually one dominant agnatic lineage and several

clans or group of clans. The clans (15oudi) were the major

subdivisions of the core lineages of the sub-tribes, and

the focus of unity was the eponymous ancestor. The gene-

rational depth of the clans varied, with a range of four

or five generations to as many as twelve (cf. Evans-Pritchard

1949).

The clans were divided further into lineages, based

on founding ancestors. The degree of segmentation within

a clan varied, depending on the size of the clan and the

territory it covered. There were also minimal and maximal

agnatic liii:gages (cf. Southall 1952). Minimal lineages

generally lived together in one area and, cooperated in

garden work and cattle herding.

References to the sub-tribes, clans, and lineages

have been made here in the past tense, mainly because

they no longer function in the traditional manner, with

the exception of lineages. The functions of the sub-

tribes and clans have been usurped by local government

and churches, and some of the activities of the lineages,
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as for example in marriage ceremonies, have been abandoned

or altered. Residence patterns, settlement of disputes,

and cooperation in economic and ritual activities still

are closely allied with or based on lineage affiliation.

Significant aspects of a personts daily life, ,;:hen, are

affected still by his kinship network and lineage affi-

liation.

Some changes in the patterns of behavior and of inter-

action within the family unit have been brought about

by Westernization, but many basic features have remained

relatively stable. The ments activities still compel

them to be absent from the homestead much of the time,

attending meetings, court cases, and community affairs.

They continue to do the more difficult agricultural work,

such as preparing the soil for planting, and they are

responsible for any construction or repair work on the

buildings in the homesteaa.

The women are charged with the responsibility for

most of the agricultural work and with the preparation

of food and brewing of beer. The older girls assist

their mothers in their work, and they are also usually

responsible for the care of the younger children.

Nowadays, the boys attend school for the greater

part of the day, and their traditional activity of cattle-

herding has been limited. After school hours and on

holidays, they are still charged with th(: task of grazing

and watering the cattle. They also assist with the



agricultural work. The younger children are given menial

tasks such as fetching water from the river, collecting

firewood, assisting with food preparation, and keeping

the compound clean.

Aspects of intra-familial interaction will be dis-

cussed in detail in the following chapter, and consequently

the issue will be ignored here. It may be noted, though,

that in traditional society, and to a large extent in the

present, there was a clear pattern of expected behavior

between people who stood in certain relationships to

each other. The two dominant features in this system

were relative generation and sex.

Generational seniority is basic to the maintenance

of the social organization. Older men have ritual and

economic control over the younger men (this is less true

today) and correspondingly, any older man traditionally

could give an order to a younger man and expect that it

would be followed. Social position based solely on age

provided an individual with a set of rights broad in

scope and relatively inflexible in their application.

As the Luo are patrilineal and have patrivirilocal

residence, the social position of women, overall, is

much lower than that of the men. The comparison is not

entirely apt, as in effect, a different set of duties,

rights, and obligations are expected of the women. In

social and ritual terms, they have fewer rights than the

man, but in terms of the day-to-day operation of the

6



homestead, they occupy a central niche (cf. Southall 1952

for an analysis of the position of women in the lineage

system).

1.3 RESEARCH AREA

The research was conducted in the Ulanda clan of

Alego sub-location, Sakwa Location, Homa Bay District.

Ulanda is located at the southeastern tip of Sakwa

Location, and it is bordered on the north and east by

Masai territory and on the south by Kanyamkago Location

(another Luo sub-tribal area).

Ulanda represents one of the outlying areas in Homa

Bay District that has been settled only recently. The

first settlers came to the area in 1927 from Alego

Location in Siaya District (formerly Central Nyanza),

and the main period of settlement occurred in 1939-1942.

That the settlement of the area has been recent means

that land, initially, was more plentiful and that corres-

pondingly individual units are much larger than home-

stead areas in other parts of Luo land. Consequently,

the homesteads are relatively more isolated, and the

people are relatively more secure economically,

Alego sub-location is located at an altitude of

approximately 5000 feet above sea level, and it enjoys

an average annual rainfall of 50 inchos. The abundant

rainfall and temperate climate allow the people to har-

vest two crops annually, a factor contributing signifi-

cantly to their enhanced economic position. In more

7
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and areas of Nyanza Province, only one crop may be

harvested annually, and the soil is generally of a poorer

quality. The major cash crop in Alego sub-location is

sugar cane, and the major subsistence crops are maize

and, to a lesser extent, millet. Some cattle are kept,

but due to the proximity of the Masai, who are traditional

cattle raiders, the Luo are often raided and some people

keep no cattle at all because of the danger.

The size of Ulanda clan territory is estimated to

be approximately square miles. Within this area

are located 60 homesteads, with a population of 362

people in 1967. Of the 362 people, 62 were men, 88 were

women, and 212 were children. Although ethnographic

data were collected from all 60 homsteadst only 15 of

them were included in the primary sample unit. As

indicated, 38 children were included in the sample, but

the eight children in the present study each came from

a different homestead.

1.4 RESEARCH PL OGRAM

The research was conducted ar,ording to the designs

and goals of A Field Manual, for Cross-Cultural Studies

in the Acquisition of Communicative 2211212.12. (Slobin

1967). The major objectives of the study will be

recounted here, followed by a brief "natural history"

of the research endeavor. The latter is included in

order to recount the procedures and techniques employed



in the course of the work,

1.4.1 Objectives of the Research. As the present study

is concerned only with a portion of the overall sample

of children and conseqUently has a more limited set of

aims, a complete listing of the objectives of the research

would be superfluous. The general goal of the study,

however, was to collect information on the acquisition

of language, the competency required for the generation

of language, and on the acquisition of competency in the

use of the language.

In brief, the goal of the study was to provide a

description of the progression of a Luo child from an

infant with a severely limited repertoire of vocal

signals to a fully competent speaker of the Luo language.

Toward that end, a description of the acquisition of

communicative competence by the Luo, an initial sample

of al l. children was selected from the Ulanda clan, and

the children were visited periodically over a period of

nine months. Fourteen children were added to the sample

later in order to provide data on intra-cultural varia-

bility and to fill "gaps" in the age ranges of the initial

sample.

An effort was made to adhere to the suggested age

and sex distribution in the sample as instructed in the

Manual (1967:3). The ages of the 24 children in the

sample corresponded closely with those suggested in the

Manual, and the age range of 6 months to 13 years was



present. In the present analysis, only children in the

age range of 7 to 35 months are included. According to

the instructions in the Manual, children C and D were

to be of indeterminate age, but were to be in the one-

word stage and have a limited vocabulary (3). Due to

the difficulty in ascertaining the level of speech

development in the early stages of the research, the

levels of both C and D were underestimated. When this

fact was discovered, two children, A2 and B2, were added

to the sample as a corrective measure. The children in

the present study, their age ranges during the research,

and their sex are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Distribution of Children by Age and Sex

Child A e Ran e
in months

Ogotu (A) 7-12

Wanga (B) 8-15

Othieno (A2) 15-19

Aoko (B2) 17-22

Ochieng (C) 25-32

Risper (D) 21 -26

Rabuogi (G) 27-34

Akinyi (H) 28-35

Sex

F

F

M

P

The major research tasks outlined in the Manual

that were appropriate for the eight children were as

follows: II. Record babbling; V. Elicit and list

10



initial vocabulary; VI. Record free interaction between

chil( and mother (or mother-surrogate) for intensive

grammatical analysis; X. Describe child's interaction

networks and standard daily activities...; XI. Record

and observe dialogs between children; XIII. Observe

communicative routines; and XIV. Interview adults con-

cerning beliefs about language acquisition (1967:2).

On the basis of these tasks and the information

collected, an attempt has been made here to provide

answers to specific questions as: 1) at what age does

babbling terminate; 2) at what age does the use of one-

word utterances begin; 3) what are the characteristics

of the one-word stage; 4) when does the two-word stage

begin, and what are its characteristics; and 5) what

are the features of subsequent grammatical development?

In addition, information is provided on the general

nature of speech socialization, and on the acquisition

of rules governing the use of speech.

In brief, the major objectives of the analysis

are: 1) to provide a description of the acquisition of

language in terms of categories acquired, by Luo

children in the age range of 12-35 months; 2) to account

for their linguistic competence in the generation of

their language; and 3) to illustrate how social settings

alter the linguistic performances of the children. The

third objective assumes primary importance in the study,

as an exposition of 1) and 2) are directly contingent on

om.

11
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the childr -Os speech as performed in a social environment.

Social factors governing the use of speech in Luo society

impnge on the data collecting process, and they conse-

quently affect measurements of competence.

As will be seen, social rules for behavior need not

be internalized by the child in order for his speech to

be socially constrained or r gulated. External facts

also pose methodological problems. Examples of such

features in Luo society will be considered in Chapter 2,

but some background information will be provided here

in a brief record of the fieldwork procedure.

1.4.2. Plan of the Field Research. The initial two months

of the research period were devoted almost exclusively

to study of the Luo language, working both with texts and

informants. The third month was occupied with observations

of nursery school children (ages 4-7 years) at the Ulanda

Catholic Mission.4 Work also continued toward acquiring

the language. Months four through six were spent in

collecting census information from the people of Ulanda

clan. Particular emphasis was placed on collecting infor-

mation on the children. During these months, the visits

to the homesteads also served as a means of introduction

into the community and provided opportunities for explaining

the research to the people.

Once the census was complete and it was possible to

select appropriate children for the study, regular visits

were begun to homesteads for the purpose of collecting
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speech data. Visits continued on a periodic basis for

the remaining eight months of the study.

The visits to the homes of the eight children were

made under remarkably uniform social conditions. All of

the interaction with the children was in the homestead,

and in most cases at least one parent was present. Usually

all three researchers were present, although at times,

only Okumu and/or Oyugi visited the homes. Almost all of

the verbal interaction with the children was initiated

and sustained by Okumu, although due to social factors

and to the elementary level of the children's linguistic

ability, initiation and maintenance of conversation was

difficult.

A number of techniques were tried in order to stimulate

the children to talk. They were encouraged, for example,

to play games, such as building houses from maize cobs,

and to tell stories, sing songs, etc. None of these

attempts wore successful. In order to minimize the

influence of the visitors' presence, the parents attempted

to engage the children in conversation in a secluded area

where a tape recorder was in operation. This technique

met with only limited success, as the children often

refused to talk at all.

1.5 PLAN OF THE PRESENT WORK

Organizational features of Luo society, such as

relative isolation of homesteads, restricted mobility of

13



the children, and the allocation of duties in child care,

all relate to the children's communicative routines. In

addition, social rules governing the use of speech have

an effect. Chapter 2 "provides an analysis of some of

these organizational features and rules.

In Chapter 3, the linguistic development of children

A, B, A2, B2, C, and D will be considered, Focus will

be on acquisition of lexical items and on the early stages

of grammatical development. In Chapter 40 the speech of

children G and H will be described, and continued gramma-

tical development will be myted, In both of these chapters,

analysis of grammar will be restricted to considerations

of sentence surface structure.

Chapter 5 will present a summary of generative grammar

theory, and then the children's utterances in the age

range of 19-35 months will be analyzed within this frame-

work. Statements of the linguistic competence of the

children will be given, and the order of emergence of

specific grammatical categories will be provided,

In Chapter 6, the concluding chapter, a summary of

the linguistic development of the eight children will be

summarized, and the account of the development will be

placed within social contexts and related to social

constraints as they effect the performance of the children.

In the discussion, acquisition of speech in terms of

functions expressed will be considered as well as the

acquisition of some aspects of social awaroness by the



children. Concluding and additional remvrks will then

follow.

OW
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Linguistic competence is a fundamental concept in

generative linguistic theory, and a second concept which

is sometimes confused with competence is linguistic

performance. In linguistic analyses, the two are kept

conceptually distinct, and an analysis of competence may

proceed in the absence of considerations of performance.

In studies of language acquisition, however, in which

a description of the acquisition of linguistic competence

is a primary goal, considerations of performance assume

a more central position. In order to ascertain the reasons

for the emphasis on performance, it is necessary first to

consider the concepts as they are defined linguistically,

and secondly, to consider the methodological features

of the description of competence from the point of view of

acquisition.

The plan of the present chapter is to provide the

definitions of competence and performance, to discuss

their relationship in the context of language acquisition,

and to illustrate with a discussion of Luo children's

speech behavior some methodological considerations necessary

in empirical studies on language acquisition. The central

argument of the presentation will be that linguistic

information per se will not suffice for a description of



the acquisition of competence. Contextual information,

particularly in the form of social'constraints on speech

behavior, is required for a more precise measurement of

competence.

2.2 LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE AND PERFORMANCE

2.2.1 Definitions of 22m291e1119. and Performance. The

basic distinction between competence and performance

has been stated clearly by Chomsky:

"Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with

an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely

homogeneous speech-community, who knows its

language perfectly and is unaffected by such

grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory

limitations, distractions, shifts of attention,,

and interest, and errors(random or characteristic)

in applying his knowledge of the language in actual

performance...To study actual linguistic performance,

we must consider the interaction of a variety of

factors, of which the underlying competence of the

speaker-hearer is only one...We thus make a funda-

mental distinction between pcsalLalaa (the speaker-

hearer's knowledge of his language) and 2912samlua

(the actual use of language in concrete situations).

(1965:3-4).

In other words, competence represents an abstraction away

from performance. It represents a native speakers
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linguistic intuition, the knowledge he must have in order

to understand any of the grammatical sentences of his

language. Performance is the expression of competence,

subject to various types of constraints, such as memory.

In relation to grammar, questions of how a speaker might

proceed in some practical or efficient way to construct

a certain derivation of a sentence to a particular

generative grammar belong to a theory of per

but the important point in this theoretical framework

is that such a theory of perfromence must ultimately be

based on a generative grammar that expresses the speaker-

hearer's knowledge of the language (cf. Chomsky 1965:9).

2.2.2 Competence and Performance in Child Language, The

role of linguistic intuition as the final arbiter of

grammaticality is diminished when attempts are made to

characterize children's early grammatical systems. The

basic problem is that there is no readily available systei

of reference, that there is in fact no convenient way

to consult the child as to what constitutes his linguistic

intuition. An example, which has come to be called the

"pop goes the weasel effect", well illustrates the

problem. Roger and Ursula Bellugi reported the following

dialogue in their attempt to tap a two-year old child's

knowledge of plurals (1964:134):

Interviewer: "Adam, which is right, 'two shoes!

or 'two shoe'?"



Adam: "Pop goes the weasel!"

The problem of a frame of reference in relation

to the child's linguistic competence has even more

complex roots. The core feature has been stressed by

Chomsky in the following manner. "There is surely no

doubt that the child's achievements in systematizing

linguistic data, at every stage, go well beyond what

he actually produces in normal speech" (1964:39).

Information about the types of sentences a child is

able to understand and respond to appropriately shows

that his basic linguistic competency exceeds that repre-

sented in "telegraphic speech", that a child using tele-

graphic style "can be shown to have an underlying, fuller

conception of sentence structure (unrealized in his speech,

but actively involved in comprehension) if misplacement

of the elements he does produce leads to difficulties of

comprehension, inability to repeat, etc., wnile correct

placement gives utterances intelligible to him, and so

on" (1964:39). In other words, the utterances generated

by a child will provide only a partial record of what his

underlying competence is. For a more adequate account,

both a comprehension model and a production model are

needed.

While acknowledging the need for a comprehension

model, focus in the present analysis will be solely on

production. Motivation for the selection of production

19
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is that as yet no reliable cross-cultural technique of

measuring or judging comprehension is available for children

in the age range of the study. Immediately obvious tech-

niques as testing a child's ability to follow instructions

'do not necessarily tap the child's competence, as his

information may be derived from the recognition of a single

lexical item in the instructions and not from a decoding of

the grammatical input. In any' event, no attempt is made in

the present discussion to account for the children's

comprehens: n.

Turning now to the problem of accounting for competency

in the production of grammar, viewing competence in relation

to the concept of performance, one possible approach to

the problem is to ask the question "what is the complex of

features which a child is expected to manipulate in order

to communicate effectively?" By "complex of features" is

meant the child's lexicon, grammar, and the various cultural

rules and social constraints placed on his verbal behavior

and which decree the social appropriateness of the behavior.

In other words, specific forms of verbal behavior may be

expected of the child by adults in designated situations,

and the question becomes "what does a child need to recog-

nize in order to behave according to the expectations?"

The question of how well the child recognizes and manipulates

the features may then be examined empirically. A diachronic

study Of the child's ability to observe social rules, i.e.

a description of the acquisition of sociolinguistic rules,
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will not be expounded here, but synchronic descriptions

will be given in order to illustrate the interaction of

language and context in producing speech. Accounts of some

of the variables related to the production of speech, and

ultimately affecting performance will be provided, with the

express intent of. showing the relationships, methodologi-

cally, between social rules, production, performance, and

competence,

2,2.3 Social Rules and production. It should be stressed

that the relationships among the four concepts of social

rules, production, performance, and competence.as discussed

here are not meant to hold universally, although one would

expect that relationships of one type or another would be

universal, in that children with context-free language

would be culturally aberrant. The essential point in dis-

cussing the four concepts is that the social rules for the

speech of the Luo children are such that production and

performance are affected in a manner so as to limit severely

the amount of information available from which inferences

about competence can be made. In order to arrive at an

even partially adequate account of linguistic competence

for children, it is necessary to have some knowledge of Luo

culture. One would expect thatthis restriction would hold

for any' society, i.e. that cultural knowledge is prerequisite

for an account of the acquisition of linguistic competence,

but the nature of the knowledge that would be required would

vary from society to society, For any one society, then,
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there must be an ethnographic description of the communi-

cative routines of the children and the relation of the

routines to the data collection process.

As performance is-embedded in a cultural matrix, an

ethnographic description of performance-related routines

should include the major features of the culture which

regulate communicative routines. It is expected that in

the socialization process, a child would eventually acquire

the rules which allow him to communicate competently in his

society, but the regulation of his speech in the early

stages is not always dependent on the internalization of

the rules. As an extreme example, a child may simply be

prevented from talking in certain situations by being

physically removed for violation of the norm that dictates

silence on his part.

2.3 SOCIAL. CONSTRAINTS ON CHILDREN'S SPEECH

As a way of introduction to the account of communicative

routines for Luo children and the concomitant restrictions

on data collection, some experiences of researchers with

English-speaking American children will be provided. The

behavior of the American children furnishes a striking

contrast with that of the Luo children.

Studies on American children have shown that the onset

of two-word utterances is characteristically in the age

range of 18-24 months. It was expected that the onset for

Luo children would bein the same approximate range, and a
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number of children in the sample were visited regularly in

order to gather speech samples the beginning period of

the stage. The age of onset of two-word utterances corres-

ponded fairly closely with that of the Amrican children,

but there was a striking difference in the number of utterances

they seemed to make freely or spontaneously. Braine, in

his study of American children, recorded the number of dif-

ferent word combinations for one of the children in his

sample over a period of seven months as 14, 24, 54, 89,

350, 1400, and 3500+ (1963:2).

In another study with American children; Brown and

Fraser reported the following. "We hoped to get as much

speech as possible in as little time as possible and to have

examples of the full variety of sentence types the child

could produce. There were those who warned that the child

would be shy and speechless in our presence; this was not

the case. Mothers told their children that visitors were

coming and, in general, we were eagerly welcomed, shown a

parade of toys and games, and talked to steadily. It

became clear that the child expected a guest to put in some

time as a playmate, and so the recording was a two-man job

with one of us taking data and the other prepared to play

cowboy, horsie coloring, trains, and the mule in fKick the

mule!"(1964:51). In a period of a few hours, Brown and

Fraser were able to obtain for all six subjects a speech

corpus of a minimum of 500 different utterances.(1964:52).
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In the Luo sample there were six children in the sample

(A2, B2, 0, D, G, and H) who were at one point during the

course of the study in the appropriate age range. Altogether

the children were visited a total of 54. times. The visits

varied in length from 15 minutes to one hour, with the majority

being approximately 30 minutes, and the visits were made

at different times of the day so as to attempt to collect

speech samples over a wide variety of circumstances in the

daily routines of the children. 1 As noted earlier, a variety

of techniques also were used in attempting to collect the

data, such as trying to persuade the children to teach us

games, to tell us stories, etc., but these were all singu-

larly unsuccessful. Despite the large number of visits,

the variation in tims of the day when visits were made, and

props for stimulating speech, the number of two-word utter-

ances collected for all of the six children was less than

200. Compared with Brown and Fraser's collection of 500

different two-word combinations per child, the Luo sample

is remarkably small. The disproportion is sufficiently

large so as to indicate gross differences were involved in

the collection process, derived from the differences of what

was deemed to be appropriate behavior in the two societies.

2.3.1 Behavior in the Presence of Strangers. In search of

an explanation, perhaps the most logically immediate one

is that my presence as a stranger rendered the children shy

and speechless. This explanation has merit, particularly

for the early stages of the r,Isearch when visits to the



homesteads were first made. The youngest children, those

in the 6 months to 2 years age range, without exception

were frightened by my presence. The older ones reacted by

(trying and sometimes running away to hide in the house or

behind it. Even after several visits were made to the homes,

the children would show no outward manifestation of fear,

but they would not talk at all. Their parents invariably

would interpret their speechlessness as a sign of fear,

saying that I still was strange to them, and they were

being cautious. The parents also explained the children's

fear by reporting that they had never seen a non-African

before, and they were afraid because of my different

appearance.

A factor contributing to the children's reaction to

strangers is their restricted mobility. Very young children

(below four years old), as a rule, do not have a great

range of mobility, due in part to the type of Luo settlement

pattern. Briefly, the Luo live in comparatively isolated

homesteads, which are separated by distances ranging from

twenty to several hundred yards. Usually the homesteads

are organized spatially into clusters on the basis of kin-

ship relations. Clusters of homesteads are separated by

distances ranging from a mile or more to a few hundred yards,

but within a cluster, the homesteads are also separate units.

As noted in the Introduction, a homestead typically is

surrounded by a tall euphorbia hedge, and there is only one

entrance to the compound. The homestead is, effectively,
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a single social unit. Children, especially the younger

ones, spend the majority of their time inside the compound,

playing with their siblings, or caretaker.

While a child may visit the nearest homesteads, there

usually will be no more than one or two within the permis-

sible range of his mobility. Even then, there may be

socially motivated restrictions on his mobility. Disputes

among household heads sometimes lead to suspension of, social

interaction among the members of the households, so that

children from homesteads separated by only twenty or thirty

yards are prevented from playinglwether.

Luo children, due to residence patterns and restricted

mobility do not come into frequent contact with many strangers.

There are, of course, strangers who come to visit at the

homestead, but the proportion of these is negligible in com-

parison with the number of regular visitors. S. H. Ominde,

in his study of the social development of Luo girls, stresses

this point. He states: "Children of two to five know very

few people beyond the members of their own family circle.

Thus Obala, at three years old, did not know who f was,

although I had been to her home and talked to her many times.

Her parents told me that this was due to their never having

told her my name." (l952:11) It might be added that strangers

may contribute in indirect ways to the children's reticence

to interact with subsequent strangers. In some cases, the

children's fear of our presence was interpreted by their

father as their reaction to the fear of being innoculated.
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The sudden appearance of strangers in the compound in the

past had meant that the children were going to be innocu-

lated by local medical authorities. The children generalized

their past experience to interpret the intentions of all

strangers.

Another factor which restricts the children!s mobility

is the practice of Luo mothers or mother-surrogates of

telling children that they will be taken by a lion or by a

:alano if they stray far from the homestead. The term

Yalaao, in this particular area, was a reference term for

Masai, who had a common territorial boundary with the Luo.

The children are cautioned also to be wary of strangers

who visit the homestead when the parents are away, again

for the same reason, i.e. that the children may be stolen.

Although in more traditional times, according to reports

of elder informants, child-theft was a danger it ceased

to be so many years ago.

Historically and culturally, there are sound bases for'

xenophobic behavior on the part of the Luo. All of the

tribal groups in the East African cattle area, of which the

Luo are a member, exhibit such behavior (as do pastoralists

in other regions of the world; cf. Barth 1966). The ethno-

graphic literature for East African pastoralists is replete

with accounts of tribal xenophobia (cf. Evans-Pritchard

1940), but rather than reviewing the material here, it will

suffice to indicate that cattle raiding is the root pheno-

menon in the complex oflforces generating xenophobic behavior.
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Any cattle-herding group was, traditionally, subject to

frequent cattle raids, and the presence of a stranger in

the area would render him suspect automatically as a spy

or cattle thief. Even within tribal groups raiding

occurred, with clan pitted against clan. In the raids and

resultant warfare, plundering and taking hostage of women

and children was frequent, in which cases, the children

would be incorporated into the raider's lineage. The

restriction of mobility of children therefore had the sound

practical basis of minimizing exposure to danger.

In areas where cattle raiding is no longer practiced,

the reduction of xenophobia has not necessarily proceeded

apace. Inculcation in children of fear of strangers is

still an important part of the socialization process, based

on information collected in informal conversations and from

interviews with parents on child-rearing practices.

From observations, it appeared that Luo children behaved

as they had been taught. During the first visits to the

homes, I was struck by the fact that older children (5-9 years

of age) upon seeing us approach the homestead, would gath ,r

the younger children into the house and keep them there as

we passed through the compound on the path to another home.

If we stopped to converse, the oldest child would act as

spokesman, while the younger children remained in the

background in the safety of the house.

Fear of strangers, then, is an element acting to restrict

verbal behavior of Luo children. For very young children,



a fear response is probably universal, an expression of an

adaptive value. As the child grows older, the response is

overlaid and ameliorated by cultural factors. The Luo

capitalize on the response in their socialization practices

as a mechanism for limiting the mobility of the child and

thereby insure his safety. Traditionally, he was protected

from marauders, and there is the auxiliary advanta,e of

preventing him from becoming ioct or possibly coming into

contact with harmful animals or insects.

2.3.2 Behavior in the Presence of Visitors. The fear

response was not the only factor responsible for constraining

the speech of the children in the presence of the researcher,

and moreover, its strength diminished with the passage of

time and repeated visits to the home. By visiting the homes

repeatedly, the social position of the researchers became

that of visitors, not strangers, and the appropriate behavior

of the child vis-l-vis visitors was exhibited.

There are socially appropriate ways in which children

are to conduct themselves when visitors are present, and the

children are taught the behavior by practice. According

to Luo etiquette, everyone in the homestead must come and

greet a visitor who has arrived, both verbally and by

shaking hands. Children who cannot talk yet and are barely

able to toddle are taken through the routine of shaking hands

even if they have to be assisted physically by an older

person. Children then leave the immediate area to continue

with their previous activity or to play, and the adults

converse without any interference from the children.

29
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Sometimes the children remain present, but they are silent

for the duration of the visit. The older children are taught

explicitly the proper way to behave in the presence of visitors.

Informants, in response to the question "Do you teach children

what to do when visitors come?", always answered that they

instruct children that they should be polite, greet the

visitor, and then go away to leave the adults to their con-

versation. The children have received training in advance,

for pre-verbal age children are taught the behavior by

example. They are always in the care of an older child,

even if the child is not a sibling but a relative who has

come to live at the younger child's home to act in the capa-

city of nursemaid. The older child, who observes the rules,

provides a model for the younger children, and he also is

responsible for seeing that the younger children follow the

rules. The net effect on the children's behavior in the

presence of adults, regardless of the age of the child, is

to reduce greatly, if not eliminate altogether, the verbal

output of the child.

It was explained to the parents of all of the children

in the sample that our purpose in being there was to study

language development in children, and it therefore became

acceptable, within limits, to have the children present

when we visited. During the visits, though, it was first

necessary to make polite conversation with the head of the

homestead for a period of 10-15 minutes. When it was

permissible to interact with the child, it was necessary
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to attempt to collect his speech in the presence of the

parents. To have suggested that we wanted to talk with

the child in private would have been not only a breach of

etiquette, but would have aroused suspicion, about our inten-

tions. Traditionally, enquiries about children, their ages,

activities, etc. could be done only among very close friends

and relatives. The only other category of person wanting

information about the child would be someone who would put

the information to evil use, as e.g. a sorcerer.

As matters were, there was a limit on the amount of

time that the adults could be expected to sit patiently

while we intu:oacted with the children. A more severe

hindrance to our task of collecting speech samples was

that the children were faced with the task of performing

in a situation which created role conflict. They had been

taught by example and precept that such behavior was not

permissible, and they were being asked to momentarily

suspend all prior training. Not surprisingly, the children

were reluctant to transgress the norms, and the result was

severely restricted speech behavior.

To fully appreciate why the norms of behavior for a

host are strongly sanctioned and why violations are

serious, it is necessary to know something of the place of

visiting in Luo society. It is not feasible to give a

detailed analysis here, but it may be noted that visiting

is a daily phenomena in the life of the Luo, and a high

premium is placed on it. Luo men spend many of their after-
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time, visiting at nearby homes to converse and drink lam,

the traditional millet beer. The women also often visit

with women from nearby 'homes whenever their work schedule

permits. In brief, all of the Luo are expected to be

regular visitors and hospitable hosts when they in turn

are visited. To violate this code of conduct, to mtke

oneself unavailable for social intercourse, is to indicate

that one's intentions must be evil, i.e., that there is

something to hide, which by definition can only be detri-

mental to the group. To behave in such a fashion arouses

suspicion, fear, and hostility, and it has the effect of

ostracizing .a person from the. community.

In a society where the dictates of subsistence and

defense require a high degree of cooperation, a course of

action by an individual against the group is simply not

tolerated. An individual requires the assistance of his

kinsmen, not only in subsistence matters as preparation of

land for planting, but for support against opposing groups,

who may, for example, attempt to take his land or cattle.

In short, a person cannot lightly ignore his responsibilities

as a visitor and as a proper host. He cannot afford to

alienate his kinsmen and neighbors.

2.3.4 Child-Adult Interaction. Other features of Luo

society regulate and shape children's verbal behavior. To

consider some of these, it is necessary to focus on aspects

of Luo children's position in society.

32



2.3.4.1 Constraints on Children's Behavior. The behavior

of children vis-t.-vis adults in visiting situations has

been noted, and it may be taken as a rough indicator of the

child's relationship with adults in other situations. The

relationship is essentially hierarchical, i.e., one of

superordination and subordination, and a feature of the

relationship marked in interaction is mutual respect. The

basic Luo attitudes on the issue can be shown in the following

account. One question asked of adults in the language belief

interviews was "Should children speak differently to adults

than to other children?" The answer invariably was "yes",

and when the informants were asked to elaborate, they replied

that children should be polite and show proper respect.

They also should be direct and precise in their speech,

avoiding joking and frivolous topics, and they should not

raise their voice, shout, or in general be boisterous. They

also should show respect by not looking the adults directly

in the eye when talking to them. Observations of adult-

child interaction confirmed the operation of these behavioral

features. It should be noted, however, that the implication

is not being made that all adult-child interaction is of

that type. Obviously there are more intimate aspects of

interaction, but their intimate nature precluded any frequent

observations of their manifestations. The majority of ob-

served adult-child interactions conformed roughly to the

model sketched above, which was to be expected if the

presence of a visitor was counted as an important factor
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in the definition of the speech situation as a whole.

One further point to indicate what the model for children's

behavior is general in Luo society is that the question in

the language belief questionnaire was intentionally 'open

rather than 'closed,' and yet there was near unanimity in

the answers given. Rather than postulating sioecific situ-

ations and asking the informants how a child should behave

in them, the informants were allowed the freedom of expressing

how they felt that a child should act in general situations,

or if they so desired, of stating how the child should act

in particular instances. None of the informants chose to

give specific insuances, but rather chose to answer in a

general way, and when they were asked about variations in

mode of behavior, they replied that there were none.

Children always were supposed to 4how respect.

The rigidity of adherence to the constraintu' on respect-

ful, behavior varies situationally, and for children, according

to arse, but the general claim can be made that respect is

a non-variant feature in social interaction between actors

of unequal status. An analysis of even the major situational

forms of the behavior is not feasible here, and ln addition,

the internalization of the rules for the various forms has

not yet been established for children in the earliest periods

of speech development. The net effect of the general feature

of respect, however, is to reduce the verbal output of the

child in the presence of adults and particularly when the

verbal interaction must be with adults. The cardinal rule
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is that children do not interrupt adult activities, and

young children who have not mastered this feature of behavior

follow it by fiat. Their nursemaids, held responsible for

their behavior, effectively prevent the children from vio-

lating the rule.

Children's speech is limited, then, in the number of

utterances they can make freely in the presence of adults

and, furthermore, it is limited by stylistic constraints.

The dominant feature follows from the requirement that

children be direct in their speech to adults. The direct-

ness in their speech is reflected by a low number of mor-

phemes per utterance, as compared with casual child-child

speech. There are other stylistic constraints, as e.g.

low pitch, but the essential feature for the present dis-

cussion is that the required respect of children for adults

is coded stylistically in the language, and the respect

has the overall effect of severely restricting the flow of

spontaneous speech of children in the presence of adults.

The hierarchical nature of adult-child interaction

and the consequent restriction of spontaneous speech posed

extremely difficult problems for the collection of speech

samples. Attempts to bypass the restrictions placed on

interacting with visitors or strangers by enlisting the

aid of parents was usually not successful. First there

was the problem of enlisting the parent's aid,, which was

no simple matter, but even in cases where this problem was

resolved, the hierarchical relationship still prevailed,



and the speech still was constrained. For example, in

several instances, the tape-recorder was left in operation

in the presence of a mother and child or father and child,

but the parents were unable to elicit even a single word

from the child. Most likely, the child recognized the

situation as "unusual", that it was not a typical everyday

occurrence, and he consequently switched into a style of

behavior that permitted him, appropriately, to do nothing.

2.3.4.2 Constraints. on Adult Behavior. Having considered

the child-to-adult-relational features on the theme of

mutual respect, the adult-to-child features can now be con-

sidered. To begin with, the Luo have a general attitude

toward the children and their behavior, which they express

as the children "living in a world of their own". The chil-

dren have activities of their own, created and sustained by

them. Several informants remarked on this aspect of tie

children's daily life, and in relation to the are of

language, many informants were in agreement in answer to

the question "From whom does a Luo child learn most of his

language?" that they learn their language from other children.

As they pointed out, children spend most of their time in

the company of other children and not with adults, and it

is to be expected that they learn from them. Luo children

are left, in effect, to their own devices much of the time,

so that in some respects they do live in a "world of their

own ".

36
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Luc) men are frequently absent from the homestead. In

the mornings, they may be engaged in such activities as

doing the heavier work in the gardens, either in their own

or others' fields, attending meetings, such as court cases

or perhaps going to market. In any event, they as a rule

are not at home in the morning, unless there is some specific

activity to keep them there, such as repairing the house or

granary. In the afternoons, the men frequently are visiting

at other homesteads. When they are at home, visitors are

often congregated there, and there is little or no inter-

action with children, as they ,are excluded from the company

of the men.

Luo women spend the vast majority of their mornings

working in the gardens, an activity, again, from which

children are excluded. In the afternoons, the women continue

to work in the homestead, and there is more opportunity for

interaction with the children. The women also often visit

with women from nearby homesteads in the afternoons, and

they spend some afternoons at nearby markets, so that in

effect, they are often away from home. Of course, the

women do spend considerable time in the homestead and they

do interact frequently with the younger children, as do

the Luo men, but the important point is the attitude of

the parents as to how much time is spent interacting with

the children, their conception of the allocation of respon-

sibility for the child's behavior ardhow he is engaged in

the course of his daily routine. That Luo adults are
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frequently not in the immediate vicinity of the homestead

implies that the children are expected to be able to take

care of themselves and that this feature of life is taken

for granted by the adults. As an extreme instance of the

degree to which this behavior is taken-for-granted, the

adults will sometimes attend a funeral for several days,

leaving the children at home to assume responsibility for

themselves.

Allowances for age are made, of course; a small child

will not be left to fend for himself. A mechanism is

employed for assigning responsibility, which may be stated

simply as "any older child is responsible for the welfare

of a younger one". For the very young children, less than

three years of age, the allocation rule is more explicit.

An older child, preferably a girl in the age range of 6-12,

is assigned to be the child's laoidi "nursemaid", and in

the absence of the parents, and even during much of the

time when they are present, the Lapidi has primary respon-

sibility for the child. If the child is neglected, harmed

or commits some offense, his 21421d.i. is held accountable.

Luo children are socialized early to assume responsibility

for their younger siblings. It is not unusual, for example,

for a 5-6 year old child, as he goes about his daily activi-

ties, to carry with him on side or back a younger sibling.

Luo children, then, as a group, are largely self-

sufficient and much of their time is spent in the company

of other children. One /aspect of the separation of adult
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and child activities is that clear boundary markers are

provided to demarcate the areas in which interaction is

',lot socially appropriate, or conversely, where it is

required. As an example of the latter, all the males,

young and old, in a homestead eat their meals together (unless

a visitor is presents, in which case the young boys eat

separately), and the females have their meals together as

a group. As clearly stressed, the presence of a group of

men in the homestead is a clear indicator for children that

they are not to interact with the men, except ritually in

the form of greetings and in leave-taking behavior. In

cases where children are asked to make an exception to the

rule, the request is often phrased in such a way as to com-

municate to the child that he may interact with the adults.

As will be seen, the child is not obligated to interact.

He has an option, and more often than not, he chooses not

to participate.

The most common way of signalling to the child that

he may talk with visitors is the use of the term ane, which

may be glossed as "please", but the term is not general in

its use, i.e. it is used only in speech to children. The

phase bi ane omEra "come (here) please my friend/brother"

or WI ane nyaAlego "comp (here) please daughter-of-

Alego (a term of respect)" were standard opening re,marks

in such cases. Parents, it attempting to persuade their

children to talk with us, often would state waZ ane ko:

=uncial "talk please with European" (cf. pp. 6t-i).



Informants notes, repeatedly, that in order to persuade the

children to talk, we first would have to please them, and

being polite was one necessary factor in the process. In

addition to the use of the term ane, another way to "please"

the children was to use a nickname or a term of respect,

such as omtra or nyaAleo. A nickname would be used in the

same fashion as omEra. As an example, the father of one

of the children in the sample repeatedly called the child

by his nickname, Nyambuoro, explaining to the researcher

that he was attempting to cajole the child into talking

with us.

As clearly indicated above, a Luo child had the option

of not talking, which he frequently exercised. Failure to

interact verbally in such sentences brought no reprimands

or reprisals from his parents. The strongest type of state-

ment to be made would be of the order "if you don't talk,

you won't get any candy", but even a remark of that kind

was rare. After failing to persuade their child to talk,

parents would state, simply, ogiomo or odagi "he refuses",

and nothing further would be said.

2.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The major characteristics of the speech behavior of

Luo children may be summarized in the following fashion,

but with the prior qualification that the model described

represents the speech behavior of the children from the

point of view of a visitor, i.e. in terms of the behavioral



configuration which has as a basic component the feature

in-the-presence-of-visitors. Most likely, the model is

more general. It probably represents in rough outline

the broader dimensions of child speech, but the problem

under consideration is the nature of the data collection

process, and the basic factor in the process was the effect

of the presence of visitors on the speech of the children,

i.e. the in-the-presence-of-visitors model will suffice.

The first rule for speech behavior of children is that they

are not to engage in conversation with adults in the presence

of visitors. For the youngest children in the sample unit,

the rule is observed de facto. Initially, a fear response

prohibits interaction, capitalization on the response is

made through social reinforcement, and this in turn is

reinforced by the childrenfs nursemaid, who keeps them

physically removed from the adults. As the children grow

older, they internalize the rule and observe it as an

assumed background expectancy.

When speech is directed to an adult, in the presence

of other adults, and, according to informants, in general,

the correct mode of speaking is to be brief, direct, and

in terms of style, subdued. The net effect is a reduced

verbal output, which is characterized by a low number of

morphemes per utterance.

The number of constraints which a child must recog-

nize and adhere to are reduced in casual speech, in

intermediate form in casual situations with adults, as



e.g. at meal-times, when the child initiates conversation

but observes stylistic ccnstraints, and in more complete

form in interaction with peers.

Viewing this speech behavior model in relation to the

competence-performance distinction, the earlier contention

that measures of competence must be related to accounts of

performance, production, and socio- linguistic rules seems

valid. The extent to which competence can be inferred

from performance follows directly from the nature of the

performance model and its embedding in a cultural matrix.

As an example, the competence described for the Luo chil-

dren will be more limited and partial than descriptions for

English-speaking American children at corresponding ages,

because of the nature of the performance restrictions.

The Luo description is essentially for non-casual for

formal speech, dictated by the social rules governing the

use of speech. For the English-speaking children, a

different type of situation prevails, as indicated by the

cuotes from the studies with them. At any rate, it seems

clear that the behavioral expectations of both children

and adults in the Luo studies and those in the United

States are markedly different.

The expectation on the part of the American children

that the visitor was to put in time as a playmate would

simply not be present for Luo children, and these

differences in expectations affect drastically verbal

interaction with the children.



In summary there are two main points to be stressed.

First, cultural knowledge of a society is necessary for

studies in language acquisition. In the present study,

any description of comricitence must follow an account of

the major rules governing children's speech. The basic

rules are: (1) children do not interact with strangers;

(2) children interact only ritually with visitors; (3)

children interact formally with adults in the presence of

other adults, according to a prescribed manner; and (Lb)

children interact "freely" (with minimum constraint) with

peers. The best account of the acquired competency for

children would then come from samples of speech under

conditions in rule (4). The data collecting situation

could not be manipulated so that any systematic collection

of data of that type could be carried out. Consequently

most of the samples came from conditions as in (2) and (3).

The second major point is that, due to restrictions

'on the data collecting process, the accounts of language

development in the following chapters must represent the

minimal degree of development for particular developmental

ages. The production information is limited, performance

data is limited, and the inferred competence must also be

limited. Despite this 4ualification, the analysis can

.1
demonstrate, however, ialportant aspects of Luo language

development, primarily n terms of the sequence of acqui-

sition of various categolries of language. Despite the

fact that a particular category of language in the child's



development may be overestimated in terms of age of

appearance and despite the fact that there may be gaps in

the record, the overall sequence of acquisition and the
og

general direction of language development should become

apparent in the analyses.
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CHAPTER 3

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: ,12-27 MONTHS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Six children in the sample unit were in the earliest

stages of language acquisition during the course of the

research. Four of the children wore in the babbling

stage at the beginning of the research, and they provided

some information on the transition to the one-word

utterance stage. In addition, they provided data on the

characteristics of initial vocabulary and on some features

of earliest grammatical development. The two older chil-

dren furnished speech samples which yielded more insight

into vocabulary development and the acquisition of grammar.

Important aspects of each of the stages of language

development, i.e., those characterized by babbling, one-

word utterances, and two-word utterances, and the transi-

tions between the stages will be discussed in the present

chapter. Rather than initially segmenting into the component

stages the data presented by each child, the linguistic

development of each child will be presented in turn, so as

to provide a continuum in chronological age and corres-

ponding language development. Stages in the linguistic

growth of the children may then be identified and discussed

both in terms of ages at which they appear and in terms of

the formal linguisbic features associated with them. Studies

with English-speaking American children have indicated that
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chronological age is not as important a measure in the

acquisition process as developmental age. Children at the

same age chronologically may vary considerably in their

linguistic ability, but the stages of acquisition in

developmental terms are not variant (cf. Braine 1963;

Bloom 1963). Linguistic competence will be correlated

with chronological age for the Luo children, however, with

the intent of identifying the extent of individual variation.

In each of the stages of development mentioned in the

above general framework, specific questions will be addressed

to the data, The ages of termination of babbling behavior

and the earliest use of words will be sought. An approxi-

mation of the age range of the one-word utterance stage

will be the goal, 1
as will the corollary of noting the age

for appearance of two-word utterances. Characteristics

of initial vocabulary will be described, according to the

goals outlined in the Field Manual:

The aim of this exploration (initial vocabularies)

will be to reveal (1) the extent and range of

vocabulary, (2) the semantic domains named by

the child, (3) the "innominate" zones, (4) the

nature of generalizations of meaning, and (5) the

extent of homonymity (Slobin 1967:15).

At the two-word utterance stage, a major focus will

be on the acquisition of grammar. In the past decade

there has been a flowering of interest and studies in the

early period of children's grammatical development. Studies



by Braine (1963), Brown and Fraser (1963), and Miller and

Ervin (1964) all have yielded remarkably similar findings

on the initial period of grammatical development. A major
I.

finding of studies was that in the speech samples of

children at the two-word utterance level, the words employed

by the children were not unstructured juxtapositions, but

rather a distributional selection process was at work.

Children's grammar seemed to be structured from the start,

i.e. combinations of words and parts of words seemed to be

systematic rather than random. A small class of words

seemed always to occupy the same position in the utterance

and to be combined with a large variety of a different class

of words. For example, Braine found that one of the chil-

dren in his study consistently used the term more in combi-

nation with such terms as cereal, cookie, read, high, and

car to produce the utterances more cereal, more cookie,

more read (meaning"don't stop reading"), more 1211-4.. (meaning

"there's more up there" (more cookies up on the shelf)), and

more car (meaning "drive around some more") Likewiseb the

terms off was used consistently following such words as

boot, light, and shirt, and the term allam2 was combined

with jice, shoe, and outside (said when the door was closed).

(1963:5)

Braine, in his examination of the speech corpus, found

that a number of terms almost always occupied the initial

position in the utterances and that they occurred with any

one of a large number of content words, mostly nouns and
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pronouns. Characteristics of the latter class of words

were that the number of words in its membership expanded

rapidly, and that the words often occurred in the children's

speech as single-word utterances. Braine called these items

"open- -class words" and the small, relatively stable class

was designated "pivot words". A pivot word ,may be in the

first or second position of a two -woid sentence, as indicated

by the examples above, but its position is usually fixed

stationary in the frame in which it occurs. In English,

for example, the pivot word off almost always occupies the

second position. The utterances of th Luo children will

be examined with the view of identifyixg pivot constructions

in their language and comparing their characteristics with

those in English.

Attention also will be focused on morphological deve-

lopment. Morphology is more highly productive in Luo than

in English, and one would expect that inflectional rules,

and accompanying morphophonemic ones, would be acquired

relatively early by the Luo children. The first uses of

inflection by them will be noted and later development

will be traced. Note also will be made of the use and

development of negatives during this early period of language

acquisition. Children's ability to handle "wh-" questions

(where...? when...? what..?) also will be discussed.

ikfut



3.2 PARENTAL RZPORTS ON EARLY LANGUAGE

Two questions asked of Luo adults in the language

belief questionnaire2 were What is the first word that Luo

children are able to say?" and "How old are the children

when they begin to say this word?" Thirteen people were

asked these questions, and all but one replied that the

first words were mama "mother" and baba "father", although

there was some uncertainty in the informants' minds as to

which of these terms appeared earlier. All were in agree-

want that the two terms appeared in the same month for Luo

children, but again, there was some uncertainty regarding

the age at which the terms typically appeared for Luo

children. Nine respondents claimed that the woods appear

in the age range of 7 to 8 months; one gave the age as

one year; and three replied that the words first appeared

at the age of approximately two years. From a questionnaire

on child-rearing practices, all the mothers of the children

in the sample were asked the question "How old was

when he, first began to say hamai and 'baba'?" Again,

essentially the same age range was represented in their

replies, with a spread of 5 to 24 months. Of the 31

responses to the question, 16 were clustered in the range

of 5-7 months, and the remainder were spread over the range

8-24 months, with a minor clustering of 5 responses at

18 -19 months.

The qualification should be made that the reported

information provides only a rragh account of what Luo
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adults report about the speech behavior of Luo children.

The "measurements" are not exact, since the adults were

trying to reconstruct from memory the ages of their children

at the time when they first be!;an to use mama and baba.

Furthermore, what counted as "mama" and "baba" could have

been the production of the sounds ma-ma and ba-ba rather

than the terms per se. Later empirical evidence suggests

that some mothers reported the ages for the former. Luo

children characteristically begin to produce ma and ba

sounds in their babbling at approximately six months. This

may account for the clustering of parental reports in the

5-7 month range. Also from the available evidence, it

appears that some children use the terms as early as 12-14

months, even though they continue to babble for several

more months. Productive speech begins at approximately

18 months, at which time the use of the morphemes mama and,

baba are clearly distinguished, as babbling has ceased

and monomorphemic utterances are prevalent, highteen

months is the age for which the parental responses form the

minor cluster in the sample. From this point of view)

i.e, by making the distinction between the phones and

morphemes, the parents' reports can be considered as

essentially accurate.

Parental reports, then, can give some initial indica-

tions of the nature of child speech. The desired objective

is a reconstruction of Vile development of Luo children's

speech, beginning with spme approximate notion of the age

11
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at which words first appear, what these words are, and

what the rate and nature of subsequent development is.

In order to view this process more closely, the available

empiri,:al data can be supplemented with parental reports

and cross-checked where possible. In the previous chapter

it was noted that visits to collect speech samples from the

youngest children in the sample were very unproductive, and

in cases where little or no information could be collected

directly, we were forced to rely on reports and interpre-

tations of the parents or parent-surrogates. Information

of the latter type is used only minimally to fill gaps in

the record and with the restriction that judgments in

highly subjective areas not be included. In essence,

parental reports were used to supplement data on initial

vocabulary development, i.e. as to whether a child used a

particular term in his speech, and more complex questions

concerning grammar were avoided.

3.3 SPEECH SAMPLES OF OGUTU (Al) AND WANGA (31)

The two youngest children in the sample, Ogutu (Al)

and Wanga (31), were visited primarily for information on

babbling and phonological development. Near the end of

the research period, though, they began to use a few short

words, and thus provided some data on the transition from

the babbling to the one-word stage.

3.3.1 Ogutu (Al). Ogutu was able to produce [ma] and[ba]

sounds at the age of nine months, and would occasionally



produce sequences of the sounds as Dna-ma-mog and [ba-ba-4.

There was no evidence that he was producing mama and baba

at this age, but at 12 months, he was using the terms freely,

and he had added a third to his vocabulary, the term Ella.

Miya, is an infl,%)ted form of the verb Elzo "to give", with

a pronomial inflection -a "me", but of course it is highly

unlikely that Ogutu was applying an inflectional rule.

Rather, the term represented as a unit his expression of

desire or wanting, and was generalized to cover all pheno-

mena in that category. The following interchange gives an

example rf his use of the term. Ogutufs mother and older

sister were attempting to induce him to talk and/or babble,

and they were attracting his attention by jangling a ring

of keys in front of him. He responded by extending his hand

for the keys and saying umaan. He was given the keys, but

his mother promptly withdrew them, saying

Miye ki un u. Itimi kode nade?

"Give-it key. You (will)-do with-it how/what?"

Ogutu shouted his reply, miya, miya as he was attempting

to retreive the keys from his mother.

The above information on Ogutu was collected on the

final visit to his home, and there was thus no opportunity

to continue with a study of his language development. His

vocabulary at the age of 12 months was established as

containing the three terms mama, baba, and miya.

Wanga (B1). Wanga presented a similar developmental

picture. Her mother reported during the eighth month that

52
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Wanga could say Cta-ta) but was unable to, say [ma -ma] or

(ba-btg. We were not able to et her to utter any sounds

during our presence at this age. At 10 months, she made

the sounds Da--ate-q and Ene-ne-nej, but no [ma] or [Oa]

was evident. At 11 months, her mother reported that she

could make many sounds, including [ma] and [bal. By the

fourteenth month, she was using mama and baba and was also

able to say miya. She generalized the term to cover both

receiving and giving. Her older sister offered her a piece

of candy, and Waaga held out her band for it, saying miza.

After playing with the candy briefly, Walga gave it back

to her sister, again saying miya. A similar exchange

occurred with a set of key-rings. Observations ended in

'the fifteenth month for Wanga and no new words were re-

corded for that month. From the available information,

Wanga had a vocabulary at fourteen months identical with

Ogutulso consisting of mama, baba, and miya

3.L. SPiECH SAMPLES OF OTHIENO (A2) AND AOKO (B2)

Two additional children, Othieno (A2) aid Aoko (B2),

were added to the sample three months after the beginning

of the research, so as to provide more information for the

age range of one to two years.

3.4.1 Othieno (A2). Othieno was fourteen months old at

the time of our first visit, and for this and the second

visit a month later, we were not able to record any

utterances. He was still in the babbling stage, and there
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was no information as to whether he was also producing

words. Later in the fifteenth month, we enlisted the aid

of his mother, but the only responses 'we were able to obtain

in a 30-minute period ilere e: "yes" in response to his

mother's question i5amo tamtam? "you (have) - eaten) candy?"

and 'Oa "no" in response to her demand miya tamtam "give-

me candy".

In the seventeenth month, his mother reported that he

still could not talk,, but that he continued to babble.

During this visit, his mother reported that he had begun

to say mama and baba at the age of six months, but we were

never able to get a record of him actually saying them.

Early in the eighteenth month, we still were not able to

record any speech, but he had begun to reply (Wall to

questions that were directed to him, as if he were asking

for a repetition of the question. In adult Luc), the expression

is used to indicate that the previous remark was not heard

or understood, but in this particular session, Othieno

used it after each question addressed to him. It is

difficult to ascertain just what role the utterance played

in his speech. It may have been the case thd;he was not

capable of decoding the questions and was actually asking

for them to be repeated, or perhaps more likely, he

recognized that the utterance was a correct response to

some questions and had generalized it as a response to all

of them, "feeling" that it was a sufficient answer.
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Later in the eighteenth month a few words began to

appear. As we entered the homestead, Othieno's nursemaid

told him to greet us mw, and Othieno loudly called

Epq. A few minutes later, after his mother had unsuccess-

fully tried to get him to talk, he walked outside and began

to call for his Nursemaid °bare, by calling [baytg loudly

several times. His mother reported that he was beginning

to talk now,'even though he still continued to babble. She

reported that he was able to say ntiya when he wanted some-

thing, andin addition, he was able to say mama, paba, ram

"food" and baya "Obare ".

More terms and the first two-word utterances appeared

in the nineteenth month. He answered the question mama Erg?

"mother is-where" with (1)3 en ka "she is here". He would

not say anything else in our presface, but his brother

Obare told us that he would say 21, 21 "water" whenever he

wanted a drink, said pka for /nyUka/4 "porridge", and said

(2) Cam mi la "food give-me" rather than the correct adult

versions of mlya Cam "give-msa, food" or maa aeon "give-me

I-eat"..5 In the twentieth month, he made the utterance

mama, ne 'mama, look/see" as he was holding us a piece of

candy for her to see. He also began to play with the term

mama, which he kept repeating over and over in the form of

a song. Observation ended in the twentieth month.

As incomplete am the record is for Othieno, it is

possible to make a few generalizations concerning his

speech development. First, babbling had begun by the sixth
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month and it continued at least through the eighteenth

month. Secondly, he was capable of responding in a yes-no

fashion to questions at the age of fifteen months. It

was reported in the seventeenth month that he was not yet

able to talk, and in the eighteenth month, a few words

began to appear, The ones recorded were mama, bab, miya,

as (for risawa, a greeting), Can "food", and bays "Obare".

In the nineteenth and twentieth months, new items to appear

were en "he/she/it is", ka "here", 21.. "water", Uka "porridge",

and ne "see/look", Also in the nineteenth month, the first

two-word utterances appeared, and reports from his mother

and nursemaid confirmed the fact that he was capable of

using two-word sentences at this age,

3.4.2 Lehstalligl,

3421 2292221alnalaa Aoko (B2) was 16 months old when

observations began and attempts were made to collect

speech samples. No speech was evident on our first visit,

although it was apparent that she was able to understand

some of the remarks addressed to her such as bi ka "come

here" and bed piny mnd, amid rallia "sit down so that I-

give-you porridge", and mak .01 lwetEni arlyo "hold with

hands both", She responded appropriately to such demands

as the above, On another visit, her brother succeeded in

vtting her to imitate the word Cam "food/eat",6 He gave

her a pic;ce of candy, repeating over and over Cam, Cam

and, she finally replied, in a whisper, [tam],



A similar episode occurred during the eighteenth month,

Aokots mother, brother, and sister were all encouraging her

to talk, but she declined, which prompted her mother to

remark Elisa, ok nom, /41142a kata mond? "Elisav not able

(you) talk-to-me even for-a-little-while?" There was no

response, and her mother r(kported to us Elisa 22m2 "Elisa

refused" and let the matter end there. Aokots brother

persisted in his efforts, and by whispering to her dam

repeatedly, she began to repeat after him, whispering dam

in return. Her sister then said to her ne mara "see mine"

(talking about a piece of candy), and Aoko replied maya

maya . Her sister then addressed her in falsetto, lusl,

paui, asalHI(om going to) - beat -you ", and Aoko replied

Egg. Later, in an attempt to get her to name the people

present, her sister said "Auma, Tabu, Ageyo". Aoko replied

"Tab", and this performance was repeated three times.

All of the above utterance: by Aoko were obviously

imitations, but her mother assured us that she was beginning

to say a few words, such as the names of her brother and

sister and other words such as mla and weya. As with

Ogutu (Al) at an earlier age, the term mica "give-me" most

likely does not represent two morphemes for Aoko, but

rather functions psychologically as a unit] it is

monomorphemic. Weza is of a similar construction. The

verb root we may be glossed as "stop, let alone, leave

alone", and inflected with the pronominal -a "me, mine",

renders "leave-me-alone" or "leave-mine-alone". For Aoko

the term :claa id probably a generalized form meaning "stop"
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or "don't", but this cannot be known for sure, due to lack

of contextual information.

In the last visit in the eighteenth month, Aoko

provided two more features'of development, one a minor

example of naming behavior, by pointing to a piece of candy

and naming it .bamtam. The second feature was an Tata

response to her mother's command ti ine web moko "go you-

see visitors some". During the visit, her mother reported

that she no longer babbled, and that she stopped a month

earlier, i.e. in her seventeenth month.

In the ninetee.Ith month, there was another instance

of a "no" response to a command. Rer father told her

3i imcAs wend° "go you-greet visitor", to which she replied

tata. In the same visit, she used her first two-word

utterance in our.presence, saying (3) ne tamtam "seo candy"

to her brother, holding the candy for him to see.

Due to the extreme difficulty of collecting systematic

data for Aoko's speech, we asked her father to supply us

with some information. The following material which is for

her twentieth month, and the qualification :: :- be made that

the data is fragmentary, that the vocabulary, for example,

is only a partial list of the terms Aoko had at her commando

His reports do supply some valuable information, though,

which could not be gained in any other fashion. An

immediate objection which may be made as to the reliability

of the father's reports is that ne would not hlve enouu;h

contact with the children or be concerned with their deve-



lopment to the extent that he would notice features such

as vocabulary development. There is some merit in this

objection, but it should be noted that due to spatial arrange-
.11

meats of the living quarters which facilitate interaction,

and to such practices as the children sleeping with their

parents until tho age of two (or more), there is ample

opportunity for contact between all members of the family. ?

There is also a pattern in some Luo families of close contact

between a father and his young daughter, although the rela

tionship alters drastically as the girl grows older. Several

of the men in the sample unit responded to my question on

daily routines as to "whom do you talk with most when you

are at home?" by naming their young daughter. Aoko!s father

answered the question in this fashion.

Most of the information her father gave was related

to her vocabulary development, telling us which words

she was and was not able to use in her speech. The items

listed in Table 2 are terms which he reported Aoko as

being able to use without difficulty.

Table 2:
Reported Vocabulary for Aoko (B2) at 20 Months

Terms

odUma

tiemo

kwon

nyUka

mac

ylin

san

0

Glosses

maize

food

bread

porridge

fire

wood

plate
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Table 2 (Continued)

Terms Glosses

nanga cloth(es)

kom r chair

mesa table

&Lao! cow

gwEno chicken

dIEl goat

aloe vegetables

door(way)

tarot amp. candy

kwEr hoe

koOia hat, cap

klmbo lard (tinned)

agwata drinking cup (gourd)

tat), spear

tni egg

rIngo to run

beto to cut, harvest

ne see

rya give-m

weya stop

pi water

Aokols father also reported that she was able to

string a few short words together to form sentences, such

as (4) miya Di "give-me water" or (5) tam "give-

me candy". She was not yet able, however, to use the



verb dwaro "to want, need", which always occurs in, an

inflected form. Likewise, she was not yet able to use

the appropriate term foil"expressing hunger,' which is kg

kaya "hunger bites-me", but uses instead r0.a plus objects.

An interesting feature of naming behavior during this

period waa Aoko's term for ants. An ant had stung her,

and her father, in explaining what had happened, told her

mor yayi, "ant bit-you", which she took to be the name for

ants and used in that respect.

Some more speech samples were recorded in the twen-

tieth month. Like Othieno (A2), Aoko, in the midst of

playing, began to make a song of mama and baba, chanting

them over and over again. In the same observation Teriod,

she began to play with her father's cap, which was hooked

over the back of a chair. As she was trying to get the

cap, she repeated (6) game, "hand-it-over" three times.

The appearance of the third person si ngular marker -e

may indicate that a rule for marking pronominal inflec-

tion has been acquired, i.e. with the contrast provided

by the first person angular -a in mlya or Hem, but

again, the term same may have been learned as a unit. As

we shall see, the use of inflections is clearly marked in

the 21st month, and it is probably present in the twentieth,

but the evidence is not sufficient to establish that claim.

Another utterance in the twentieth month was (7) ndawa

pin' "tobacco (cigarette) down/floor", which Aoko said as

she picked up a cigarette. butt which had been extinguished
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on the floor. She pretended to smoke the cigarette, showing

her father and saying (8) baba ndawa "father cigarette".

She was then, given a piece of candy, to which she responded

(9) tamtam "give-me candy". Her father, teasing her,

took the candy away from her, prompting her to shout (10)

maa tamtar4 bra. He returned the candy to her, and she

began to suck on it, remarking 01,k "mouth". Later, she

was aked to identify the researcher, and she replied (11)

ma wind() "this visitor".

During the 21st month, we were still experiencing

considerable difficulty in persuading Aoko to talk. Her

father agreed to try to get her to talk in our absence,

but with the tape recorder in operation. After one

unsuccessful attempt, we were able, several days later,

to collect a small sample of speech between .Aoko and her

father. Portions of the conversation are given in Table 3
8

Table 3
Recorded Conversation between Aoko and her Father

(21 months)

Father

Omi i. aario ma oa.yi?

"gave -you who which gave-you?"

wEndo!

"Visitor!"

Elisabeth, mr4una kanye?

"Elisabeth, European went where?"

Aoko

---
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Table 3 (Continued)

Father

unsa oti ooko?

"European went outside?"

was6 ane kede, E.1i6abeth

"talk please with -hiii, Elisabeth"

Aoko

ee

nyes u

nno u

oka o3i aITA ice? ber

"those-people went, they-left-for- " "good ""

us thing-which good, you-see?"

542.2.13112
gino

"thing-that good" "thing-that" .

ber kabisa

"good very-much"

Elisa, Joab atayo

"Elisa, Joab is-foolish"

msungu oai oko msunm osea

"European went outside. European

has-left."

ErE m.21111Eu oti oko?

"Where-is European, he-went

outside?"

wa8 ni msupEu
1000110...r.11 Mo. .m...e.

,say zuropean has-left"

(12) Elna ber

"thing-that good"

ee

nyes u

6unGu a

"Europoan has - left""
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Father

Table 3 (Continued

msuno.0 osea oWi kure

Aoko

614ngu osea. (13) ogi

Ulanda.

"European has-left. He-went where?" "European has-left. He-

went to Ulanda."

pse kuro? o, i, Ulanda? ee. Lnaa osea. (14)

obi Ulanda.

"yes. European has-left.

he-went to Ulanda."

"he-has (gone) there?

he-went to Ulanda?"

ma e bear, mare
111*

"this one good, his"

(talking about the tape recorder)

mare maber.

"his good"

(15) ma e mare.

"This one his."

ee. (16) okelo.

"yes. he-brousht (i

okelo nwa. (17) okelo ma e.

"hp-brought (it) for-us"

we:, kik ikeg. kikeGo to

rgi, di Els.upial Eowa.

"dontt! don't you-break it. If you

break-it, bad-you, then European

(will) beat-us."

ee, koro inenop'i?

"yes, then you-see-them?"

"he-brought this one"

ee.

yes u

ee, (18) al29aaai.

"yes, I-see-them,"

I I



Table 3 (Continued)

Father Aoko

ineno msunpu/ re ot (19) aneno

' "you -see European?" "I-see European."

e to Anf? ma e agoy

"yes, this one but what? this

one what?"

ee, ne ma to any

"yes, see this but what?"

mana, ma to av?

"that, that but what?"

en 021.?

"it what?"

en av?

"it what?"

ERAnsa pn. kanye?

"European went where?"
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(20) ma e. (21) en

dungu.

"this one. it European."

(22) ma e LnEg.

"this one European"

(23) ma e?

"this one?"

(24) ma e (25) en ELI..

"this one, it thing-

this."

(26.) ma e, (27) ma

e 6urIza.

"this one, this one

European."

(28) anwl!

"I-burned-him!"

3.4.2.2 AnalLsj.ssILS22221LSamples. Prior to analyzing

the conversation between Aoko and her father, a distinction
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must be made between her utterances which are imitations,

immediate or delxyed, of previous utterances of her father,

and those that are proquced spontaneously. At issue hero

is one of the basic questions toward which the research is

directed, namely the identification of the types of regular

productions of grammatical features and the ages at which

they occur in Luo children. A basic assumption is that

the utterances of the children at some point are not merely

rote learned, but are generated by the grammar of the child.

At times, however, the distinction is blurred, and it is

difficult to categorize an utterance, particularly in the

early stages of grammatical development where it is obvious

that imitation is a prominent feature of the childisspeech.

The criteria employed for the above conversation (and for

later ones) are (1) if the child's utterance is a word-

for-word imitation of an utterance produced by another

party, whether it was immediately contiguous or not, the

utterance was counted as an imitation; (2) all other utter-

ances were countedas being generated by the child's syntax,

including those that include terms from previous utterances

of the other party and those that employ no new terms, but

represent a concatenation of the terms in the previous

utterance. According to these criteria, the utterances

ungu osea "European has-left" are all imitations, but (12)

ber "thing-that good" and (13) obi lilanda "he-went to

Ulanda" are produced by the child!s grammar.
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For morphology, the problem is more complex, as even

the spontaneous appearance of an inflected form does not

necessarily mean that an inflectional rule was applied.

The child may have learned the term as a unit. The criterion

employed in the present analysis is that the child is credited

with the ability to apply inflection rules when there is a

basis for contrast for inflection of each particular kind.

Ideally a contrast sot for a particular term would be pre-

ferred. For utterance (13) of Ulanda, for example, the

child would be credited with the inflectional rule if he

produced other pronouns to contrast paradigmatically with

the third person singular o- in the environment 3i.

The criterion accepted here, however, specifies that the

child is capable of applying the rule if a contrast set of

pronominals appears in the environment Verb.

Utterances (13) oai Ulanda " he-went to Ulanda" and

(16) okelo "he-brought (it)" contrasted with (18) anenragi

"I-see-them" and (0) 601192 "I-burned-him" indicate

that Aoko is able to inflect verb stems to mark pronominal

subject. The pronouns an "I" and en "he/she/it" become

a- and o- in the environment Verb. There is also some

supportive evidence for Aokos ability to use verbal inflec-

tion of this type. In utterance (18) anenoEL "I-see-them",

she was responding to her fatherTs question Inal2EL? "you-

see-them?", indicating that she was able to transpose cor-

rectly from second person singular to first person singular

in the subject.
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Utterance (18) anenogle "I-see-them" contrasted with

(28) paaati "I-burned-him" indicates that Aoko is able

als(d to inflect the verb to show pronominal object, i.e.
tr

nano gi 4 atnazi and yram e 4 wat, Utterance (18),

though, as indicated, followed her fatherfs question

in....21.81oi "you-see-them?", and it is possible that the third

person plurals was simply an imitation, in which case,

no contrast is available in the pronominal object set.

Utterance (28) was spontaneous, however, indicatLng at

least the possibility that inflection for pronominal object

is within Aoko's linguistic capacity.

In any event, it is clear that Aoko was able to use

inflection to mark pronominal subject, at the ase of

21 months. There was continued use of two-word utterances

at this agep as clearly shown in Table 3. Several new

combinations appeared, such as numbers (13), (19), (23),

(24), and(25). The sample is far too small to identify

a pivot grammar, but attempting to discover a pivot grammar

at this stage is not necessary. It may have been the

case that Aoko was using a pivot grammar in earlier speech,

as in the preceding month. There are hints that some words

may have acted as pivots, such as en ((21) and (25)) and

ma ((11), (20), and (23)), but the evidence is not conclu-

sive. At any rate, it does seem clear that in the 21st

month, gokots grammar is more complex than a pivot type.

The use of verb inflections show that her grammar' is already

hierarchical and cannot be accounted for by pivot construe-
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tions. In addition, there are several three-word utterances

in her speech, indicating that she is past the two-word

stage.

It is interesting-to note that the three-word utter-

ances in Aokots apeech represent hierarchical constructions

similar to those appearing in the speech of American children.

For example, the utterances "man car" and "other car" are

combined to form "other man car" or "man other car" (cf.

Slobin 1967:108-9). Aoko's utterances that appear similar

in construction are: (15) ma e mare "this one his"; and

(22) ma e 6uncm "this one European". If the introduction

of the particle e represents the addition of another morpheme

'to constructions with the morpheme ma, as (11) ma wend°

"this visitor", then (15) and (22) would represent the

following kind of construction:

p pir/NkTo " ;,.,0

ma ma 6ungu p \C/ Linal
I

ma e

The question of synonymity must be raised, however,

for the expressions ma and ma e. Studies with English-

speaking children have shown that the terms "that",

"thatls", and "thatssa" are all monomorphemic and synonymous

(Miller and Ervin 1964:17-20). Conceivably ma "this" and

ma e "this one" could be similar to the English examples.

If this were the case, (15) and (22) would not be

hierarchical.
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As a first step in clarifying the issue, we can turn

to an explication of the role of the particle e in the Luo

language. Edgar Gregersen in his analysis of Luo grammar,

makes the following poiits.

"Use of the deictic E-phrase (as opposed, say, to

an expression of place in or on) is limited to

nonverbal constructions altogether. A deictic E is

required: (a) before a ma clause; (b ) after the

noun ma "this-one", or a nominal phrase with ma

as the head; (c) before an infinitive verb; (d) when

the subject is a proper name and the ,predicate noun

is modified by a conjunctive pronoun or, demonstra-

tive. When the subject is not a proper name, use

of E before a noun modified by a conjunctive pronoun

or demonstrativeis facultative. Elsewhere, E is

emphatic, so that one night translate en e ruo0 as

"he is the, chief", as opposed to En ruo qie is

a chief" (1961:62).

With Gregersenls analysis in mind, an insDection of

the data indicates that Aoko has acquired the rule that

"the particle e. is required after the noun me. In an

earlier utterance, (11) ma wgndo "this visitor", the

rule was absent, but in all of her utterances in the

21st month, the particle was preSent. From this lvidence,

it would appear that e as a direct (deictic) particle

served no semantic purpose, and that ma and ma e were, in

fact, synonymous. Other evidence, though, show that

the opposite is more likely the case.
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First, Gregersen's rule(b), that e is required after

ma and the statement that ",..Elsewhere e is an emphatic"

are not mutually exclusive. The particle e can function

as an emphatic in the environment ma 0 meaning "this one ".

Indeed, in the speech of some adult informants, e was used

in precisely this manner, i.e. only as an emphatic and not

as a 1.irect particle,
10 In Aoko's speech, e seemed to be

functioning In this manner.

In the entire conversational sequence in which the

phrase ma e occurred, Aoko and her father were talking

about the tape recorder. The introductory remark was her

father's ma e bOr, mare "this one good, his", All of his

and Aoko's subsequent remarks on the topic were designed

to identify the tape recorder as one of several objects

in the environment and ascribe its ownership to the

researcher. Utterance (15) ma e mare, then is best

glossed as "this one his", and likewise, utterancec (20),

(23), (2L.), and (26), r1 e "this one" t.nctioned primarily

to identify the tape recorder as the object being dis-

cussed. In utterances (22) and(27)0 ma e 19.nEa the particle

e is not the direct particle ebut rather it is the emphatic

"one". In this sense, the utterances (15) and(22) repre-

sent hierarchical constructions comparable to those in

English.

Predicative sentences in Aoko's speech at 21 months

also were order constrained. Number (17), okelo ro;2,0

for example, shows SVO ordering, as does (28) p.vdp.9.,



"I-hurned-;him ". Although the evidence on this issue is

meager, it appears that the standard word order is

acquired early. Later information will be considered

on this point.

During the final visit with Aoko, in the 22nd month,

we were able to add only slightly to her record. At one

point in the visit, Aoko pointed to a chicken. nearby and

remarked wino "chicken". Here sister asked JE1 3E02,

Elisa? "where-is chicken, Elisar to which she responded

(29) ne maZCa "see that". Later in the visit, she and her

brother were playing with a toy car, and in the midst of

playing, Aoico remarked (30) ism ykap /gare rIng6/ "car

runs".

Viewing the development of Aokots speech, the prominent

features, in summary, were: (1) babbling behavior continued

Until the seventeenth month; (2) one-word utterances were

characteristic of the eighteenth month; (3) the first

recorded two-word utterances were in her nineteenth month

of age; (Lb) two -word utterances resembling pivot construc-

tions were present in the twentieth and twenty-first months,

with the terms mlya "give-me", en "he,shepit", ne "see",

and mE.t. "this" possibly functioning as pivots; (5) inflec-

tions began to be used in the twentieth month, were clearly

present in the twenty-first month, and the infleetions

marked pronominal subject and object; (6) non "predicative

three-word utterances, hierarchically constructed, appeared

in the twenty-first month, with the construction ma e used

in combination with open-class words; and (7) predicate
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sentences appeared in the twenty-first month, with

constrained word orders

3.5 SPEECH SAMPLES OF RISPER (D)

3.5.1 afeclo_le.s. Child D' in the sample, Risper

Adhiambo, like the other children, was shy and speechless

in our presence, especially during the early period of the

research. Consequently, most of the information collected

during this period was from the child ?s mother or older

sister. As in Aokols case, it was possible to reconstruct

some of her early vocabulary by asking her mother to tell

us all the words that Risper knew and was able to use in

her speech. Those reported by her mother are given in

Table 4.

Table L
Reported vocabulary for Risper (D) at 21 months

Term Glosses

mama mama

dam food

pi water

kuon bread

slot vegetables

nyUka porridge

ugi porridge

sam plate

pala knife

beti slasher
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Table 4 (Continued)

Terms Glosses

kom chair

Ben stool

pt house

data home

may fire

gwEno chicken

Sim) cow

gwok dog

dIE1 goat

rombo sheep

paka cat

kid.: stone

bet millet

odUma maize

rabwon potato

rabolo banana

tarot am candy

a'ak milk

wiyo head

warp eye

tielo leg, foot

bat arm

it ear

um nose

iweto hand

lak tooth
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Table 4 (Continued)

Terms Glosses

tolgwEno egg

lum grass

dwaro to want

nindo to sleep

tuo to be ill

aiemo to eat (intran.)

doyo to dry

.Yo to give

mo8o to drink

During the visit when the vocabulary list was

compiled, we were successful in obtaining a few two-word

utterances. Risper asked her older sister for a drink

of water, saying (31) miya pl. "give-me water". As she

was pausing for breath while drinking, she remarked

(32) am ogo pi "1-drink water". Later, as her mother was

preparing breakfast, she said (33) eany9 Cam /adwaro/

"1-want food", and a few minutes later, she said (34) miYa,

lie "give-me porridge".

Risper was visited a number of times over the next

six months, but we were singularly unsuccessful in

collecting more speech from her. A number of expedients

were tried, such as having only one person, Oyugi, visit

the home and remain in the background while attempting to

record her speech. On such attempts, he was not able to

record even a single utterance. On one visit, in the 23rd



month, he managed to get a response from the question

mama ErE? "mama is-where?". Risraer replied (35) mama:

lwoko "mother goes to-wash". Not until her 27th month

were we able to collect a speech sample of any size at all,

and most of the utterances were answers to questions;

particularly ones in which she was asked to name objects

in the environment. Some of the utterances are important

for morphological and syntactical considerations, and these

utterances are given below in Table 5. All of the utter-

ances were collected in the presence of Risperts mother,

sister, and the investigators, and all of the questions

were asked by Okumu.

Table 5
Recorded utterances of Risper (D) at 27 months

mama cm?

"mama is-where?"

ma5a no

"that-there what?"

ma e 02?

"this one what?"

to ma e?

"rand this one?"

(a dresser in the room)

Rim
(36) ma

"absent"

(37) maaa en cwcno

"that-there it chicken"

(38) ma5a sandwa

"that-there box-ours"

(39) akia

"I don't know"
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Table (Continued)

ap.xcrsu,

to ma e aj22, e lwetax).1?
1170-00..0 wools

"and thi5 one whrlt, which is

on hand-my-here?"

(40) en la:0. A...,

tO 4 A. 1. "

na P12.9aL? (4.2,)

"this one what here?" "hand-my"

to m.,1,4 e maruakoni?

Itand this one what, which-you-

wear-here?"

(43) en sat

it watch"

ma e maruakoni? (4) to6a iwu&5a/

'this one what which-you-wear-here?"

to ma e alp 9 Ris.per?

stand this one it what, Risper

(talking about the clipboard)?"

tt shoe-my

(L.5)

"I-don tt-know"

to ma e are? (L.6) tienda

"and this one what?" leg-my"

ErE mg? where is back-your?"

tt tt

12E421.7 mouth-your?"ftlaki? 11 11 tooth-your?"

i9i? tr

rt ear-your?"

tE umi? 11 II nose-your?"

wU." eye-your?"

(47) ma e "this one"
lit WM



Table 5 (Continued)

Okumu 422tE

mank, ma MO lUaza? (48) Ltaaa

"this-one, this what? "I-know"

do-you-not-know-it?

Another utterance, collected in the same isit, was

(49) mama, 111.1tm1 biro. "Mama, European is-coming", which

Risper shouted to her mother as she ran to tell her we

were approaching the homestead. The final sample was for

the 26th month and was in response to the question mama Ere?

"mother is-where?". Risper replied with (50) on. kulo

"she-went to river".

3.5.2 AnalW.A. For the early period of Risperfs develop-

ment, all that can be said is that in the 21st month, two-

word utterances were present, that the word order (S)110

was present, and that she was past the pivot stage, if one

had existed. The preseac of acilEacl "I-want" probably

indicates that inflectio71 was present as an aspect of her

grammar at thisage, as the input form would have been

tdwaro "you-want ..0" (i.e. the term adwam would not have

been imitated directly). At the 27th month, inflection

was used in several instances. In (39) and (45)0 inflection

was used to mark pronominal subject, and in (38)
0 (41)9

(42), (44)9 and (46) inflection was used to mark possession.

For the latter, several morphophonemic rules were also used.

These are shown) with examples in Table 6.

I
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Table 6
Morphophonemic rules in Risperfs speech at 27 months

Utterance

(41)

(42)

(44)

(46) 11. rr MI 00> -nd-

IMIN212

(1W+ do .a .-> 1161F.ta)

(wia + -a --) wiya)

(wuor + -a -4wuoU)

(tielo + -a tienda)

IA the 27th month, an interesting new syntactical

construction is provided by utterance (37) , Number (37)0

mg,a en Emo "that-there it chicken" appears at first glance

to be a topic-comment construction, such as "the salt,

it on the table" or "the boy, he..3". Luo contains

constructions of that type, but as in English, the juncture

between the topic and comment is prolonged. Risper did

not provide a long juncture between man. and en, and the

utterance thus provides an example of a special construction

in Luo, that ref cross-reference agreement in the subject.

In this construction, according to Gregersen, "...a noun

or disjunctive (non-inflected) pronoun stands in construction

with another pronoun subject. The disjunctive pronoun can

stand in such a construction only with a following conjunc-

tive (inflected) pronoun subject; the noun (or noun phrase),

with either a conjunctive or disjunctive pronoun" (l961:69).

In (37) the noun pan stands in construction with the

disjunctive pronoun en.1

Risper, at this ke handled "wh" questions with ease,

by providing appropriate 11th" answers, as in (37) and
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(38); naming responses, as in (40)9 (41), (42), (43), (4L),

(46), and (47); and the Droper negative responses, as in

(39) and (L5). Utterances (39) rnd (45), akia , are

interesting in that a negative is expressed in verb form.

The best gloss for the verb root kia is "to nOpt)-know",

waning not-to-know a fact, not-to-recognize something, or

not know how to do some Another verb, hevo, when

used with the negative particle ok, also has the same

meaning, but it also can mean "to-not-understand". Utter-

ance (48)0 pAaR, provides an instance of an affirmative

use of the verb, meaning in that instance "to recognize".

Risper, then, used the negative verb to indicate negation

rather than using the more complex Iposit!vet verb plus

negative particle, even though the positive verb was in

her vocabulary.

Response (36), 21re, is also interesting in that it

also expresses a negative concept. 211s2 is a verb meaning

essentially "to be absent" and isused to indicate lack of

possession, i.e. "to not have"; lack presence "not to

be here"; 9.nd non-existence, "there isn't any". RisPerts

use of the term meant, in context, "she isn't here", but

she did not use the pronominal marker o-. In addition,

the reply was not appropriate, since her mother was present

at the time, Her mistake may represent an example of

overregularization of use, in that 211q. is a proper reply

to questions of "where", as for example, mama sin.? "mama

is-where?" -- coup "she-not-here". In other words, Risper

ai
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recognized the utterances as a "where" question and provided

. an answer that would be appropriate for some contexts, but

not for that particular one.
11

3.6 SPEECH SAD'ULES OF OCHIENG (C)

Child C in the sample, Ochieng, proved to be the most

reticent of all in his speech behavior, Although he was

visited a total of fifteen times over a period of seven

months, he, unlike, the other children, never overcame

his shyness, and consequently, we were able to collect

almost no direct information about his speech development.

Ochieng 'was 25 months of age when observations began.

During this month, we attempted to collect information

from his mother on the range of his vocabulary. Those

reported for him were the same as for Risper (D) as shown

in Table L but with the following additions: plkma,

"tractor", mitoka "motor car", maua "flower", 1p2127.2n1

"teacher (his term for his father) ", sabun "soap", kibrit

"matches ", and n.2rr..1.na "rain-water".

During the 25th month, we were able to collect the

following utterances: (51) mlya 21, "give-me water";

(52) ._,_,J112ad 6am "I-want food"; and (53) ket MyA /keU

"hunger bites-me". The only other utterance we wore able

to collect was in the 32nd month, when he said 2.2Kg, name

to his mother as she was preparing breakfast.

Ochiengts father and mother both reported that he was

perfectly capable of talking, and in the absence of
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visitoi he would talk normally. He simply would not

talk when visitors were present in the homestead. It might

be mentioned that he was expected to decode rather complex

messages during the latter period of the study. .-lor

example, in the 28th month, his mother, in a futile attempt

to persuade him, to talk, used such remarks as:

Kiwa6o eka obiro ka ok iwan to ok 23/4-Ayl.

(K(a)iwa6o eka obiro miyi ka ok iwa6o to ok obi(raiyi)

"If-you-talk then he-is-going to-give-you (candy),

but if not you-talk then not he-is-going-torive-(it)

to

At this age, he was expected to handle negatives, future

tense, subjunctive mood, and truncations.

3.7 SUMMARY

If we now place the speech development of the four

children, A2, B2, C, and Dy in chronological order answers

may be provided for some of the questions posed at the

beginning of the chapter.

3.7.1 Ba:Labli42.s. To begin with, babbling behavior continued

to be exhibited during the early one-word utterance stage.

Ogutu (A1) at 12 months and Wanga (B1) at 14 months each

had three-item vocabularies, and both were still engaging

in babbling behavior. Othieno (A2) was still babbling at

the age of 18 months, but there was no evidence of continu-

ation into the nineteenth month. Aoko (B2) stopped babbling

at the age of 17 months. Babbling, then, seems to terminate
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during the 17-18 month age range. The children 'rmm whom

this information was obtained, though, A2 and B2, were

relatively slow in the onset of speech, and the babbling

period for them may bait; been slightly extended. The

earliest recorded utterances for A2 and B2 were in the

eighteenth month, whereas for Al, it was in the twelfth

month and for B1 in the fourteenth month. One consistent

feature is that the earliest terms were the same for all

the children, with the terms mama, baba, and milts all

appearing in the same month for each child.

3.702 Lexical Items. It was not possible to measure the

one-word utterance stage for A2, and for B2 the stage was

relatively brief, lasting approximately only two months,

as she began to use two-word utterances regularly during

the twentieth month. Information on the progression of

the acquisition of lexical items is at best sparse, out

from the original three-item vocabularies at 12-14 months,

a child in his twentieth month has mastered a fairly large

number of items. As one would expect, a limited environ-

ment is expressed in the earliest terms. The first forms

are names of "caretakersM mama, baba; personal names

(hu); i;he command "give -me!' or "want" azA; and the

generalized term for food -- dam. Expansion of the voca-

bulary consists primarily of an extension of naming behavior

to objects in the immediate environment of the child,

particularly for food and objects related to food, such as

cooking utensils,



The early, inanimate nouns have the characteristic

of being mass rather than count nouns* This results from

the fact that the terms for food, which are learned early,

are mass nouns in Lua The early animate nouns are count

nouns, being the names of people with whom the child comes

into contact. The inanimate nouns fall into several

categories, most of which are related to food and to objects

in the ham* The categories and entries are given below

in Table 7. Likewise, the animate nouns break down into

major classes, human, animal, and names for body parts.

These are also shown in Table 7. The numbers in the

columns represent the earliest age for which a record of

the use of the terms was availableall

Table 7
Lexical Items for. Children A2, B20 C,

NOUNS

Animate

1) Human

mama "mama"

baba "papa"

11personal names"

wendo "visitor

Sungu "European"

A2 B2

17

17

17 18

20

21

27

27

nyagi "child" 25 27

rpto "man" 27

nano "person" 27

3i "people" 27
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Table 7 (Continued)

NOUNS

Iaduol "elder"

2) Domestic animals

liarj "cow"

gwsno "chicken"

dIEI "goat"

grok "dog"

paka "cat"

rombo "sheep"

3) Wild animals

winyo "bird"

11E6 "elephant"

sImba "lion"

L) Body parts

ilk "mouth"

wiyo "he ad"

ward
"eye"

tielo "leg, foot"

bat "arm"

it "ear"

UM "nose"

iweto "hand"

lak "tooth"

is "stomach"

Inanimate

1) Food

Cam "food"

A2 B2 C D

27

20 25 21

20 25 21

20 21

25 21

25 21

27

20

25 27

27

27

27

25 21

2].

25 21

25 21

25 21

21

25 21

25 21

25

17 18 25 21
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Table 7 (Continued)

NOUNS

pi "water"

nyUka "porridge"

tamtam. "candy"

alog "vegetable's"

too "eggs"

oduma "maize"

kwon "bread"

6ak "milk"

rabwon "potato"

rabolo "banana"

ret "fish"

2) Utnsiis

Ban "plate"

kom "chair"

mesa "table"

kwEr "hoe"

agwata "gourd cup"

to "spear"

beti "slasher"

Pala "knife"

Gen "stool"

sanduk "box"

taya "lamp"

3) Cooking

mat "fire"

yIEn "firewood"

A2 32

18 20 25 21

18 20 25 21

18

20 21

20

20 21

20 25 21

21

21

21

27

20 25 21

20 25 21

20 25

20

20

20

20 21

25 21

25 21

25 27

27

20 25 21

20 25
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Table 7 (Continued)

NOUNS

kimbo "lard (tinned)"

kibrit "matches"

L.) Homestead

,t "house"

4ovt "doorway"

dale. "home"

5) Clothes

nanga "cloth(es) "

koaa "cap, hat"

laws. "clothes"

wucZe "shoes"

6) Natural features

lum "grass"

kidi "stone"

lowo "dirt"

maua flower "

kulo "river"

7) Vehicles

gars "car"

mitoka "car"

otinga "tractor"

ndinga "bicycle"

8) Other

ke6 "hunger"

6inga "rain water"

bel "millet"

A2 B2

20

20

20

20

22

25

25

25

21

21

27

27

25 21

21

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

28

21
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Table 7 (Continued)

NOUNS A2 82 C D

sabun "soap" 25

ndawa "tobaoco" 20
."

gi "thing"

saa "clock"

PRONOUNS

Personal

en, o-, -e "he, she,

it; his"

an, a-, -a "I, me, my"

wa- we, us, our"

-gi "them"

Demonstrative

ma "this"

-ni "this"

-no "that"

-6a "that"

27

18 21 27

21 25 27

21

20

21

21

21

27

27

27

Transitive

miyo "to give" 17 18 25 21

weyo "to leave alone" 18

neno "to see" 19

gam, "to hand over" 20

beta "to cut, harvest" 21

kelo "to bring" 21

6amo "to eat" 21 21
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Table 7 (Continued)

VERBS A2 B2 C

dcgo "to dry" 23,

ft"

mono "to drink" 21

warlo "to burn" 21

puoNo "to fall down" 21

1w21 a "to wash"

dwaro "to want" 25

keto "to out 25

Intransitive

ring° "'to run"

ai(yo) "to go"

biro "to come"

tie= "to eat"

nindo "to sleep"

tuo "to be sick"

owe "to be absent"

kia "to not-know"

low "to know"

INTERJECTIONS

lala "no"

ee "yes"

misawa

erokamano "thanks"

23

20

21 23

27

20 25 21

21

21

21

27

27

18

15 20

17 27

28

Two types of pronouns were present in speech at this

age, personal and demonstratives It is interesting to note

that no second person pronouns were present, which may

89
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result from the fact that the second person is addressed

by children at this age by commands or by their name, as

mama or 'baba Only two adverbs were present, yEt and piv,

and both of these are locatives, "here" and "down". One

adjective was used, bEr, which glosses as good, pretty",

Two interjections were also used early: Tata "no" and ee

"yes".

As shown in Table 7, both transitive and intransitive

verbs were present in the lexicon. The verbs were mostly

names of actions or states occurring in the daily routines

of the chi.Ldren, as e.g. Se.mo "to eat", moao "to drink",

nindo "to sleep", etc.

There is relatively little information available on

vocabulary development for the age range of 22-28 months.

Information from Ochieng (C) at 25 months yielded a few

lexical items not present at 20-21 months, such as 2tix2:.

"tractor", but all of the new items fall under the classes

already established in the earlier period. It is noteworthy

that at 25 months there is still no appearance of abstract

nouns except the predicate adjective bAr. For example,

such nouns (or adjectives) as mic "cold, cool" or liet

"warm, hot" had not appeared in the children's speech: and

more "abstract" verbs such as hero "to like, love" or

ror "to be pleased, happy" also had not appeared. The

lack of the use of plUrals should be noted also. Although

verbal inflection is present and inflection of nouns for

subject and object, there were no examples of noun

inflection for plurals



apeech samples from Risper at 27 months indicate that

vocabulary development at this stage consists mainly of

addition of terms to the pre-existing categories, but with

some differentiation occurring within, the categories. For

example, in the "human" category, Risper now has the terms

pyaGi "baby", lakao. t "elder", liana "pereon", and w. to

"man", indicating that age distinctions are now made, as

well as definite-infinite (man-person). he al ;o at this

age knew the terms for undomesticated as well as domes-

ticated animals, as e.g. lIE0 "elephant" and sImba "lion".

New verbs to appear were owe "to be absent", kia "to

not-know", and nap "7,o know, understand", all of which

were discussed earlier. The verbs lwak, "to wash" and biro

"to come" also appeared during this periods

At 27 months, we also have the first examples of

possessive pronouns, first person singular -a and first

person plural zwa. The latter marks the first appearance

of the concept "we" or "first person plural", There were

no new adverbs or adjectives recorded for the 27th month.

In terms of the original aims in the exploration of

initial vocabulary (p.46 ) the extent and range of

vocabulary, the semantic domaine named by the child, the

"innominate" zones, and the nature of the generalizations

of meaning have all been discussed. The latter does not

seem to be pronounced in the children's speech, There

are only a few examples :In the children's sponch of A

multiplicity of semantic reforonts associated le.th

particular form, but thi! probably a function of the

I1



small sample size. For the final aim, the extent of homo-

unity, the evidence from the Luo children is totally

negative, Homonymity is not extensive in adult Luc), in

fact, almost non-existent, and it is therefore to be

expected that it does not occur in child speech.

3.7.3 Grammar

3.7.3.1 lultax, Two-word utterances began to appear in

the nineteenth month for both Othieno (A2) and Aoko (B2).

Risper (D) was in the two-word utterance stage at 21 months,

and no information was available for Ochieng (C), except

that he was using two-word utterances at the age of 25

months. At the age of 27 months, Risper, from available

evidence, was not regularly using utterances of three or

more words, and in terms of syntax, she is considered to

be still in the two-word stage at this age.

Ustng the criterion of predication, two types of

sentence construction may be identified in the chilirents

speech, predicative and non-predicative (corresponding to

the narrative and equational in Appendix A). In the latter,

the word order was constrained to yield constructions of

the type tsubject plus predicate nominative or locative.?

The subject in these cases was a noun (or pronoun) and the

predicate nominatilve could be a noun or an adjective,

Examples of these !aro given in Table 8.

Predicative constructions were of two babic types,

according to the :unctions of the utterances, Performatives

(demands, command ) had the basic order VO (Verb-Object),
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and descriptions of acts or states had the order SV(0),

although in most cases the subject was marked by verb

inflection. Examples of these constructions are given

also in Table 8,

Table 8
Examples of Early Sentence Constructions

Non-Predicative.

a0721.3 N Utterance Gloss.

N+N (28) en gini "It thing-this"

N+loc. ( 1) en ka

N +adj, (12) gino her

Predicative

V+N ( 3) ne tamtam " see c an dy"

N+V (30) Bare ring° car runs IT

N+V+N (15) aneno Z5ungu "I-see Europ."

N+V+loc. (35) mama " "mama went

to-wash"

she here ff

"thing-that

good"

In terms of the original motivation for studying

syntax, for investigating the early utterances with the goal

of discovering pivot grammar, the present analysis can do

no more than suggest that Luo children may have used such

a grammar in the beginning stages of syntactic develoomnt.

Unfortunately, the record is incomplete on this matter. Very

few utterances were available for the period between the

one-word stage and the appearance of hierarchical construct:.



created by use of inflection. Several oonclusions can be

drawn from what information is available, the most important

being that from the outset, all of the utterances except

one (number (2)) followed the model of adult speech in

terms of word order.

A second mnclusion is that the two-word stage

appeared to be of very brief duration. Soon after the

onset of two-word utterances, more complex constructions

utilizing inflection began to appear. In Aokots speech,

for example, the time span was no more than one month, and

was 'probably less.

The third point, a hypothetical one, is that granted

the presence of pivot constructions, in the brief span

of a two-word stage, the most likely candidates for pivots

were the terms en "he, she it", "see", and m?1,12.,

me". These were all present early in the two-word stage,

and in subsequent development, they appeared in combination

with a number of other words, For example, en was used in

combination with ka "here", "thing-this", and saa

"clock" (2x); ne appeared with tamtam "candy" and ma5a "that";

miya "give-me" occurred with nem, "food", tamtam (3x), pi

"water" (3x), and ucl "porridge"; and ma was used with

wind° "viaLtor" and e "one" (11x).

More data would be required for, a resolution of the

problem of the existence of pivot grammar, but it may be

concluded that pivot constructions do not occupy as

important a position in the syntactic development of Imo
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children as in their American counterparts°

Only a few utterances consisting of three or more words

were collected for the age range of 19-27 months. Utter-

ances containing ; the pivot construction ma e "this one" in

cembina2eicn with other terms were discussed earlier

(pp. 69-71)0 and utteranoe (36) plaZa en gwcno "that-there

it chicken" also has been discussed (p.79). Utterance

(35) mama 61 iwoko ,1 mama goes to wash", while an acceptabe

utterance syntactically, was inappropriate in the context

in which it was uttered. The childts mother had already

gone to wash, and the past tense then should have been

indicated. The verb 'i should have been prefixed with the

past tense marker o- Risper, from this evidence, did not

seem to have the rule for forming past tense in the environ-

ment Noun Verb. Utterance (35) forms an interesting

contrast with (50) oai, kulo "she-want to river". In the

case of (50)0 the o- represents inflection for third person

singular pn, and the past tense marker is understood from

the context. Utteranoes (35) and (50) differ, then, in

that the subject is indicated syntactically in the first

and morphologically in the second, which provides evidence

that Risper was able to use verbal inflection to mark

pronominal subject.

Utterance (35) is interesting also in that an infini

tive lw,k, "to wash" is used in conjunction with another

verb form, E. The utterance was a reply to a "wh"

question (nama ere. "mama is-where"), as was (50), but

Risper replied by naming the activity of her mother rather



than giving a locative, as in. '(,50). In Luo society, hawever

when one goes to wash, it is at a nearby stream or river,

and Risperls reply wa$ not ambiguous.

3.7.3.2 moully. The use of productive morpholo y seems

to appear at a slightly later age than syntax in the

grammatical development (using the regular appearance of

two-word utterances as the criterion for early syntax).

No use of inflection was present in Othienols (A2) speech

at 19 months, nor in Aoko's (B2) at the same age, itnless

it is assumed that terms such a,s mi had ceased, to be

monomorphemic, Inflection was present, however, in her

2I at month, and likewise, there is evidence that Risper (D)

at 21 months was capable of employing it. There are further

examp1es of inflection in Risperts speech at 27 months, and

it was present for Ochieng (C) at 25 months, The utterances

showing inflection are given in Table 9.

Table 9
Inflection in the speech of B2, C, 1)

Utterance Gloss

(in mos.)
q.

21 (13) of Ulanda "he-went to Ulanda"

21 (16) okelo "he-brought (it)"

21 (17) okelo ma, e "he-brought this one"

21 (18) anenogi "I-see-them"

21 (19) aneno Sungu "I-see European"

21 (28) aware "I-burned-him"
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Table 9 (Continued)

C

:1A2. UtteranPe

25 (52) adway nam

25 (53) ketkaya

Gloss

"I-want food"

"hunger bites-me"

2

21 (32) amoo pi "I-drink water"

21 (33) adwayo 75,am "I-want food"

27 08) mane sandwa "that-there box our"

27 (39) akia "Idonit-know"

27 (41) lwcta "hand-my"

27 (42)
wiya "head-my"

27 (44) to6a Pshoe-my"

27 (45) akia "I-don /t-know"

27 (46) tienda "leg-my IT

.27 (50 obi kulo "she- went to river"

In Luo, personal pronouns, when used with a verb, are

marked by inflection of the verb stem (the pronouns and

morphophonemic rules are given in Appendix A). Nominative

pronouns are prefixed, whereas objective and possessive

forms are suffixed to the verb stem. From Table 9, it is

clear that inflection for pronominal subject was present

at 21 months. Numbers (13), (16), and (17) are instances

of third person singular, en, o + verb. Numbers (18),

(19), (28), (32), and (33) show first person singular, 2:1?,,

a- + verb. Both of these forms are shown in later. uttorqncr,s,
IWt,OM
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but none of the other pronomi als are represented as subjects.

For objects, only one form is present at 21 months, third

person singular in (28)0 -e. Third person plural is present

in (18), but as indicated earlier, this coula be simply a

result of imitation. Number (53) provides an example of

objective first person singular, -a (4.a.yo -a). ?ossessive

forms are present in the 27th month, with all the utter-

ances, (L4) - (49)0 indicating first person singular,

except numbe:) (38), which shows first person plural, wa.

The morphophonemic rules accompanying the inflection were

shown in Table 6.

From the available evidence, little can be said about

the development of negation during the age range of 2127

months. A child at 15 months is able to recognize questions,

probably by terminal intonation rise, and he can give the

negative response 'ate.. The negative command we a, "stop;

leave me alone", was present at 18 months, and the "nega-

tive" verbs onze "to be absent" and kia "to not-know" were

present at 27 months. There were no instances of the use

of the negative particle ok or the negative command kik..YrFM

in capsule form, the development of language for a Luo

child in the age range of 12-27 months, appears to be as

follows. Babbling terminates in the age range of 17-18

months; the first lexical items appear at 12-14 months,

and there is relatively slow development until the 16th

and 19th months, at which time, most lexical items are

nouns; two-word utterances =Dear. at 19 months; verb inflec-

tion appears at 21 months and probably earlier; utterances



of more than two morphemes are present as early as 21 months,

but with a very low frequency; and the common adults forms

of negation are not present.

Table 10 provides a summary of the major features of

the acquisition of morphology and syntax. The numbers

represent the age for the earliest appearance of each

feature shown in tho table.

Table 10
Acquisition of Syntax and Morphology, Children A2, B2, C0 D

37.2.2

Non-predicative

NAT

N +loc

N-fradj.

Predicative

V +N

N+V

li+V+N

N+V+loc.

ax

Fiorpholom

A2 B2

20

20

21

19

21

21

21

Noun inflection:

Possession -- ...

Verb inflection:

Subject -- 21

Object NOP OM 21

Suffixation:

Demonstratives .. 21

27

WO W

WIMP ONO dm

25 20

Mao 27

25 20

OW ONO 23

NO ..4 27

25 20

25 ON'ONO

". 27



CHAPTER

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: 28-35 MONTHS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

By the age of 27 months, Luo children have acquired

the ability to use some of the basic aspects of the Luo

language. Their lexicon includes nouns, pronouns, verbs,

adverbs, and a few adjectives. Their morphology has

become productive in the area of verb inflection for

narking pronominal subjects and past tense, and in the

area of syntax, they use pivot constructions and a few

utterances of greater morpheme length, In the present

chapter, evidence presented in the speech of two older,

children will be examined, primarily to trace further

development in gram mar°

SPEECH SAMPLES OF RABUOGI (G)

Child G in the sample, Rabuogi, was 27 months of

age at the beginning of the study, and like the other

children, he seemed reticent to talk in our presence

during the first visits to his home. Despite his rela-

tively advanced age, it is likely that he was not

advanced in his speech development at that time. His

father reported that he was able to say only a very few

words, and these were mostly names of objects located

in the homestead, He was not able to give the names of

the family members, but when asked to point to them, he

could follow the instructions without a mistake.



Aabuogits father reported that Rabuogi was at the

stage where he tried to imitate adult activities, and he

pointed to some scratches in the soil nearby where Rabuogi

had been "hoeing", The imitative behavior also extended

to his speech. During this particular visit, pictures

were being shown to Rabuogits older brother, Oware, and he

was asked to name the objects in the pictures, Rabuogi,

standing nearby, imitated some of the remarks, which,

according to his father and brother, were the first instances

of his verbalization of the terms, which were &)k "cattle",

peke "cat", and fa.no "person",

From the available evidence, then, Rabuogits speech

was not advanced at the 27th month, aad in fact, was con-

siderably less developed than Rispervs (D) at the same

age,

In the following month, a few samples of Rabuogits

speech were collected, and although the sample size is

small, there is some evidence that he was at the two-word

pivot stage, In the observation period, Rabuogi made the

following remarks. It was mid-morning, the time of day

for the first meal, and Rabuogi was attempting to get

something to eat, He said to his mother (5L) adFaz2 'sam

"I-want food". He was busy and directed him to his

older sister, Owuor, to whom he repeated his request (55)4

She fed him, and then his mother sent him into the house

to get some medicine that he was to take. He returned,

carrying the bottle of medicine, and reporting (56) mama/
1
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am LaG "mama, eat medicine". Although it isn't entirely

clear from the context, Rabuogi was probably telling his

mother to "eat" the medicine, rather, than describing what

one normally does with medicine, i.e. one eats it. His

next comment was (57) inn°, "you-eat?", to which she

replied "yes". Later, Rabuogi, still hungry, told his

mother (58) mia boon /rabuon/ "give-me potato". Still

later, Okunu, in trying to persuade him to talk, asked

mama erg.% and Rabuogi replied (59) en kaa "she there",

pointing to where she was standing.

In the following month, the 29th, Rabuogi continued

to learn the names of objects in the immediate environment

of the home and to learn new verbs and adverb forms. New

verbs were Eado "to find", 6ando "to trouble, bother,

annoy", and tam() "to defeat", and new adverbs were eodi

"still, not yet" and 211 "heavy". Podi was a response to

his mother's question iset.ame? "you-have-eaten?, and

(60) iUnda "you-annoy-me" was Jaid to his brother, who

was aiding us in persuading Rabuogi to talk by asking him

questions. Other utterances collected at this time were

(61) ?Liza more "give-me more"; (62) oluru obi e

"quail went to garden"; (63) minl,nguanlya tamtam "European

give-me candy" in response to the question Ian° ma ma&
tamtam? "who (Ls it) who gave you candy?"; and (64) baras

otama "brush defeated -me ", said after he had followed his

father's request aak ikelo baras? "why-don't-you-bring

brush?" and was n t able to find the brush.



Vtterances (62) and (63) are of special note in that

they represent the first examples of noun subjects for

Rabuogi, and they are also the first utterances of more

than two wards. He also has shown that he has internalized

the rule for marking past tensei with, o- ocourring in the

environment Noun Verb, In (62) 0 pluru o i e Plinda

"quail went to garden", he haused the correct preposi-

tional form e "to", which must be employed when a specific

destination is indicated by the verb, as e.g. IsprlAa in

this ease. Utterance (6L) baras otama "brush defeated-me"

expresses the uo formula for indicating lack of ability

or success in some specific endeavor, The Luc) speak of a

failure as a defeat. Failing an examination, for example,

is expressed as "the exam defeated me", or as in (64), "the

brush defeated Rabuogi".

In the 30th month, we were able to obtain a relatively

large sample of speech from Rabuogi, although most of the

speech consisted of answers to questions, In contrast with

question-answer sebsions with other, younger children, many

of Rabuogifs replies (over 50%) were of two or more mor-

phemes in length. All of these utteranees were collected

at one interview, with Okumu asking most of the questions,

The utterances are given in Table 11.



Tabie, '11
Recorded Speech of Rabuogi at 30 Months

N
Okumu

ere mama?

"where-is mama?"

/./

11.41.2949g1

(65) mama a a.dq oa, zUnda

Imama that (you spoke of)

left-for garden"

gre baba? (66) baba panda ()bet pig

"where -is father?" "father that is-sitting

down"

(67) ne ka6a,

see there, thing--this"

mama iwan) ni Brno ay.? (68) 2rp2ya odUma

"mama you-said is-doing what?"

Uhuru,Ere?

"Uhuru is-where?"

otimo pap?

"he-doing what?"

HEn2 en mar m?

"chicken is-where? it of who?

ErE marl. in?

11where-is yours?"

"she (is) ..drying maize"

(69) Uhuru iande..

"Uhuru you-spoke-of.."

(70) obet RIEE

"he-sitting down"

(71) no in.nde mar baba

"chicken you-speak-of of

father"

(72) mar baba

"of father"
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Table 11 (Continued)

Okumu

Ow.uor to

"Owuor went where?"

in to dak iai

ttyou and why-don't you-go to

school?"

na,...472?

17why?"

Ueda?
Itgarden is-where?"

oV. timo,

"he (father) is-going-to-do

what?"

Rabu

(73) on skUl

"she-went to school"

(74) Ma'. ada7i

Itnot I-refuse,"

(75) 54E2

ftno reason"

(76) sEnla e 6a:

"garden one there"

(77) of beto

"he-goes to-harvest"

obi i kwEr koso Vii, beti? (78) oh beti

"he-went with hoe or slasher ?"' "he-went with slasher"

mama to obi tiro alao?

"mama then went to-do what?"

o0i ELL kwerkoso beti?

"she-went with hoe or with

slasher?"

(79) mama (Ai 2114:

"mama went to-cultivate"

(80) on. beti

"she-went with slasher"
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Table 11 (Continued)

Ok Aabuoal

in bende puo8o? (81) 211m, bet°.

"you also you-go-usually to "I-go-usually to harvest"

garden?"

bedi ere?

slasher-your is - where ?"

Cthuru ema ontyl nipka EL

2uLa koso sufburia?

"Ohuru only gives-you porridge

with gourd or with sauce-pan?"

a umah nyUka EL Da?

"(past tense) you (p1,)-drank

porridge with whom?"

idwa ai ksma?

111you-want to-go where?"

idwa ai mama ono ma?

"you -want to-go-to mama to-

get what?"

(82) beda aira

"slasher-my absent"

(,83)

"with sauce-pan II

(84) Ohuru

"with Ohuru"

(85) it mama

"to mama"

(86) adwa ai ir mama

"I -want to-go to mama"

Utterances (65), (66), and (69) show examples of

over-extension or over-regularization of the use of a term

by Rabuogie The term Zrmade may be glossed as "that" or

'which", and it is used in instances that are potentially



ambiguous, i.e. in which there may be some doubt as to the

specificity of the referent. The term specificies the

referent by relating it to a particular noun given in a

previous utterance. A more adequate gloss, then, would be

"that person (or thing) referred to in the previous remark"

or "that person you spoke ce". Rabuogils use of the forms

while grammatically correct, was not obligatory, since there

was no ambiguity as to the possible referent.. Utterance

(71) Fweno iande mar baba "chicken that of father", however,

was appropriate, Several chickens were nearby, and Rabuogi

identified a particular one as belonging to his father,

As shown in ,(71), the form !and* can also be used with a

subject, making (71) a case of a nested construction (cf.

Chomsky 1965:12).

Rabuogi, in utterance (81) 2.11za beto "I-go-usually

to-harvest", illustrates his capacity for the use of the

adverbial suffix za, which means "usually" or "habitually".

In the proceeding utterance, Okumu used the truncated form

in iWa (Ili Wa), but Rabuogi expanded it in his utter-

ance, indicating that it is a part or his linguistic

repertoire.

Utterance (82) 0 beda 40. "slasher-my absent", appears

.to be an unusual way of expressing the notion of "being

witho'ut + object", i.e. by showi possession (Intl

b' de.) and using it with a Inegat vet verb, but this mode

of expression is perfectly acceplable in Luo. There are

other ways of expressing the same idea, With 4212Eaaa n1-
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am-withaat-it" being a more common one, but Rabuogi's

expression is acceptable.

Some more speech samples were collected in the following

month, the 31st. Afte-rRabuogi had greeted us by shaking

hands and saying misawa, Okumu asked him where his father

had gone. Rabuogi answered (87) baba oal loka Utoma

"father went up-there-to Utoma". Then in response to mama

cre?, he said (88) mgma oai e s '!mama went to market"'

Other utterances were: (89) mat tantam I g .ve-me candy";

(90) am ma "see-it this", said to his brother as he was

showing him a piece of candy; (91) km2 dandb "beer there",

in response to his mother's question .11:20. rs,4? "beer is-

where?"; (92) baba ail lokOa "father wenb up-there", in

response to his mother's question Am baba? "where -is father?";

(93) Ega Guano "give-me breast", said to his mother as he

was sitting in her lap; and (94) mano toka in? "that car

yours?", said to his brother, who was playing with a toy

clay car.

In the 32nd month, the following utterances were

collected. Rabuogi had just returned from the river,

bringing some water back to the homestead. Okumu asked

him where he got the water, and Rabuogi replied (95) bar

kana "river there". To the question "ue un El 08y "then

you and who (went)?", he replied (96) wan, g pd indo "we

and Odindo". Rabuogi approached Oyugi, who was taking

notes while observing hi and demanded (97) miya kalam

"give-me pencil". Ho then began to point to the control



knobs on the tape recorder and said EL0_EA, EL, si "thing,

thing... (in a counting fashion), He tried to turn the

knobs, and his brothers who was responsible for Rabuogits

behavior, grabbed his arm to prevent him from touching the

tape recorder. Rabuogi shouted at him (98) we maka, we

maka "stop grabbing-m.e", Rabuogi began to examine

Oyugits notes, and Oware (his brother) encouraged him

somie ELga, son sl5o "Rabuorn4 read thing:I-those,

read things-those", but Rabuogi simply pointed at the

letters and said (99) koni wi koni "on both sides/side

by side",

In the following month, when Rabuogi was 33 months

old, we were able to collect another question-answer type

sample. The major features of the conversation are given

in Table 12,

Table 12
Recorded conversation between Okumu and Rabuogi

(33 months)

Okumu Reami
a: u2ur2Ea kod pa? (100) kenda

"(past tense) you cultivate- "only-I"

usually with whom?"

mama ere?

'"mama is-where?"

mama timo Lao?

"mama is-doing what?"

(101) iIogo:

"that-way"

(102) obaro v1 1n

"she- splits firewood'
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Table 12 (Continued)

Okumu Rabuogi

Owuor to timo ago? (103) suga

"Owuor then is-doing what?"

baba sra?

"father is-where?"

.?.oka ham?

"there where?"

ma e ma ma Pitalis ElzaaL?

"this one what which Pitalis

has-here?" (talking about

Pitalists shirt)

en EiL121 IEY

"it chicken-of who?"

to ma 2212. man e tiendani
W.10.

"and this what which-is on

foot-my here?"

en aa,r12 Rabaag man e dira

kaeni?

"it who Iabuogi who-is at

side-of-me here?"

she-is-sweeping"

(104) oJ*) loka

"he-went up-there"

(105) MELE

"side-this"

(107) en ELIA

"it thing-this

(106) end baba

"chicken-of father"

(108) en wuon

"it shoes"

(109) en misunpu

"it European"
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Table 12 (Continued)

Okumu

to nano R,132 ma otit)o e iweteni?

"and that what which he-holds

in hand-his here?"

Rabuogi

(110) en kalani /kalatas/

"it paper

maZSa to pao maraZSar ma ondikoni? (111) ELE2.

"that then what white which he "thing-his"

writes-on?"

k9m tp.?

"chair whose (that you are

sitting on)?

pn Guon aa?

it rooster whose?"

to ma et ma e aro m42....1.1`21

"and this one, this one what

which-is-standing-here?"

(112) kom baba

"chair-of father"

(113) Guon baba

" "rooster father"

(114) en bao

"it board"

to mat ma zun ni tiende ni? (115) en

"and that, this chicken at "it chicken"

feet-his here?"

to ma en .uy

"and this it what?"

to mAa en arn?

"and that it what?" 'it granary ""

(116) en 53,Ero

lit granary ft

(117) en der°
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Table 12 (Continued)

Okumu

en od

house-of who?"

arix_12.manade?

"chicken what-kind-of?"

(is that over there?)

sygn manacle?

"chickens what-kind-of?

to man but Gen to aaa man

en dir coat 6a?

"but that near stool then what

which-is near doorway there?"

(118) od baba

"house-of father"

(119) 6Na madiZlol

"chickens which-are-

black"

(120) ain

"they black"

(121) e I:aka

"it kitchen"

(122) 2.91,1.

""still hurts"

(previous conversation was

about his hand, which was

burned several days before;

he was commenting that his

hand still hurt him).

mama ookoni n1 18i 2ur koso (123) p.rauro key

aye ioux:o !Euxla kencli?

""mama outside here has you to-
I

"1 have cultivated just

cultivate or do you cultivate j by 'myself"

by yourselfI"



Table 12 (Continued)

Okumu

lazaurozE.EaPitali ?

"you usually cultivate with

Pitalis?

Rabuga

to =Oa .cazaa mayato, itado nl? (124) enh /2n, Ohuru

"and that what which-is-leaning- "it spear Ohuru"

against roof there?"

ma5a en ma e Rabuow i, mayIef, (125) en PIM

tado kae mi?

"that it which one, Rabuogi, "it mat"

which-leans-against roof here?"

to man e dir Dar .6a vv.? (126) en Lax:

"but that which near mat there "it mat"

what?"

Oa?, marat.c.D1 man: e di r par (127) en .91E2

moyisam e kor of na?

"no, black which is near mat

which-leans-against side of

house thpre?"

"it door"

iwa6o ni en g, Rabuagi, ma (128) pn gwano

ouum E2 Lyon 6a?

"you--said that it what, Rabuogi, "it chicken"

which covers those chickens there

(talking about a basket covering some chickens).
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Table 12 (Continued)

Okumu EiabaREI

to man e Air ot ka;' Eja ma (129) en duo.&)

obiwre e dir ot man2p2 ka

ana?

"and this which is near house

here; things which aru n,Nar

house many here they what?"

"it excrement"

:ammo ka Elama? (130) obando

"things in courtyard they what?" "they maize cobs"

ma ma am obando?

"who (is it) who-dried cobs?"

Owuor 6a timo mo?

"Owuor there is-doing what?"

(131) akia

"I-donft know"

(132) ville6o

ft she-is-sweeping"

Utterance (105) korL is an incorrect usage. Thor

is a noun (or noun construct) meanineside", El is plural

demonstrative adjective suffix, "these", and although they

may appear in the form haul, it is unusual and in the

context in which Rabuogi used it, inaccurate. The correct

response to the question loka ken e1? "up-there Yhere?"

would have been koni, "this-side".

In (111) ire "thing-his", Rabuogi correctly used the

construct ELL,: (of ELi, "thing") andsuffixed the proper

possessive form -e "his". His confusion in (105) may have

derived from the 'inconsistent' rubs for the formation of
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constructs, e.g. an r is deleted for Icor in koni "this-

side" and added for the construct of zio s=lp-

Utterances (119) Pmen madidol "chickens which-are-

black" and (120) in didol "they black" provide an

interesting comparison, in that the relative pronoun ma

is used in one expression and not the other. In Luc),

noun modifiers are preferably expressed in the form of

relative clauses, so that in (119) the preferred form is

madidol "which-are-black" rather than simply di o1, In

ostensive or translative sentences with pronoun subject,

as e.g. (120), the relative pronoun is not used., and

Rabuogi was able to handle this cooccurrence restriction

rule successfully at this age.

In utterance (123)0 a: av)uro aoura kenda "1 have

cultivated just by-myself", two new features have appeared

in Rabuogi speech. The initial a is a past tense marker,

an adverbial form indicating that an action was just

recently completed. The form had been used several times

by Okumu in the course of the conversation, and it is

possible that Rabuogi was simply imitatinc, as a always

occupies initial position in the sentence and recall or

memory would be easy. However, the utterance immediately

preceding (123) did not contain the form. Utterance (123)

in fact contained lexical items from the three previous

utterances, of Okumu, indicating that Rabuogi was able to

generate the appropriate syntax for linear ordering of

the lexical items, In addition to the adverb ap one of the

features in (123) was t*e wercf reduplication to give
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a)uro aiDura "I just cultivated". Rodu2lice_tion is uscid

for Luo verbs to mark an action as simply or merely being

carried out (it also has other rammatical functions),

i.e. it is an adverbial derivation. The rules for its

oroduction are: (1) the verb stem is repeated, and (2) it

is prefix,,d and suffixed with the °article a. .iabuogi

used the form correctly.

In the final month of observation, Rabuogi's 34th

month, the followinc; utterances were collected. He had

been given a niece of candy, which he held out for his

mother to see, and said (133) ma to aAuodo "and this I-eat

(by grinding with the teeth)", and (134) ma to akano "but

this I-keep". He then asked his mother (135) barna ma

"split-for-me this". His mother reported that he had

taken his first ride in an automobile a few days earlier,

and he had been terrified. Oyugi asked him why he had

been afraid, iluornaqsg, and he relied (136) ma'daa to

koro ra6a "motor-car-that then bad-for-me", Oyugi asked

en cf:;.t3o ma ra6? "It what which is-bad?"; Rabuogi replied

(137) mitokAa koro ra6a "motor-car-that then bad-for-me."

Rabuogi was still playing with his candy and said (138)

dan'anvul tantambni duto "I would like I-put in-my-mouth

candy-this all". To his brother he said (139) en to koro

imuodo amuoda "it and then you chew just" and (lL O) ne

kaka omuodo "see how he-chews". To Oyugi he said (114) atis

laka "see-it tooth-my". Oyugi asked alp_ ma otimo laki?

"what (is it) that happened-to tooth-your?", and Rabuogi



replied (142) tamtam motimo laka "candy 10 that-which-did-

it-to tooth-my". Then he addressed his brother, t y...n3 to

push him out of a chair,,,(143) aroli -Any ku. "I would

"I would like to-push-you down here."

Later, as uyugi was preparing to leave, Rabuogl pointed

to one of his pockets and said (144) tamtam one ya? "candy

isn't here?" Oyugi replied aam "not any", and Rabuo?si

pointed to the other pocket and said to koni? "but this-

side?". Oyugi asked idwaro tamtam kende? "do-you-want

candy only?", to which Rabuogi re plied (146) kel ku

"bring (it) here". As Oyugi was leaving, Rabuogi asked

(147) ibiro duorro? "are-you-going to- return?",

Rabuo3i's speech in the 34th month contained several

new features. One is the conjunction to which can mean,

depending on contexts either "but" or
"and ". Where a

contrast is indicated, as in (133) ma to amuodo "this and

I-eat" and (13).) ma to akano "this but 1-keep", the term

is maximally contrastive, i.e. "and...but...". Sometimes,

however, the meaning of the term is not clear, and often

it is used as a conjunction in a neutral way, i.e. a con-

junction is required syntacticElly, but the semantic load

is unimportant. The term to is also used s a device for

specifying antecedent referents, In (136) ma ac to koro

rank, for example, to refers to the motorcar mentioned by

his mother in her preceding remark, and Rabuogi's remark

is "but/and then that motor car was bad for me". The

element koro functions in the same manner, meqn7Ln- "now

17
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or "then". In utterance (137) mitokaca koro rada, Rabuogi

states "then, that motor oar was bad for me," To and

koro often appear tov ther, as'in (136) and (139)0 en to

koro imuodo amuoda, and they can have any of the four

meanings, "and now", "and then", "but now", and "but then",

as well as serving the role as filler.

Another new feature is the use of the conditional

particle daril in utterances (138) Aaal nal tam,tambni

duto "I would like to put-in-my-mouth candy-this all" and

(143) Ian! aasILL 21m ku "1 would like to push-you down

here". The term law. is a concatenation of a conditi nal

marker_da and a future tense marker, and may be glossed

as "would like", As neither conditional markers or future

tense markers per se have appeared in his speech Rabuogi

probably learned the particle as a unit. Its position is

regular, always occurring initially, and the syn7,actisal

rules for its use are not complex. Rabuo3ils uses of the

particle were both syntactically and semantieally correct.

In utterance (147)0 ibiro duopo "are-you-goinz to-return?"

Rabuogi gives the first use of the common expression of

future tense in Luo. Although there are future tense

verbal particles, as :442. cited above, the preferred way of,

expressing the future is through the use of the auxiliary

verb biro "to come", which glosses into English as "going

to". Utterance (147) was spontaneous, indicatinz that the

ability to use the expression is part of his linT,uistic

proficiency.



4,3 SPEECH SAMPLES OF AKINYI -(H)

Akinyi,, child H in the sample, was 28 months old at

the be;7'innin of the study, and there is available a monthly

comparison of her language development with abuo ai's, As

such, a summary of the major features of Rabuo7,ifs speech

will be deferred until Akinyils speech samples are given,

in order to facilitate comparison of the two ohildrenls

abilities.

Akinyi was also shy and speechless in our presence.

On the first visit, she hid behind the house, peered around

the corner at us, and refused to be coaxed from her hiding

place until her father returned home. It was not possible

to collect any speech samples on this visit, but her mother

volunteered some information. She reported that Akinyi

was able to talk, but that she could not say very many

things. She knew a few words, most of which she u od alone

in one-word utterances, but she would occasionally use a

few words together, such as (148) adma nemo "I-want

food" and (149) !dagT pi "l' want water".

Akinyi, like Rabuoi, was at the stage at which she

imitated many adult activities. Her :mother reported that

Akinyi would imitate her whenever she was cooking, Akinyi

would mix soil with water, pretend to cook it over the

fire, and had to be watched carefully or else she would

eat the concoction. Her mother said that Akinyi seemed to

learn new words by im27tatinf2; them, by hearing; than wok :;n

by older peonle and then repeating them afterwarth
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A month later, when Akinyi was 29 months old, it was

possible to collect only a small amount of information

about her speech. During the visit, ARinyi was eating her

breakfast of porridge, and after satiation, she handed the

drinking-cup to her older sister saying ( 50) ma, ma lane,

"drink, drink porridge". As cited earlier, the term ma

in Luo means "this", and (150) could be interpreted as "this

porridge", but in this case, it was obvious that she meant

"drink", for she held the cup up to her sister's mouth,

indicating that she should drink it. Okumu and Oyugi both

interpreted the meaning as "drink", so it can be eoneluded

that Akinyi meant that and used the term pa instead of

the correct mad. Other speech same yes collected in this

month were: (151) ada "I-refuse", said to her sister

Asira, who wanted her to do a small chore for her; p4.

"fish", which Akinyi generalized to cover all solid focd,

according to her mother's report; and Daka "cat", Akinyi rs

term for both cats and small goats.

During the same visit, an attempt was made to elicit

speech from Akinyi by having her mother show her a picture

book and ask her questions about it. The attempt was not

successful. Most of her mother's questions wore answered

with u:, which in adult Luo is a negative indicating disgust

or boredom, but it was not clear if Akinyi used the term

in that manner; with e:, "yes"; a: (not intelligible); and

ma "this", uttered as she pointed atthe book. Occa-

sionally she would merely repeat the final elenont of the



question.

In the 30th month, Akinyis speech was still limited,

but she had made some definite progress. She was better
r

able to carry out instructions given to her by members of

the family, indicating that her.comprehension was improved.

Her father demonstrated for us her ability to follow

instructions and her knowledge of the names of objects it

the homestead. For example, he would send her to collect

some twors "sisal" and bring it to him, and she would

comply. There was almost no verbalization on her part;

she simply performed the chores in silence. One exception

occurred when she brought him a cup, which, she discovered,

had a hole in it. She pointed to the cup and remarked

(152) otu, otu /otuV "it has a hole...". Okumu asked her

Ire kama otu6? "where-is hole?", and she replied, pointing

to the hole (153) ka otu "here is-hole".

Later in the same visit, we recorded the followinz:

(154) E:iya nlk "give-me milk", said to her mother; (155)

mlya bolo /rabolo/ "sive-me banana", said to her mother

after Akinyi had finished her milk; and (156) adme: pi

"I-want water", said to her mother, who was drinking water

from a gourd; (157) 2122.1y ke /pilupilu/ "pep)-rs hot",

said to her father, who told her to take some peppers into

the house; and (158) nIz tamtam "give-me candy", said to

Okumu, who was givins candy to the other children present,

Akinyits speech samples for the 31st month were collected

in a question-answer session with her mother, and n(q wore:



almost all one-word utterances. An exce-)tion wEx ne(1,,)

tamtam "see cand7", uttered twice, in rosoon:o tc or

mother's questions a? "Akinyi not you-7, -

me?" and Ai ineve "you-go-to show-it thin. thy, t?"

It is interestin: that at this Ainyi's res)onsos to

question were in the form of one-word utterances, Her

performance contrasts markeclly with Rabuotts performance

in the 20th month in which the majority of his resoonses

were of two or more mor2hencls. Some of the question were

asked in each set ti wore practically identcal, such as

Ewen() srt? "chicken is-where?", en mar If of who

for Rabuo;3i, which he answered (71) rrweno inmdet mar baba

"chicken you - speak -of of father" and for Akinyi, ma no

"this what?" and en zwand a? "it chicken-of who?", to

each of which she replied En. "chickens".

Only a few speech son2les are available the 32nd

month. Her mother, who had been working in the /:7;arden,

returned to the homestead and asked Akinyi baba QV.

"father went where?", Akinyi reolied (163) owuok"h left",.L.114

Her mother asked kod na? nwlth whom?", and Akinyi

(164) kwara "they-went with grandfather", Some

more sam2les were collected in the 33rd month, The obser-

gyration for the visit was made dur ng the family 4d

morning meal. Akinyi, eating an ear of roasted maize,

discovered that one end of the ear was slihtly burned.

Showing this to her father, she asked 0.65)

"father this what?". Ye roolied re; "bad",

bR:)a, nttrY,'

e*, "
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asked (166) bbe, ik? "father, are-you-finished?". A

minute later, she pointed to the burned kernels on the ear

of maize and remarked (167) baba, ma re25 "father, this brtd".

After she finished eating, she started to go into vhe

house, and as her father accompanied her, she asked ( 68)

baba ibiro? "father, you-eoming?".

When Akinyi returned from the house, she approached

her older sister, who was sitting on the ground holding

a baby. Akinyi said to her (169) Sabomo "give Sabomo"

(the name of a youn,2; boy who was present), but -ao Akinyi

was carrying an orange, it wasn't clear if she meant "give

the orange to Sabomo" or "give the baby to Sabomo". Her

sister didn't react. Akinyi then asked (170) ma Lulls?

"this European?", speaking of the baby. Aain, there was

no reaction. Akinyi turned to her father and said (171)

weya "father, et-me". The meaning of her utterance

isnft clear. As noted earlier, the verb weyo means to

"leave alone, let alone, stop", but in this situation, her

father interpreted it as "where do you want th go?", i.e.

"where is it that you want to go if I let ye u r f an indicated

by his question idwp.ro. 151. kanye? She did n4t r 71y.
\,4

Information was collected also for the 34th month, in

the form of a question-answer session between Akinyi and

her father. Ainyi's utterances of more than one morpheme

in length al,e presented below in Table 13.



Table 13
Recorded converoatIon between Aknyi anc',

(34 mantas)

Father Akin7i
*, ".1 On0/ a I ON..

maw?
"this what?" (talking about c, "eye

doll Akinyl hol0,)

(172

to ma?

!and this?"

ma?

nd this?"

mondo ()tin nadi?

!U to do what?"

(i.e. you were 3iven a .).1.ece of

candy so you could do what?)

en luaGi

"it baby whose?"

(talking about the doll)

D.:vial mar 102

"baby of who?"

mar vl?

"of who?"

(talking about a cigarette

her fiather was smokin)

(173) :unc!.

"nose -horn

(/74) AC;1'

11,E
ff

(175) ox Pnu

"to-bo-r:aten"

(176) en lr:ru

"it baby Europoann

( ,77) nzra

"nine-of"

(178) pa 4

itof yours"
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Father

Table 13 (Continued)

Akinyi

nano ma mai; omiyi ano,? (179) Auma omiya nyUka

"who (is it) that-gave-you; "Auma gave-me porridge"

she-gave-you what?"

The final month of observation for Akinyi was her

35th month. A few speech samples were collected during this

month, again at the homestead. Akinyi greeted Oyugi and

then requested (180) miya tamtam "give-me candy." Her older

sister, in jest, tried to take away Akinyi's candy, but she

protested (181) we tamtamba "leave-alone candy - ray ". Her

sister asked Akinyi Ere, siruan.? "where-are clothes-your?",

to which she replied (182) siru0a mama kano "clothes-my

mama keeps" (according to OyuFt, it should be okano "kept").

Then, in response to :Lkinyi, isetieko tamtambi "Akinyi,

have-you-finished candy-your?", she replied (184) alai, ne

tamtam "no, see candy". Akinyi then asked (185) ma tenda?

"this stool-my?". her sister replied mano tend Auma "that

stool -o Auma ", but Akinyi insisted (186) adwa tenda "1-

want stool-my", (187) ma tenda "this stool-my". A small

boy present, Sabomo, was playing with a scarf, tying it

around his head. Akinyi exclaimed (138) ecl Sabom tweyo

kltamba "eel 6abomo tics scarf". Akinyi wanted the scdrf,

redorbinL; to her sister (189) Asira, ada kitamba "Asira,

1-want scarf", and calling (190) clloomo, bi ka "3.. come

here", (191) t;e wane "tie head-her".
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4.4 SUMMARY

4.4.1 Rates of Develo-oment A comparison of aabuogils and. ft..+rmA..re

Akinyits speech acquisition over an eight month period

indicates a differential rate of growth, and if we view

their acquisition in relation to the level of development

exhibited by Risper at 27 months, the degree of individual

variation is even more pronounced. At 27 months, Risper

was usinz,, productively, pivot constructions and infaection,

both of which had been present in her speech for several,

months. She also at 27 months had a relatively extensive

vocabulary, to the extent that she could name most of the

objects with which she came into contact during normal daily

routines.

1abuogi, at 27 months, appeared to be much less advanced,

although it is necessary to exercise caution in forwarding

this claim. His 27th month was the first month of obser-

vabions, and the factors of fear and shyness undoubtedly

functioned to reduce his speech production. Nevertheless,

according to hie father, mother, and nursemaid, he could

say only a few words, and was not able to give the names of

members of the family. He was fully capable, though, of

decoding messases, as he was able to follow instructions

readily and without mistakes. In the following month, his

28th, both inflection and pivot constructions were present

in his s.oeech, and in this resoect, his speech for that

month wo.s comparable to Akinyi's. In his 29th month,

however, Rabuogi advanced considerably, three and four-word
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uttera-ces making their appearance, with some new features

being endocentric noun phrase constructions, ((65) mama

and oa e gUnda "mama you-spoke-of-has-left for garden");

past tense markers ((62) oluru oai e gUnda "quail went to

garden"); and unstressed elements, such as prepositions (the

particle e in (62) and (65)). These features of his speech

were regular for the subsequent months of his development,

and in the 34th month. exam)les were present for the use of

the present conditional tense ((138) dart anyul tamtambni

dute "I would like to put-in-my-r )uth this candy whole")

and for the use of relative claL, a ((142) tamtam motimo

laka "candy is-that-which-did-it-to tooth-my").

Rabuogi, then, was a slow beginner in language deve-

lopment, but once he began to acquire grammar, new features

were quickly incorporated into his system, indicating that

his cognitive development was in advance of his linguistic

development. His ability to follow directions, i.e. his

comprehension model, seemed to be roushly at par with

Risper's and Akinyits, but there was an initial delay in

the generation of a speech production model.

Akinyi, ;.,hose level of develowient at 28 months, seemed

slightly lower than Ris)erls at 27 months, did not show the

same marked, rapid increase as Rabuosi had shown. Tllo-

word utterances and inflection were definitely present in

the 29th month, but grammatically, her speech in the 3ii.th

and 35th months was at essentially the same level. Her

progress was renresented in the ac-.luisition of new terms
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and the regular use of these within tlle ,ame grammatical

framework, although some neu items did mile their appearance,

such past tense markers ((179) Auma m&a nyUka "Auma

game-me porridce"). From thl available evidence, introducton

of new features into Akinyils seech paralleled the process

of development in :Zabuogils. Tw- particular features in

the advance to he three-word stage were: 1) noun subjects

were used, whereas in earlier speech, clmst all subjecti,

in the noun phrases :ere pronominal; and 2) with e. noun

subject, an obligatory marker for past tense was added to

the verb form, i.e. in the environment Noun Verb.

Although there is individual variation in the rate of

grammatical development for Luc) children, the direction of

the direction of the development seems to be patterned.

There are, in other words, stages of development that need

not correspond closely with chronological age. For the

younger children in the sample, A2; B2 and D, the two-

word stage was clearly present in the age range of 19-21

months. For Rabuogi and Akinyi, it began at approximately

28 months, but aabuogi, tern months later, IS clearly in

a more advanced stags. His two-word stage was of such

short duration that it is not possible to identify clearly

a pivot grammar in his speech. In his sp?ech in later

months, pivot type constructions continued to appear, but

a pivot grammar could not account for the conlc::.ity of

the speech. The same qualification holds for A"):Inyi

speech development.
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The presence of a pivot grammar in Rabuogi's and

Akinyits speech cannot be positively identified, but the

possibility remains that Pivots may have been present.

The sample size for all of the Luo children is small, to

the extent that the distributional evidence may have been

insufficient not only for the discovery of words in the

lexicon that might have been acting as pivots, but more

importantly, that the place of pivot constructions in

overall language development might be obscured. The oroblm

remains unresolved, but from the available evidence, it

seems clear that although Luo children may employ pivot

constructions in the earliest staze of their grammatical

development, their early systems soon become morpholosically

productive. Types of grammatica relationships that are

expressed syntactically in English pivot grammars, as e.g.

possession, are expressed morphologically in Luo. The

importance of pivot constructions in Luo is not directly

comparable to their place in English, since identical

functions of speech, i.e. communication of the same ideas,

are expressed through syntactic relations in English and

morpholoical devices in Luo.

4.4.2 Lexical Items. The early acquisition of lexical

items by Rabuogi and Akinyi parallel the categories expressed

in Table 7 for the younger children. Not all of the lexical

entries were duplicated by Rabuogi and Akinyi, but the

relative order of acquisition and the basic categories were

constant. 3mo now Items dAd appear in their vowlbulr.riol



in the post-28 :.on the range, and these are shown in Table

Table 14
Lexical items; post-28 months

0atenany, Ohildren
(airl in months)

Prepositions

e "to in, at"

mar "of"

it "toward"

gi "with"

ni "for"

29

30

30

30

34

Particles

o- (past tense) 29

a "recently" 33

dater would like" 3)4.

ma "14fhich, who" 34

Auxiliary Verbs

dwa(yo)"Want" 30

we "stop" 32 35

biro "come (going to)" 34

H

WOO

WOOM

WON

32

35

34

Adverbs

moro more" 29

ga "usually" 30

pod "still" 33
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Table 14 (Continued)

catpLany, Children
trr

Adverbs (continued)

a...a "just" 33

kende "only" 33

Conjunctions

gi "and" 32

to "but, and" 34

koro "and, then" 34

kaka "how" 34

As can be seen from the table, the new items are

function words. The earliest terms to appear in the

childrenls vocabularies were content words, nouns, pronouns,

and verbs, as is clearly shown in Table 7. Once a signi-

ficant vocabulary of content words is accumulated, the

children begin to add function words, with prepositions

appearing first, thin particles and auxiliary verbs, and

followed by adverbs and lastly, conjunctions.

4.4.3 Cr'rlrrunair. Early grammatical development for 2abuogi

and Akinyi follows a similar pattern as that for the

younger children. In the area of syntax, both predicative

and non-predicative constructions appear early in simple

forms and then sradually become more complex.' Verb inflec-

tion appears early as a productive morphological device,

and it is followed by suffixation and then noun inflection.
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Table 15 gives a summary of the acquisition of grammar by

Rabuogi and Akinyi.

Table 15
Acquisition of Syntax and Morphology, Children G and H

Syntax,

Type, Children

Non -predi cative

N+N 33

N+loc 28

N+adj. 3L1. 30

N+SI 34 --

Predicative

V+N 28

N+V 28

N+V+N 28

N+V+loc. 29

N+N+V 34

V+N+SI 34

Morphology

Ncun inflection

Possession

Verb inflection

Subject

Object

Tense

Suffixation

Demonstratives

29

30

28

35

30 34

28 28

29 30

29 34

28
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Table 15 (Continued)

TTo e

kilatlalaa

Suffixation (continued)

Adverbial

Circumfixation

Adverbial

Children
H

30

33

Comparison of the results presented in Table 15 with

those in Table 8 shows that whereas the simpler forms of

predicative and non-predicative sentences were acquired at

approximately the same age (19-20 months) by the younger

children, the non-predicative sentences appeared later,

overall, in Rabuogils and Akinyils speech. These differences

are probably due, however, to the small size of the samples.

Rabuogi did use N+loc. utterances early (28 months); Akinyi

used NA-adj. early; and it is likely that N+N was present

much earlier than the 33 months shown. It is evident,

howeveTI, that the more complex constructions, as N +I'T +V

(object inversion) appeared later than N+V+N, and of course

subordinate sentences appeared late.

In the area of morphology, verb inflection for subject

and object marking appeared before noun inflection. A new

feature also appeared in the category of verb inflection,

that of the past tense marker o-. Suffixed adverbs were

in Rabuogi's speech at 30 months, and the use of circumfixa-

tion was present at 33 months. For noun inflection, marking



for possession was pronto but Inflection show4nr.:

oluralization was still not .oresent ri 34-35 months.

13h,



CHAPTER 5

GE1T A "IVE 9-35 2:0 :7

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, all discussion of syntax

and morpholo7 has focused on surface structuree of the

children's sentences. Syntax has been treated only in

terms of dominant word order, and morphology has been

discussed in terms of inflection of nouns and verbs.

the present chapter, a more formal approach to th e 7eria173 s

of the data will be employed, using a framework of 7,enera-

tive lingvistic theory.

The plan of the chapter is as follows. First, a

brief description of the theory of generative grammar

will be given. Second, the criteria for establishing

developmental stages in the children's lan:ua?).e will be

recounted, and then an analysis of the utterances for

each stage will be presented. A surrime.,ry of the elattern

of development will follow to conclude the chapter,

5.2 GEN RATIVE GRAMAR TH0a.Y

As a preface for a discussion on the nature of early

generative grariiar for Lo children, it also should be

stressed that a generative grammar does not provide

account of how a speaker actually proceeds to construct

sentences. Rathe-e, the w a..reln of a generative gremmar

is an attempt to construct a model which accounts ler
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what a sneaker has to knew f.ntuitively about th e lanua7e.

Such a grammar is an abstract, fered renresentation

of rules or system of rules wh:c:e a child (or any native

speaker) ,uses' to nre'iuee eentences.

A sentence, in 7enerati7 linguistic theory, hv ,V7.1

representations, a surface structure and a deep, or under-

lying, structure. m, C1".rn.CP strcture 4s the actual

production of a sensenee, acoutic torn.'

It * npne-s _nis the s+*likr- or neer eneuonce sneech

by receivers and senders. -1(5 ico Le.

an intrinsic considruction of the ser4-nree which 'r-r".14.14(.5("zi

an abstract accolint of t' noanin the sentence.

Both represontntiens of a entence are accounted for

by a grammar through tho func i-er'rg of three interrelated

components, the syntactic, semantic and Phono1o7ical. The

latter two are sole v interPretative, 4n that they "Lter-

pret" information nrovided,to then by the s7ntetic con)onent.

The semantic component use t-.e -*"t").(,^". C ioion to

deternino tho erantic sl.tererett;or of the SC'llnmr1

the phonolor;ical comoonent uses the syntactic information

to determine the lhonotic si7na1s. The syntactie coenont

has two com)one;nts, a base coni?onent and a tr,ane.Lo=tienal

com2onent, and tho base, in turn, has two subcomponents

a categorical subcomponent and a lexicon (Choms.:4 1965:

141). Figure gives a scemati, en esontation.



Figure 1
A schematic representatl.on of the com.,?onents of a
generatve grammar and the syntactic com3on nt

'Iranrn.r

Semantic
Component

7honolo'7-1cal
Comnonent Component

Base Transformai- ons

Categorical Lexicon
Component

Phrase-structure rules, which operate in the base,

specify the underlying structure of the sentence, which

is mapped into the surface structure e by an ordz:red set of

ules, or transformations, through processes of deletion,

permutation, and addition of elements. In the catorical

subcomoonent of the base, the phrase tructurc aro

an unordered set of contoxt-fro rewr:.tin7 rvIes. rd.:10se

have the form:

a4 y

as ytt The rewrf.t1 ruleswhich is read "x is rew

are given in a linear sequence, as il.us ed by the

following frament of a set of such rules:

SNP + VP

VP -0

NP-4f
cc.r1.0

7
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tational features are: S sentence; W.? = noun

phrase; 'VP = verb phrase; V = verb; and N == noun.

Parentheses indicate that enclosed symbols are optional

choices in the string; all other symbols are obligatory

and must occur. Braces indicate that a choice of elements,

mutually exclusive, may occur. The concatenation of ele-

mants is indicated by a +, although this simbol is implied

when parentheses or braces are used.

A derivation of a sentence results from the successiv

application of the re-write rules, and it can be represented

by a branching tree-diaoran, which is specified as the

derivation's Phrase marker. Examples of these will be

given in the analysis of the Luo data, but it should be

noted that a phrase - marker specifies a unique structure

which represents only one semantic interpretation, i.e

that of the underlying structure of the sentence.

The syntactic component of a grammar specifies the

operation of three kinds of rul es, the phrase-structure

rules just described, lexical rules, and transformations.

Transformational rules, some of which are optional and

others obligatory, are applied sequentially to deni.ve the

specification for the surface structure of a sentence.

Each transformation is defined by a structural de cr on,

"8. D.", which gives the base string of elements, and a

structural change, C.", which secifies the transform

operation on the original s trins. The lexicon, in the

base, specifies the semantic features and s:Tntactic features
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of lexical entries and the rules which provide for their

substitution as terminal, lexical Items In the °terminal

string of a sentence derivation. The inherent (semantic)

features of a lexical entry indicate such featuies as e.g.

for a 'noun, that the noun is n.bstract Uabstract] or that

it is not anim. te anirw.teJ. Contextual (syntactic) features

specify the syntactic contexts in which the lexical items

can occur in relation to other category symbols. Contextual

features for a noun in Snglish would include its occurrence,

or nonoocurrences, after the Determiner ("a" or "the"),

which is a grammatical formative.

With this brief summary of generative grammar theory,

an inspection of the Luc data nay now be made,

503 DEVELO?MENTAL STAGES

The utterances of the i children in the study have

been divided into four developmental stases. 1;ernally in

studies on the acquisition of grammar, developmental stages

are identified on the basis of the mean utterance length

(MUL), measured in terms of morphemes per utterance. Tradition

has not been followed here, for two reasons First, in

many instanoeso an insufficient number of utterances were

available for any kind, of accurate measurement. For Risper

(D), only a few utterances were collected in the 20th month,

and almost no other utterances were collected until her

27th month, *ere is thus no possible means of measuring

her speech in developmental terms, such as Kn. The second



reason for not using MJL is that it becomes affected by

sooial factors in the speech of Rabuogi (3') and Akinyi (H),

and. NUTS therefore does not provide an accurate meanurement

of their speech ability,

In the absence of MUL as a device for identifying

stages the more arbitrary technique of comparing the eom

plexity of surface structure of the utterances has been

employed. The utterances of the six children were compared

first on a ehronological basis and then regrouped accord!ng

to 'natural' breaks in the order of increasing complexity.

or example, all utterances involving the use of embedded

oonstruotions were considerod to be representative of a

more advanced stage than those without embeddinP's and which

appeared at earlier months in the children's speech. The

characteristic features of each stage w11 be discussed

more in detail in the analyses of the stages.

.3.1 flaatl. Stage 1 includes only a few utterances

from Othieno (A2) at 19 months and Aexo (32) at 20 months

(numbers 1-11 in Appendix 3). All the utterances in this

stage consist of only two morphemes, and the utterances

are of two basic types, commands and nonmKpredicative con-

structions. A fundamental problem is encountered when an

attempt is made to write a grammar to encompass these

oonstructions. First, a grammar incorporating predication

would allow for constructions which did not a)pear in the

record of child speech. Numerous restrictions on

cooecurence would thus necessarily be written into th
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lexicon feature rule

The solution to the problem of the presence of two

sentence types accepted here is to write two structural

descriptions, one to account for each type of construc-

tion, These are:

Phrase Structure:

1) 8 -1 N
Loc

2) V 4-N

Lexicon Feature Rules:

anima e

(-I- Proj

iv, + Fro en

V. =iv ate] [V

vi, V '''4 [4' V]

5-302 S:ba.61 2. Stage 2 most likely comprises what should

be two or perhaps more stages but which cannot be identi-

fied for lack of clear evidence,
. A very disparate age

range is included in the stage, and while individual

variation in the onset of the stage may account for some

of the disparateness, it is unlikely that Ri per s

utterances over a period of seven months all would be

generated by the same grammar. Nevertheless, the utter-

ances available for analysis show sufficient sinila 'ty

to be grouped into this stow



The children included in this stage, their ages, and

the utterances are: Aoko, 21-22 months, nunbers (12)

(30); Risper, 20-27 months, numbers (31) - (50); Ochieng,

25 months, numbers (51) - (53); Rabuoi, 28 months,

numbers (54) - (59); and. Akinyi 28-31 months, numbers

(148) - (152).

The structural description to account for the utter-

ances in this stage is

3) 8 -1 N P (NVP

II?

( m
*4 N "4

De
Loa

Dem -.., -ni "this", -no "that", a "that"

V V (nom)

nozu
(ALocl?

Lexicon Feature Rules:

+ N0 nom

nom]-1 [V

Pro

iv, Pro]

v. Nom, + Pro Dem

vi 1:4- Dem) -1 -flu, -tfa

vii 0 [- Dem

"them, the

I his",

1L2



ix. V

x. & V3 -1 NP]

1
Nam: ?roj-op a- "I"1, o-: en

it", i- "you", $ "you

(understood)"

NO attempt was made in the description to account for

ellipsis h., Utterances suc as (41) lyAs. "hand-my" can be

considered as an elliptical form'of 1w0a "this one

(is) hand-my", but utterances of this type are counted

as simple naming behavior,

Two utterances are not accounted for by the grammar.

umber (153) ka otu "here it-has-hole" involves locative,

inversion, which is not a normal feature of the language,

and therefore it is counted as a mistake in (153)0 Number

(160) 0,4wa. L nind RI-want"-want to-go to-sleep" has a more

Complex. verbal construction that other utterances in this

tage, szld as it is a single example, the child is not

attributed with the general ability to use the form" As

we will see, the appearance of double verbal construction

is a feature of the following stage,

Stage 2 in comparison with Stage 2shows that the

children have acquired the ability to use predicative

constructions, with or without the subject preSent. The

verb phrase consists of a single verb with or without a

noun phrase. Noun phrases show considerable expansion

over those in Stage 1, with adjectives, demonstratives, and

tominals all appearing as modifying elements,



In the discussion for Stage 10 the problem of accounting

for the absence of marking of agent in imperatives was

noted, and the problem was resolved by writinu separate

structural descriptions for predicative and non-predicative

utterances. In Stage 2, this solution was not feasible,

or at least was not justifiable, an.c: the method of handling

the problem was to account for the phenomenon in the lexicon

feature rules. In rule viii., E Nom, Pro -40 a-

"you", gi "you (understood)", the non-marking of the

subject, i.e., 6 is counted as a semantic choice of the

same order as choice of person and number. In the

selection of the proper semantic distinctions for marking

of pronouns in the surface structure, the decision of

"understood-from-context" could be reached in the same

fashion by the child as "first person, singular, etc.".

In this fashion, it is not necessary to write a trans-

formational reduction rule, which would make the non-marking

of subject a process of the grammar,

5.3.3 S1ae 2. Stage 3 is comprised of Rabuozi's speech

in months 29-33, numbers (60) - (132)0 and Xxinyi3O speech

in months 32-35, numbers (163),- (191). he phrase

structure grammar for this stae is

phrase Structure:

) S-4 NP {ed.
Norri

VP

St
Adj.

NP N Dem



4, V

Dem r4 -ni "this", -no "that", "that"

ro

Fred. Nom. -1 repo po

Prep, 150 mar "of" + N

(Aux 0 1 v./ .);Imllep )_Fart '' '''
(
.,Adv

Awt, -4 dwa "want"

Part -0, o- (past tense, _completed aspeot)

a' (past tease)

nom 6.4 IN (N)
Loo ,

Prep. p#

e

ir "toward" Loo (Dem)
loka "up to"
i "wi4h"1

ni "for" S.

Lexicon Feature Rules:

N ) + noxi]

[+ nom] -10 [y

[:* N3 Pro]

iv. [-I- Pro] -4) [-I- Non]

v EF Nom, + PZO -4 [ Dem]

vi. E+ Dem) -- nip -no,

vii.
E'

DeM) -4 a- "1", en, o-, "he, she, it",

i- "you", j "you kunderstood)"

145



vii. Nom, Prc;] -i a "me, my", e "him, his,

in "you, your"

ix. Nj--) [1:± rep

x. Prelg-,..) e, "to, 'n" ir "toward", loka

"up to", gi "with", ni "for"

xi. Part-, ("1- Particle

xii. 0.o- "past tense, completed

aspect", a "past tense"

xiii q AUX .4 C1- Auxiliary]

xiv. r+ Auxiliar0 we "stop", dwa "want"

xv. V El- V1

xvi. [+ V + + [ Prep.
J,

Ad1r)

Transformtions:

Placement
S. D.: X + s + 717: where X and Y are

category symbols
(obligatory) s.c,:

3
4. X, 4- x,

146

Two utterances in the sample were not accounted for

by :phrase structure rule 4). Utterance number (175),

caamu "it was-eaten", if it was correctly interpreted, is

an example of the passive, completed aspect, but there was

some question as to whether the child said a, or ot4;amo.

The latter would be simple past tense. Due to absence of

clear evidence that the child was actually using the passive,

no allowance was made for it in the phrase structure rule,

In utterance (182), siruaa mama kano "sweater-my mama

keeps", there is object inversion, with "sweater", the object,

appearing in initial position. The inversion could be



accounted for with a placement transformation, but as the

sample contained only one example of object inversion, the

use of a transformation seems unwarranted,

Viewing Stage 3 in relation to Sta e 2, definite

advances were made in the verb phrase, Not only did verbal

particles and auxiliaries appear, but prepositional phrases

of a variety of types were present, In addition0'the

first use of adverbs in predicative sentencs were noted,

Adverbs of place, such as ka "here" had been used much

earlier, but only in non-predicative constructions. All

of these new features, particles, auxiliaries, prepositional

phrases, and adverbs had the effect of making the verb

phrase in StE® 3 much more complex than in Stage 2#

In the noun phrase, there was the new feature of

embedded constructions. The form generally used as

a demonstrative, was inflected to give the embedded

construction ".,0 you-spoke-of too", as in (72)$ zyclo.

$411,4a mar baba "chicken you-spoke-of of father".

5.34 taat Only one child was at Stage 40 Eabuogi

at 3L months, utterances (133) - (147)0 used speech that

is accounted for by phrase structure rule 5),

Phrase structure:

5) s NP-_N
MA St

NP
(Adj)

Dem

Dem .4 -n8.

47



S N + VF

olv Adv
VP -1 Part mV no

Aux kaka +

nom -4- N (DqAdj.)
?repo poi

Prep ID. x.i "fort'
$ P-4 N +V

Lexicon Feature Rules:

i. N t+ N + noml

i C+ nom") [17

iii, [1- N 3.14 [4. pro]

iv, E+ Pro]

V. [4. Nora, 4. Pro] -4 + De

vi [+Deml -4 -n
vii Demj a-,

- Nom, + Pro] - -a, -e, -J
ix. .[+ N 3 -It .[+ Prep

. 4.+P op3

xi, Part 17+ Particle]

xii. E+ particle) - o-, future conditional)

xi i 0, Aux Et. Auxiliary:1

xivo [+ Auxiliary] 4 biro to come (be going t

XV . V C+ V I
XVi [+ V

1-1
kake. S 1] ,0

+ [....Adv] + Ef A dv
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Transformations;

-Object Inversion
(optional)

T--nacement
(obligato

a

S.D.: X

Z where X, Y
and Z are
category s71bols

O.: x z x3 )z x
2I 2 3

1r

.0
" 1 2

+x3

The prominent advances made in Stage 5 were an embedding

and a subordinate sentence. In the former the relative

pronoun ma "whiebl who, what" introduced th® dependent in

the utterance (142) Smtam motimo laka "candy (is) what-

did-lt-to tooth-my", Number (141), AO kalca omuodo "see

how he-chews", gives an example of a subordinate senter

introduced by the subordinating conjunction kak4 "how",

As shown, two transformations are necessary, both

beinG placement transformations. The obligatory place-

ment of the verbal particle ca 'would, like" corresponds

to the transformation in Stage 3 of the particle a (past

tense marker). Optional object inversion was a new feature,

although uttorance (182) In Stage 3 may have been a

proorsor for that feature.

5.4 SUMNARY

Viewing the tour stages in sequence, the development

of the childrenls grammar may be summarized in the

following Pashion. Prom an initial grammar consisting of

114,9



simple no predicative oonstruotions and of oommands, the

ohildren proGress to predicative oonstruotions with the

now phrase showing the re es development. In terms of

oategories Stage 1 oontains 'nouns, verbs, and looatives;

Stage 2 oontains,adjeotives and demonstratives as well.

In Stale 3, the noun phrase is further developod to include

an embedded construction, but the greatest development is

in the verb phrase, where verbal particles, auxiliaries

prepositional phrases, and adverbs all make an appearanoe.

The first transformation, an obligatory placement rule,

also appears to be used in this stage. Zn Stage 4, more

embeddinse 000ur., and an optional object inversion trans-

formation appears. In terms of the aoquisition of oategori

the developmental --stases may be represented as in Table 16.

Table 16
Acquisition of categories in Stages of Development

Category Stag_071 ptase, Stars Sta e

+

+

+

V

Loc

Adj

Dem

VB part

Aux

Prep, p,

Adv.

St (NP)

St (VP)

+



0.A.FTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONGLUSIONS

6.1 =MARY OF LANGUAG2 DEVELOZKENT

60101 Lexicon. Lexioal items may begin to appear in Luo

cbildrents speech as early as the age of 12 montils

although the onset may be at a later age. Universally,

the earliest items are the names of e -nificant others in

the environment, mama, baba, and the names of caretakers,

and a general term, miya for the command "give-me" or

"want". 'Yes! and 'no' responses occur early, as much as

a month or two before significant vocabulary' development.

3abbling behavior may continue for as much as two

months after the first appearance of lexical items, but

it is terminated before a marked increase is shown in lexi-

cal acquisition. Once babbling has ceased and lexical

acquisition has begun in earnest, the rate of acquisition

is rapid. Not enough information is available to provide

vocabulary counts, but two months after lexical items

begin to appear, a child has a vocabulary containing animate

and inanimate nouns with a variety of sub-classes0.personal

and demonstrative pronouns, and both transitive and intran-

sitive verbs.

Subsequent development shows first an increase in the

namber of entries for the sub-categories and further

differentiation within the categories. Secondly, and slightly

later in terms at chronala ical age, new catezaries are



added, The relative order of acquisition ,appears to be

1) prepositions; 2) auxiliary verbs; 3) particles and

adverbs; and 4) conjunctions. Using as a base the age at

which rapid acceleration in vocabulary acquisition begins,

the aggroximate periods required for acquisitiOn of the

four categories above are, respectively, 2-3 months, 3-4

months, 4-5 months, and 5-6 months

6.1.2 Grammar, The earliest productive morphological

device for the Luo children was verb inflection for pro-

aaminal subject and object. The use of verb inflection

was present in the second month followin the appearance

of twoo*word utterances, Suffixed demonstratives were

present at Approximately the same age. Noun inflection

6r possession made Its appearance approximately two

months later for one child, but six months later for other

Children,

Verb inflection to indicate tense appeared later than

noun inflection, with a range of one month for one child

and four for another. Adverbial suffixation was present

only in the speech of one child, as was adverbial air-

cumfixation. The Former occurred two months after inflec-

tion was first eserit, nd the latter five months after

first appearance.

The earliest two-word utterances for Luo children appear

in the 19-20 month range. Two types of constructions are

present at this stage, non -predicative and imperatives.

In the second stage, predicative constructions other than

152



imperdtives are presint, and noun iikarases show oonsiderable

developm,ent, with adjeotives, demonstratives, and nominals

all appearing as modifying elements,

In Stage 3, there is further development of the noun

phrase, with nested oonstructions appearingl, but the maximum

development is in the verb phrase. Verbal partieles, auxi-

liaries, prepositional phrases, and adverbials all appear

in the stage, and an obligatory placement transformation

i$ used. Stage 4 shows the use of another transformation,

for optional objeot _nversion. Subordinating sentences in

the verb phrase also appear in this stage,

In summary, the aoquisition of syntax follows the

pattern: 1) initial constructions consisting of a verb

phrase or non-predicative elements; 2) predioative oonstruo-

tions with major expansion of the noun phrase; and

3) expansion of the verb phrase. Word order is highly

constrained from the outset, with SVO dominant. In Stags 4,

an optional transformation may be applied to provide 05V,

602 LANGUAGE DEVELOMENT IN SOCIAL CONTSXT

The above auramary of language development ignored,. for

the purposes of.analysia, the social context in which the

language was used, the social constraints placed on the

language, and the functions for which the language was

generated. As was outlined in ahapter 2, the eonstraints

placed on language use, however, has an effect on the

collection of data and thus ultimately on the liuistio

2.53
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competence as.measure4 for an ind.vidual performer, It

was stressed 4hat the conditions under which the speech was

collected from the Luo children was not optimal) and

therefore the expressions of competence would be restricted

accordingly, An attempt will be made here to provide some

oo:et® evidence of the effect by .social factors on the

speech of the children .and on the expressions of their com-

etence, Some speculations on the nature of the interstices

in the record of development will also be provided.

In the initial stages of the research) the children's

fCD response) both naturally and socially iced ) prohi-

bited collection of any data from them directly. All of

the children in the present study) except A and B) were in

the early one-word utterance stage at this period of the

research) and the record, is lacking) except for parental

reports. Once the children overcame their tear and

interacted with us) social restrictions of a different

nature calm. into play. In brief, the children were allows'.

to interact with us only under controlled conditions)

which effectively prevented the systematic collection or

spontaneous speech,

60801 Oontoxt and Nnct cn .0400c11,0 The major restri t -n

on the children's speech by the controlled'conditions is

that.moSt of their speech in our presence consisted of

answers to questions) particularly to "what" and "where"

questions, The expectations of the adults as to the

lin istic ability of the children) ie the adult s' ultural
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attitudes, then had an effect on the type or speech providec

by the children. The early appearance of non-predicative

.eon strucons in the speech record is directly attributable

to this interplay between the childls capacity and the adults

attitudes, his is not to argue that there a direct one-

to-one correspondence between the acquisition of language

by the children and the adults' expectations, but the latter

had the effect of channeling the childrenTs speech in the

contexts In which the speech was collected. The Children

were asked to name (what is this?) and to locate (where is

and accordingly, they provided non-predicative,

equational sentences (en 'wno "it chicken" and en ka "she

here")0

The Luo chi1drens speech, then, was socially controlled

in that the design for the functions of their utterances

was established by the adults in the interaction setting,

A catalogue of the verbal exchanges in the record will not

be attempted here, but an account of the childrenTs speech

in terms of functions expressed will be given, and a rough

correlation with the types of requests made of them by

adults will be reported.

All of the children?s utterances have been typed

according to the function expressed (of, Appendix B). The

criteria for designating function, however, are not readily

apparent, and depending on the frame of reference, an

utterance may have different functions. An utterance such

as (3) ne taint am "see candy" could be taken as an example
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of namin behavior, loev "see, this is that object which is

called candy", but oontextual information for utteranoe (3)

specifioally indicated that the intent was that of a demand,

an order for someone to perform by looking at the oandy,

The utteranoe was therefore classified as a tdemand0

peoifloally the criteria used for ascribing function were:

1) contextual information, which included such features as

preoeding utterance(s) and ongoing activity of the actors

in the setting; and 2) basic grammatical relations of the

classes of words in the utterance. Using these criteria,

it was possible to classify all of the utterances into six

funotions. The classifioation for each utterance is given

in Appendix 3, and Table 17 gives the number of utterances

In each category according to the four developmental stages,

The first number in each column represents the total number

of utterances for the particular stage and function, and

the second number is the percent for each function of the

total number of utterances for the particular stage©

Table 17
Functions of Utterances According

to Developmntal 3tages

Name Demand Desire

1/ 9% 7/611$1

13/22X1 12/20%

37/40/0 12/13

1/ 7p 2/13% 4/27i0

Stage Locate

1 2/18%

2 10/17

3 17/18p

DOUribe

1/9%

7/12;') 17/27 1/2%

2/ 2, 26/2770 3/3/0

2/1370 5/ 1/7/,
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Ins totion of Table 17 shows that developmental trends

can be identified, but that an overall progressive develop-

=Int is lacking. For the former, the most striking feature

Is that the percentage of utterances in the fnegatel

category:is negligible throughout. Secondly, in Stage 1,

the preponderance of utterances, WA, is in the ?demand!

category. Given this feature and the early appearance of

the terms raVa "ive-me" and ne "see", it is likely thatg

the earliest two-word combinations consist of these terms

plus objects, perhaps generated by a pivot gramgar. The

nonw.predicative equational N N (or loc.) constructions

then would appear slightly later, as sug3ested by the

information in the table. If this reconstruction is correct,

the Luo speech development would parallel that of American

children, with the earliest constructions being pivot +

open and followed by open + open (cf. Braine 1963), but

there would be a kaleidQscoping of the transition period

for the Liu° children.

In any event, it is evident that the majority of utter-

ances in Stage 1 are unsolicited demands. In Stage 2,

however, there is a more even distribution across functions.

The utterances for the functions flocate' and ?name!

represent children's responses to "whore" and "what" ques-

tions, towhich they were able to provide brief, non-

predicative replies.

The function !describe is well marked in Stage 2,

and it is shown in the language by the presence of simple
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predicative construotions, Many of these utterances are

unsolicited deseriptions of aets or states, as amo,o

"I-drink water", which contrasts with the make-up of the

uttereo®s in Stage 3 for the same function. in this stage,

many of the utterances represent responses to "doing what"

questions, in which the ohildren are asked to describe on-

going activities. Another stage in the exectations for

the children's behavior is thw exhibited, with the pro-

Tession being shown in the adults1 questions of "where",

"what", and "doing

In Stage 3, then, the ehildrenlz speech sample repre-

sents unsolicited utterances for the categories 'demand',

'desire', and some in tlooatel, inamet, and 'scribs';

and the majority of utterances in the latter three

areresponses to questions asked by adults, Of the

speeoh samples available for analysis, a significant portion

are thus programmed by the cultural attitudes relating to

children's speeoh capabilities. In Stage 1, there are a

few resultant N + N constructions;. these are expanded in

Stage 2, and again in Stage 3. In Stage 2 simple predica-

tive sentences appear, and in Stage 3, these are expanded

in response to "doing what" questions,

6.2.2 InternalizedSocial'Oonstraints0 The social con-

straints on interaction with children in Luo society

discussed so Par have all been external to the children's

behavioral repertoiremo The constraints operated indepen-

dently of the children's internalization of the rui es



regalatin the various situations. As the children advance

in age and development, they begin to acquire some of the

social rules and code the social information in their lan-
0.

wage and speech behavior. Two children in the study, G.

and provided information on this acquisition process,

which we now may consider.

Note was made earlier that the mean utterance length,

NUL, was computed for each child, insofar as possible,

from the corpus of data. it was further noted that the

MOIL bees= affected by social factors as the children

progressed in age and development. In order to consider

the effects and examine more closely the social factors

involved, the MUL results are first given, as shown in

Table 18.

Table 18
Mean Utterance Length for G and H, by Month

Month No. MorDh. MW:: No, Morph, MUL

28 7 11 1,57 .. ..... ...
29 2 5 2,5o .. ... ...

30 34 92 2.71 16 21 1.31

31 10 33 3.30 16 17 1.06

32 9 24 2.67 2 6 3.00

33 59 115 1.95 15 23 1.53

3L 17 72 4.24 44 64. 1,45

35 -- ___ ... 15 37 2.47
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1.60

The table shows that, allowing for individual variation

between G and H, there is a more or less steady increase in

the size of NUL until the 32-33 months age ranee, at which

time the progression is broken. The record is not as clear

for H as for Go in that WI for mouths 30-32 does not

advance regularly, but it is clear that ML drops from

month 33 to month 3L1 and then rises sharply in month 35,

Fier G, the break in the record is more pronounced, with a

drop from 3030 to 2067, then to 1095 at 33 months, and then

up to 4024 at 34 months,

In searching for an explanation for the fluctuations

in performance, the most immediate suggestion would seem

to be that the data collection situations differed, i.e.

that the social settings were different, and were reflected

in the childrenfs performances, As we will sees this

approach helps to explain the increaSe in MUL in months 34

and 35, but it does not account for the initial decreases

in MI' in months 32 and 33. In order to illustrate more

fully, we can turn to the ethnographic record,

The speech samples collected from Rabuogi at 30 months

was recorded in a question-answer session with his father,

Okumuo Oyugio and the researcher present, The group was

sitting together in front of the home, which was the common

pattern for the majority of the visits with all of the

children, Rabuogi stood between his father and Okumu,

leaning and swinging aainst Okmauts chair answerino Okunuts

questions in turn. As can be seen from Table 11 (p.104 ),



many of questions were of the 'wh-" variety. At 32

months, the same situation prevailed, except that his

mother was present rather than his father.
ft 0

In the 32nd month, the setting remained constant,

but the speech samples contained spontaneous utterances,

directed to ayugi and to Rabuogirs brother. Some of these

utterances were simple naming of objects in the eviron-

mant, which Is primarily responsible for the reduction in

L. More importantly, th the 33rd month, the setting

remained constant, with all the researchers present and

all the family except the father present also. Rabuogits

behavior, however, was markedly different from that of

previous visits. For the first time, he refused to 001,14

near us, and he hid behind the house, peering around the

edge at us. Okumu interpreted his behavior as due to

shyness, saying that he was dirty (he was playing in the

dirt as we arrived) and was ashamed for us to see him in

that condition.

After some coaxing, Rabuogi was persuaded to come from

behind the house. He came and stood by us, and he answered

some qaestions but he appeared to be shy, averting his

eyes, generally toward the ground, and putting his finger

in his mouth. Whoreas in earlier visits, he exercised a

choice in answering or not answering questions, he attempted

to provide brief answers to every question in this case.

The session terminated when Rabuogits father returned home.

Rabuogi, upon seeing his father arrive, slowly walked away

1.61



from us, back to his play. This aspeot of his behavior also

contrasts strongly with earlier behavior, in which he made

a point of standing near the group, and on one 000asion,

even interrupted the oonversation.

Viewing Rabuogits behavior'in perspeotive0the essential

quality seemed to be that he had developed a social con-

sciousne aereas earlier, he had not the appropriate

standards of social interaction, he had mastered, in the

33rd month, the major.features of the standard., He

approaohed the visitors only when requested, did not initiate

eonversation, observed the proper paralinguistic behavior,

and his speech was oharaeterized by .brevity and direotness,

In short, he observed the proper speeoh etiquette for that

social situationlie,e0 the etiquette for interaoting with

visitors. The MUL of 1.095 was a result.

Rabuogits MUL in the following month, the 34th, was

measured at 4.24. In this case, the social setting was

different, and his speech was therefore not restricted by

the same types of social constraints. In this instance,

the actors in the setting were Rabuogi, his mother, and

his brother, and the speech was recorded by Oyugi, who

.remained quietly in the background, Cognizance of Oyut3i7s

presence as an it did not seem to be a feature in

Rabuogits definition of the situation, and his speech was

accordingly freer of constraints. The result was that not

'only was the NUL more pronounced in Rabuogits speech, but

content and stylistic features were different, For the

1

i2
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former, Rabuogi made evaluative p4gments, Whioh were absent

In earlier speeoh. For example, he spoke of his first ride

in a motor-oar as (137) mitas, kero raa "motor-oar-that

then bad-me". Styliatially his speech showed a greater

Variety in volume, tone, and pitoh.

.41a1Nrits oase parallels Rabuogits exoept that the

ao4u18ition of a social oonsoiouaness was not as positively

shown in her behavior. The sooial settings were the same

as in Rabuogits ota.wi,th the family and researohers

present, In Akinyits 34th month, the standards of appro-

priate behavior were present insofar as the nature of oontaot.

was CQflOfl® but stylistic features did not seem to be

present, Akinyi did not approach us unless requested, ihe

did not initiate spoeohl and she gave direot answers, but

she failed to observe the proi)er paralinguistic features

of behavior as direction, personal space, etc. The possession

of a soolal, awareness or consciousness was not as clearly

evident as it had been for Rabuogi.

In the following month, Akinyits ?5th, it was possible

for Oyugi to collect speeoh samples in a situation directly

comparable to that with Rabuogi in his 34th month. Oyugi

remained in the background while Akinyi interaoted freely

.with her older sisters. The results were inoreased

initiated conversations, and marked stylistic variation.



603 00NOLUSIONS

The general goal of the study was: 1) to provide a

desoription of the aoquisition of language in terms of

eategories aoquired0 by Luo children in the as range pf

12-35 months; 2) to a000unt for.their linguistic competence

In the generation of their language; and 3) to illustrate

how sooial settings alter the linguistic performances of

t ohildren. The following chapter by chapter acoount

provides ,an overview of the conclusions reached in the

pursuit of the goa160

In Ohapter 2, methodological problems were disoussed so

as to specify the conditions encaperalating the data

gathering process. noological factors, such as mode of

subsistence and land organization, and social factors, such

as patterns of interaotion, hierarchical relationships,

and daily routines, all affeoted the types of interaction

permissible for the ohildren and investigators, in short,

the rules regulating the children's behavior were 1) do

not interact with strangers; 2) interact only ritually with

visitorsMnteraot with adults according to the contingencies

of the situation, e.g, formally in the presence of other

adults; and 4) interact with minimum constraints with peer

groups.

The factors controlling the data collection process

allowed access to only particular kinds of speech data,

since the performances by children were regulated by the

same factors. Expressions of the children's competence



were thus subject to the qualification that restricticn on

performance had the effects of 1) providing only limited,

partial accounts of competence, and 2) overestimating the

ages at which various linguistic categories entered into

the children's competence,

n Chapter 3, the speech data, for children A, B, A2,

B20 0 and D we presented, and silmmaries were provided

for 1exic410 morPhological and vyntacio development for

the age range of 12-27 months, The speech data of children

G ansi H were presented in ObApter 4, and further development

language was recorded, with the as range of 28-35 months

represented, The major findings for the two chapters were

1) lexical items began to appear at 12-14 months; the earliest

items were nouns, pronouns, and verbs; and later categories

to appear were prepositions, auxiliaries, particles, adverbs,

and conjunctions; 2) verb inflection for pronominal subjeot

and object appeared at 20-21 months, and noun inflection

for possession appeared later at 27 months; and 3) the earliest

syntactical constructions bejan at 19-20 months and were

imperatives (V + 0) and non-predicative sentences (N N)

predicative sentences followed, with development of the

noun phrase first and the verb phrase second,

In Chapter 5, a generative grammar was provided for

the age range of 19-35 months in order to account for the

linguistic competence in the children's generation of their

grammar. Pour stages of development were recognizedo

aharacteriotics of each were: I) non-predicative cons--ruotions
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and verb _a-sea; 2) predicative constructions (NP -1, VP)

with expanded noun phrase; 3) expanded verb phrase and

an obligatory placement transformation; and 4) an optional

placement tram$:fliormation.

In Ghapter 6, a mmmary of.tho language development

of the children has been provided, and information on the

social constraints as they effected the measurements of

competence has been discussed, $ ecifically the cultural

expectations of the adults, as expressed through the ques-

tions asked of children, conditioned the responses oftle

ohi1dren0 The functions of the children's 'speech were

therefore channeled to a degree by the cultural attitudes

or adults and expressions of co-mpetenco were consequently

arfectodo

Internalized social consraints began to appear in the

32nd and 33rd months age range of the children, and they,

:pain, regulated the flow of speech available for analysis.

Specifically', the constraints limited the speech both in

terms of mean length of utterances and stylistically, The

imposition of the constraints were situation specific,

clearly indicating that the children were able to manipulate

the variables of the speech setting.

In conclusion, descriptions of the linguistic competence

Of children in acquisition studies, which must be empirical,

should consider both the larger social environment of the

speech community and the conditions w'llch restrict, permit,

and generally regulate the data collection process,



Accounts of the children's competence can then, be placed

in a context which illustrates the nature of the limited

descriptive adequacy. An attempt has been made here to

present an analysis of the acquisition of language by Luo

children in such a framework.

6.4 ADDITIONAL REMARKS

The major approach of the present account of language

acquisition has been to treat as the basic unit of concern

the social setting in which the language was generated and

collected, Zmphasis was placed on the regulatory features

of the environment which defined and delimited the speech

ixaformation available for analysis.

Within this framework, a description was provided of

the children's language, both in terms of the acquisition

of grammatical categories and relations The account was

primarily descriptive,' in an attempt to identify what

actually was acquired and when acquisition occurred, both

in chronological and relative order. Due to the logically

prior questions of "what" and "when" of language acquisition,

no Attempt was made, except within the broader social frame'-

work, to deal with the questions of "how" and "why" the

language was acquired. Discussions of the input language,

comprehension, cognitive development, and the ability to

handle semantic relationships, as well as other features

such as synthetic versus analytic modes of representation

as strategies of the children all have been reserved for
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Scant attention has been paid also to.cross-cultural

comparisons in the acquisition of language, as this is

envisioned to be the second stage of the general study on

the acquisition of communicative competence ome of the

general findings of the research with the Luo may be

mentioned in relation to results of other studies,

First, studies on language aquisition have shown that

individual differences are present in the acquisition process

(cf. Slobin 1968;7-8)0 These differences are generally

ones of strategy, through which ohildren rely on different

gMmmatioal techniques or processes to convey the intended

meaning of their utterances, The Luo data is not sufficient

to identify marked individual variation of this type, but

one striking phenomenon is that the age of onset of the use

of grammar shows a high degree of variation, in all other

studies, grammar has become productive in the age range of

18-24 months, but two children in the Luo sample, G and

did not begin to use two-ward utterances until the 27th

month and possibly, the 26th.

Most studies on child language have shown relatively

clearly identifiable one-word and two-word stages. The Luo

data corroborate this finding, even though Luo is a

morphologically productive language, Although it may seem

intuitively obvious that one and two.;-word stages would

appear in children's speech, there are no firm a priori

grounds for making such an assumption, Burling, for example,

l6
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round in the study of 5aro (a language of the Bodo group

of Tibeto-Burman) that it was not,possible to speak of a

two-m=pheme or two-word stage in the acquisition of

language (1959;65).

The earliest stage of two-word utterances is generally

oharaoterized by pivot constructiens, for amost all

children for whom there is sufficient data. The Luo data

indicate that the earliest stage of the ohildren's grammar

may have been a pivot Grammar, but the evidenoe is not

oonolusivel It does appear Lo be the oase, however, that

syntax preoedes morphology as a productive device in the

speech of the Lo children, a feature that occurs In other

languages (except Garo), regardless of the morphological

prOduotivity of the Input language (of. Slobin 1968:19)0

Almost all studies of child language have noted that

infleotions emerge suddenly, generally a few months after

the beginning of two-word sentences. The emergence of

inflections in Luo does not seem to be sudden, bUt they

do eppear after the beginning of the two-word sentences.

Slobin rel)orts that Soviet psyoholinguists "...inter-

pret the order of emergence of inflectional classes In

terms of the relative semantic or conceptual difficulty

of various classification criteria for children. One line

of evidence in this argument is the observation, that

lexical items referring to certain semantic categories

appear at the same time as those oateories become morpho-

logioally mr,rked in child's speech" (196033). Such an
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amlysis could be applied fruitfully to the Luo data and

oould serve as a oonvenient mans not only for cross-

cultural oomparison of the order of emergenoe of morpholo

gical classes, but as a means of relating the emergence of

semantic distinctions to the enViroamental and cultural

conditions particular to individual languar3'es,
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NOTES

CHAPTER 1

10 The abundance of prefixes in African languages

denoting such concepts as singular-plural, people-of,
language-of,eta,-has led often to individual tribal

groups being referred to in the literature by a multipli

city of terms. One solution to this problem is to use the

root term to refer to the group, ignoring prefixes. This

approach has been employed here, and all reference will be

to the Luc) and Luo language, rather than to the more tech,-

nically correct Joluo (people-of-luo) and &)luo (language-

of-luo),

Siaya and Kisumu Districts were created, in 1967 by a

division of the former Central Nyanza District. South

Nyanza District became Mama Bay District in 1968.

30 Accordin: to Greenberg 's classification, the Luo

language is a member of the Western Nilotic languages, which

is a branch of the Eastern Sudanic group° This Eastern

Sudanic grouping belongs to the wider Char-Nile family

(Greenberg 1963).

4. The Mission, located in 'the center of the Ulanda clan,

operated a nursery school in addition to an elementary

school and a medical disponnary. In 19630 an liaramboo
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Girls :Secondary School was oonstruoted.

CHATTER 2
Fie

1. Zavestigators working with English-speaking aerioan

children have stressed the necessity of longer visits.

The amount of the childrenls verbal output varied greatly

over a period of hours, and in order to obtain a repre-

sentative sample of their speech, it was necessary for a

Visit to ,cover the greater portion of a day (of. Bloom

1968;41). As will be seen, visits covering several hours

were not feasible for the oresent investigation, due to

the Luo etiquette for receiving visitors. Furthermore,

the restriction that visits must be several hours in length

may well hold for American children, but it need not for

other societies, in which rules governing the use of speech

for children may be very different, A basic assumption for

the desirability of longer visits is that familiarity with

the child will be increased and therefore speech will be

more spontaneous, but this assumes a 10ori that the social

position of the receiver becomes defined as "one to whom

it is appropriate to send messages", and this need not be

the case.

CHAPTER 3

1, The usual method for defining the stages is on the

basis of mean utterance length (MJL) (of, Brown and Fraser

1964)6 Sufficient information is not avaLlalie to
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determine the stages aocurately for the Luo children,

due to the cifficulty of collecting one-word utterances

In particular, The inforlution for the babbling stage is

more complete, as is that for the twoword stage. The

one-word stags is then defined in part by fiat, as that

.

stage intermediate to babbling and two-word utteranoee.

20 The language belief questionnaire used for Luo

informants was a shortened version of the one given in

the Field Manual (19(7:50-55). There was some redundancy

in the original version, and in addition, it was too

lengthly to be administered to an individual informant

in one session,

30 The utterances of morpheme length greater than one

are numbered consecutively throu out the text, so as to

facilitate analyses. A listing of all the numbered

utterances is given in Appendix B.

L. Frequently the children's words were reduced or

simplified versions of the adult terms. Where this is

the. case, the adult term is given phonemically, following

the child's utterance

S. Utterances that are at variance with correct adult

forms are noted and discussed in the text. Unless an

utterance is discussed in this ways it may be ansumcd that



it corresponds to adult standards.

6. The form Um in L'uo haa as referents both "food" and

"to eat (intransitive)". The referent "food" has been

selected as the gloss for the term in the Lo children's

speech, so that mim -Um, for example, is "give-me food"

rather than "give-me I-eat"0 The latter, as noted on

page 5a, would require a verbal inflection to give aUm.

7. At first glance, this conclusion seems to be in

contradiction with the discussion in Chapter 2 (pp. 39-)42),

in 'which the self-sufficiency of the Luc) children was

stressed, However, the fact that many activities are

00greAtod on a child-adult basis is balanced by the fact

that integration is also strictly observed for some

activities (as e-g0 at meal-time). The Luc) homesteads

are not large spatially, and much of the family interaction

occurs in the courtyard area in, the center mf' the compound,

i.e. in a restricted space. The social mechanism for allo-

cating rights, duties, and obligations in behavior probably

functions in such a way as to regulate the amount of

interaction and thereby control generation of such emotions

as hostility. In any event, there is no lack of opportunity

for father-child contact.

8. Only selected portions of the conversation are given

in Table 3, a pattern that will be followed in subsequent

174
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tablea. The format used is that the child's speech

appears in the risht-hand column, and the adult's in the

left. In standard format procedure, the order is reversed,

but the nature of the conversations for the Luo inter-

loeutors favors the present systamo Rarely does the Luo

child initiate the conversation (in the samples), but

rather most of his utterances are answers to questions,

and the left-right (question-answer) sequence seems more

appropriate. Pauses in conversation are no marked in

the tables, nor are markers included for changes in topic.

Oomments necessary for providing contextual information

to allow for semantic interpretation are given, All of

the recorded conversations were in the setting of the

child's home.

9. The distinction between morphemes and words is

employed in the present discussion, glossing over the

theoretical issues involved in making such a distinction.

The rationale for the use of the distinction is that it

heuristically affords a convenient basis for consideration

of the morpholoical processes of inflection, profixation,

and suffixation on the one hand, and of syntactic ordering

of words on the other. In Chapter 5, the distinction will

be ignored in the process of assigning structural descrip-

tions to sentences.



10, There 500MB to be pronounced indiVidual variation on

this point, Some Luo always em/ployed the particle in the

environment ma Others used it selectively as an

amphaticl in the sense of the definite article, and still

others used it sDaringly, if at all.

11. As inspection of Table 7 shows, there are !aps in

the record. No use of personal names, for example, were

recorded for child 0, or ohild D until the 27th month.

1ese omissions are most likely a function of an inadequate

record, but patterns of acquisition are discernible for

the Table. Terms for wild animals do not appear until

atter the age of two years; names of parts of the body are

acquired at post-21 months; and a number of transitive

and irltraluitive verbs have been acquired by the 21st month,
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APPENDIX A

AN OUTLINE OF LUO GRAMMAR

At

This outline is based mainly on the material

presented in three works on Luo grammar: Edgar

Gregersen, Luo: A Grammar (1961); R. L. Stafford,

An Elementary Luo Grammar: With Vocabularies (1967) ;

and A. N. Tucker and M. A. Bryan, Linguistic Analyses:

The Non-Bantu Lan ua es of North-Eastern Africa (1966).

The latter, as a survey work, summarizes primarily the

major phonological and morphological categories of

Luo. In Gregersen's IK,rk, phonology and morphology

are extensively analyzed, and syntax is treated in an

Immediate-Constitutent framework. Stafford's work,

though non-technical, is extensive in scope and has

been used here to supplement the other two references.

Overall, an attempt has been made in the outline to

summarize the major features of the Luo language in

order to present a brief sketch of the relevant

morphological and syntactic devices. The qualification

must be made9 however, that such a sketch cannot give

an even moderately adequate phrase structure state-

ment, much less a generative grammar.
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I. 'Phonology: the major features are;

A. Vowels: Tucker and Bryan giNa a simple

dichotomy of five 'hard' vowels against

five 'hollow' vowels, in which the cate-

gories are distinguished by both tongue

position and voice quality (404).

Close (Hollow) Open (hard)

e

a

0

C

-a

a

B. Consonants: Gregersen gives the consonant

phonemes as: /p" 9 t k; b 8 d g; m nji

13; f s h/ (27). In chart form the conso-

nants are as follows (29):
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labial dental alveolar palatal velar

stop p 0 t 6' k
fortis

stop -b 8 d g
lenis

nasal m n
31

spirant f s h

liquid l,r

semi-
vowel

y w

In addition to the 21 consonants in

traditional Luo, there are three of foreign

origin --t v and z. in accordance with the

traditional orthography for African languages,

the palatal nasal 0/ will be given as /ray, /,

and in addition, the labial spirant will be

written as /4/ rather than as /f/.

final consonant change is a grammatical

feature in Luo. The change is used in for-

mation of the possessive, before some de-

monstratives, in the plurals of nouns, and

in derivative verbs. The changes are

(Tucker and Bryan 407):

6 > y w16 "head" wiy4 "head-my"

r > 6 oktiro "thorn" okd6 yae "thorn-of tree"

k > g Etloh "dog" gAdol "dog-this"

m > mb k6m "chair" kombb "chair-his/
chairs"

1 > nd bdl "drum" btndb "drum-his/
drums"
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C. Allophonyt there is considerable free

variation phonetically between E0] and

Ch], CeJ aad Et], and [4] and Ed].

D. Morphophonemics, Canon, and Supraseg-

mentals:

1. Alternations:

a. automatic alternation: polysyl-

lable morphemes with prepausal

allomorphs in unstressed -V have

allomorphs without the -V before an

allomorph with a vowel (Gregersen 33)

e. g. 221141 bdik "knife dull"

b. narrow static alternation: morphemes

with root vowels (vowels of stressed

syllables essentially) that are open

take open clitic vowels (vowels of

unstressed syllables). Similarly,

closed root vowels take closed clitic

vowels (34-35),

e. g. (1) within a word

lIc(45. "elephant"

lie6 "elephants"

(2) of clities

o "he, she, it"

c"0 e "him, her, it"
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c. miscellaneous alternations: a group

of monosyllabic words f the form CV

has 'allomorphs without the vowel be-

fore an allomorph beginning with a

vowel (36):

e,g. d >liallmas "if you see him"

Canon: the simplest and most common form

of word is CVCV, the final vowel being

fully articulated. CV and CVV are also

common (Tucker and Bryan 409),

3. Suprasegmentals;

a. stress: falls regularly on the pen-

ultimate syllable with secondary

stress on geminate vowels (Gregersen

40),

b. tone:

(1) high tone does not occur in an

unaccented syllable except after

midtone.

(2) stressed ultimate syllables con-

tain only low tone.

(3) complex tones occur only in a

stressed penultimate syllable

(41).

4. Reduplication: there are two types of

reduplication which are important

devices in Luo.
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a. major reduplication: a considerable

number of nouns have disyllabic

stems reduplicated in full (114);

(1) without prefix:

Dilt.42g131 "pepper"

Ortelre "small-pox"

(2) with prefix:

lubogdb"pondb "blister"

mAlAnlIg "dragonfly"

b. minor reduplication; several items

with monosyllabic stems show re

duplication (114);

e.g. mhtma; b4bai dede "locust"

II, Morphology: Luc) has three major word classes:

two inflected (nominals and verbs), one un-

inflected (particles) (Gregersen 53-54).

A. Nominalst they share the general and regular

feature of a singular-plural inflection, and

syntactically, they have the prime function

of being the subjects and objects of predica-

tion (53).

1, Dependent nominals: there are two

classes:

a. conjunctive (affixed) pronouns:

characterized by a dimension of

person as well as number. As
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subjects of predicate verbs, they

appear as (53):

1st P. 2nd P. 3rd P.

s. a-"1" I-"you" o-0-"he,shetit"

p. wa:"we" U-"you" g-"they"

b, demonstratives: usually follow

another nominal or nominal phrase (54);

e.g. ni "this"; tamtambni "candy-this"

2, independent nominals: using the criteria

of case inflection for the remaining

nominals, there are two large divisions:

a. group I: all nominals without an

appertentive (genitive) case feature:

(1) disjunctive pronouns (same as con-

junctive pronouns [above] except

for double vowel length and final

consonant -n).

(2) interrogatives: never occur as

the direct subject of a predica-

tion, only as the antecedent of

a relatiive ma- clause. Listed,

as (Gregersen 54):

mit .421
"who" "what"

30.14 hnowa

DIni "who Amilla "what
(p1)" (p1)"
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(3) quantitatives; e.g. dttb "all",

moro "some"

b. group II: all nominals with apperten-

tive inflection.

(1) numerals

(2) nouns: those nominals that can

occur in the appertentive before

conjunctive pronouns (55).

3. Plural: stem plus suffix. There are

four plural suffixes (86);

a. a consonant (either /k/ or mn/)

be zero

c. the syllable -nI

do a vowel (either -1, -o, or -e) (also

cf. pg. for morphophonemic alter-

nation rules). The plural suffix

s is the most productive of the

plural suffixes.

4, Appettentive (genitive): appertentive

inflection follows closely the pattern

for plural suffixation;

e.g. 6lemo "food" 6i6mbe "foods"

ftembe "his food" 614.12i2)ne "his
foods"

Egt "dog" EApg1 "dogs"

EL,q2sa "dog-my" .532Gina "dogs --my"

eng mumbo "dog mumbo" bgi mumbo
dogs mumbo"
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(cri Gregersen 88-93 for a more

complete discussion).

5. Composition and Derivation: the most

productive method of noun formation is

the use of prefix plus stem.

a. prefixes there are eight prefixes

(106)t

(2)t a- and o- are urea, as sex

marxers, especially for proper

names

e.g. 041D_(male) A6iel2 (female)

a- frequently denotes an agent3

e.g. Ablagh "physician, diviner"

agls "witchcraft")

Both a- and o- are constituents

of a large number of nouns de-

noting plants and animals

e.g. Allnya "rabbit"

on.d/ek "hyena"

(3) hashas two distinct meanings;

agent and place;

e.g. k dal "country person"

(clan "home")

ithdbm "Kadem (a district in

Homa Bay District)
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(4) kaa- has the general meaning of

"large size";

.a.g. hAablyzd "big fly"

(5) kl-t.stem is usually a verb

derivative;

e.g. laagel "period of famine"

(Elszy.§ "to be hungry")

(6) is rarely used, stem is always

a noun derivative.

(7) ra-: stem is a verb derivative;

e,6. ml Z1 a "thief"

(fram "to steal")

(8) sI-. occurs rarely; stem is

usually a verb derivative;

e.g. gEDA, "story" (E "to tell")

bo suffixes: most important is -rUbk

(113);

e.g. EIREENE "body" (rIall "meat")

plutah "thought" (parm.b. "to think")

co reduplication: discussed on page

do compound nouns: two kinds: (1) those

where the first element varies in the

plural; and (2) those with invariant

nonfinal elements (116):
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(1) three prefixes in'double-plural'

nouns:

--(a) lak: carries meaning of

"young", "offspring",

"diminutive"i

eg azakn1 "Puppy

(gn!c.. "dog")

"PuPPies"

(b) ph- means "infirm agent" and

also "instrument";

e.g. rhbhecripple"

(bhm "thigh")

zmar "rake"

(tam "to scratch")

(o) IA: has general meaning of

agent;

e.g. :ALTE "farmer"

(ead "to dig, hoe"

"teacher"

(E.Lita22 "to teach")

e. derivation: the only significant kind

of derivation in Luo is that of nouns

from verb forms. Nouns may be de-

rived from non-o and -o verb forms

(120):



e.g. 3.2E2 "cruelty" ( "to he cruel")

"evil" (rh4 "to be evil')

tip "work" (WO Lto work")

nm "food" Ohmb "to eat")

ti Pronominals; the conjunctive and disjunctive

pronouns are given on page As subject

of a predicate sentence, the conjunctive pro-

nouns are prefixed to the verb stem. To show

possession, the pronouns are suffixed to the

noun which is possessed, and they are suf

fixed to verb stems to show nominal objects*

e.g. 42114z2 "we-go"

odwh "house-our"

=is /A "help-us"

U. Verbs: verb morphology has essentially two

parts; (1) segmented structure, and (2)

aspectual tone contour in pronoun-verb con-

structions (13b)*

1. segmental structure: there are three

classes of verbs, based on the type of

suffix used in citation form:

a. -la suffix: the majority of verbs in

this category denote states of nervous

behavior, tingling noise, shiny

appearance, etc. All are intransi-

tive, and the total number of verbs
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in the category is small (138).

Verbs in :n1 invariably have mono

syllabic stems of the generel form

C
1
Vte(C

1
-any siragle consonant

02 - any single consonant or nasal-

stop cluster) (140);

e.g. kir4 "to shake with fear or cold"

1101 "to be shiny, bright"

2g1 "to sparkle"

b. zero suffix: all the verbs .re in-

transitive, and frequently stature (138).

There are two major subdivisions; (1)

those with reduplicated stems, and

(2) those without (141);

(1) the stem is monosyllabic, of the

form 01V02VC, (C
2

is a nasal,

voiceless-fortis stop, or liquid)

(141)1

e.g. berbtr "not to be beautiful"

(bbr "to be beautiful")

Ispakb "to be somewhat bitter"

(ad "to be bitter")

(2) the majority of the verbS have

final C (142);

e.g. bbr "to be tall"

dubla "to be old, large"
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o suffix: all transitive verbs

belong to this class, and some in-

transtive-qualitative verbs. This

class is the most productive ( 38).

Verbs with 7q su_ tx have non

reduplicated stems (142).

Transitive-intrangtive derivation: a

number of verbs are groupable into pairs

such that they constitute transitive and

intransitive a ternants of the same verb

stem, Three techniques are involved (147):

a, use of the intransitive affix

followed by an a suffix.

e.g. 2y.1) "to fatten"

pap?) "to be fat"

b. change of verb suffix, :q

Stems ending in, a stop or the

cluster eizz/ show regular consonant

alternation (144);

Trans. Intrans.

d>t ked.b kbt

"to scarify" "to have cicatrices"

Y>IS

"to know" "to know"

Y>g5 Late). 21)1

"to smPll" "to smol_
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g>k

"to vomit" "to vomit"

136> 11111E32 61.D

"to stop" "to stop"

o>uo dig dubn

"to make grow" "to be big"

c. change within the -o class. Morpho-

logically transitive-applicative

verbs generally have 'open' vowels

and voiced-lenis consonants; in-

transitive-qualitative ones, 'closed'

vowels, voiceless-fortis consonants

(144);

Trans. Intrans,

a>e barb berg

"to split" "to split"

a>ie nmb 6/6mo

"to eat" "to eat"

c>o ncnb nenb

"to see" "to see"

o>o E2y.1 Ea2b

"to beat" "to beat"

6>E4 ma,bb mbeb

"to drink" "to drink"

Y>6 ken.

"to bite" "to bite"
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Aspectual contours: a nondefective verb

has five contours, shown below (145-46);

a. infinitive (same as citation form,

b. durative-inceptive 'f TrWr (or '00

co perfective-present ir

d. imperative V,'

e. subjunctive

syllable; 'm low(-fall) tone;

mid tone; high(- 'rise) tone;

the first column represents the subject

pronoun, and the second, the verb

proper).

D. Particles

1. Prepositions; occur only in construction

with, a nominal or nominal phrase, The

major prepositions are (56-57)%

"in, on, to, at"

la "with, during" )cubm "from, among"

it "toward" ni "for"

mar "of"

2, Particle derivation% there are two

major techniques for particle deriva-

tl,on: reduplication and affixation using

'the circumfix awa (157):

kod "with"
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a. the stem of particles showing redup-

lication is variously a verb or

particle derivative;

e.g. 111211q "quietly" (1.in "to behuiet ")

1z22172 "quickly" (pig;, "to be
quick")

b. the circumfix a...a has two uses:

(1) one use is associated with a

stem derived only from verbs.

The general meaninP is "in the

manner (implied by ,he verbal

stem)" (158):

e.g. ahlnya "very" (hLam "to be
many")

(2) the second use is associated with

noun, disjunctive pronoun, as well

as verb-derived stems. The

general meaning is "just...",

"simply..)", "keep on doing.",

e.g. sabun abuna "just soap"

(sabun "soap")

myreyo mweva "1-rest just"

(neyo "to rest")

3. Verbal particles; they are the tens(_

and aspect auxiliaries for the Luo verb.

The major particles are:
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a. a denotes the immediate past, i.e.

"just completed", "very recently";

abirq "1 just came"

b. nende (usually in the concatenated

form no): denotes the past, but with

the restriction "in the past twenty-

four hours":

e.g. ande agn "he went earlier

today"

c. nyalmi: denotes the past --yesterday;

wabiro ka "yesterday we came here"

d. twalv denotes the past --day-before-

yesterday.

es zode: denotes the past OM OM recently,

formerly;

e.g. ylnde wq.EL.9. de/10 "recently we

built a granary"

f. none (usually no): denotes relatively

remote past;

e.g. n6 Otieno Ply2 Kisumu "Otieno

was going to Kisumu (some time

ago).

g. on: denotes remote past;

e.g. ion 121112 °biro e llama. "long

ago the Luo came to Nyanza"
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h. an: denotes the immediate future;

e.g. AD owk "soon he will leave"

i. N1Q% denotes the future -- tomorrow;

e.g. gaz "tot orroW we will

visit them"

j. Ei21: denotes the future% (1) pre

fixed to the subjunctive form of the

verb (i.e. final 7o > $); or (2)

infixed to the verb stem, with vowel

assimilation;

e.g. (1) Dak61 rabolo "I will bring

bananas"

(2) an4kel rab61 "1 will bring

bananas"

infkel... "you will bring.."

k. IlmA2/tinende% denotes the present

today, nowadays, these days;

e.g. tinde koe n; to nre "today it

may rain"

1. "se-% denotes the Perfect "has/have";

w,. as ',TAN) "we-have-praised the

chief"

Otno nogm6ko to a "Otieno had-lit

the lamp" (n(e)o-se-moko).

m. 22k% denotes negative Perfect

have not yet;

e.g. pjals ol6so nbmo

WOK
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"she has not yet prepared the

food"

da: denotes conditional present;

e.g. ka dd klk6mbe obar6re, dd onaer

"if the cup were cracked, it

would leak"

o. di: denotes conditional past;

e.g. di n AcAR siro, di n gnala.

aloe "if l had reached the

mc,:frIzet, x would have bought

vegetables"

4. Other particles:

a, preverbal noneubordinating particles:

(1) k4 "when, if"

(2) kaka "when, as"

(3) kM "whether"

b. negative particles:

(1) Wok "no, not"

(2) kills/kik "don't"

(3) pok "not yet"

c. relative particle ma "who, which":

introduces relative phrases and is

used with adjectives and adverbs;

e.g. n2-1, maecl "a dying man"
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Efika m4 an "porridge which

you are drinking" (m(a)-i-)

AI2 m Z5i4mbl onek "man whose

food is cooked"

plural particle -uru; occurs only in

au imperative or exhoratory verb;

e.g. waZnhdru "you(p1) tell me"

(wsZ = tell; Rill2 = to me;

mEu = you)

yatiliru: "let's go:7

e. the particle -,Wm: means "habitually",

"regularly"

e.g. en mclyzMIga larti "he is the

one who usually sweeps the

compound" (awes "to sweep"

zga. "usually")

f. the reflexive particle -re: occurs

immediately after the verb and before

pronoun objects 0yregersen 73-74A

e.g. tthgrorZt "I-love-myself"

jorAh6RprZ; "we-love-ourselves"

B. Adjectives: are postponed to nouns, and except

for quantifiers and where used as a predicate,

9
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they are introduced by the relative part. Ie

maz Only a few, but very common, adject:'.vo

show pluralization;

e6g9 per "good" psn (p1)

re4 "bad" Tlgo

&wan "big" Ica2

1. Predicate adjective% may stand alone, or

be preceded by a noun or pronoun;

ege .11:c4: "it is difficult"

obe;.: b'h "e is good

:t1:411 pck "burden is heavy"

29 Quantifiers follow the noun;

e.g. dwesini ex) q "cows two"

5ok duto "cattle all"

3. Interrogative adjectives: there are

three.,

mane "which" (mu, p19)

manade "what kind of

adl "how. many"

4. Demonstrative adjectives there are

three main types, and they are suf

fixed to the nouns that they qualify

(Stafford /967%32):

a, proximate% :n1 "this", i "these"

-n9. "that" o "those" (used when

the object A.s wil/hin reach of the

7
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of the person spoken to).

b. distant: -6a "that", Ica "those"

(used when the objact is out of

reach but in sight).

c. reference: -ono "that referred to",

:Rao (p1); ate, "that very", -gogo

(pl).

5. Articles: there are no definite or in-

definite articles in Luo. For emphasis,

the demonstrative adjectives may be used,

as well as other forms;

a. the particle e:

(1) may stand alone;

e.g. okdlo ma d "he-brought this

one"

(2) be prefixed to a reduplication of

a demonstrative adjective;

e.g. (from Stafford 33)

komni eri "chair-this one"

komno ero "chair-that one"

kom6a en "chair-that one"

h21212121 eki "chairs-those ones"

etc.

b. the quantifier moro;

e.g. Rat moro "man certain"
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c. the demonstrative of reference

Uncle "that spoken or referred to":

e.g. Eat !lands biro "man referred to

is coming"

P. Adverbs; may be unanalyzable morphemes or

may be derived from verb stems.

1. Derived: the circumfix a...a is used

with the verb stem;

e.g. Rand° "to hide"; londa "secretly"

nno "to force"; aZuna "forcefully"

2. Some of the adverbs of time have been

given as verbal particles. Others,

adverbs of place, and interrogative

adverbs are given below:

a. adverbs of time:

Rog, "still, not yet"

"till, until"

nyallA a "since"

hat "after"

b. adverbs of place

ka, ku "here"

ham "there (exact spot)"

keno, kuro "there (locality)"

malo "higher up, above"

mwalo "lower, down below"
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c. interrogative adverbs (except for

mluna, terminal position in the

sentence is obligatory) ;

lame, kure? "where?"

mOZED2? "whY?"

nam "why?"

Mm? "when?"

nadel nadi? "how?"

G. Conjunctions; there are coordinating and sub-

ordinating conjunctions;

1. Coordinating;

a. kendo "and; again";
I

e.g. Auma 016so nbmo, kendo

EgA4m2 "Auma prepared food

and they ate"

b. tom "but;and";

e.g. in nEllst), to wa

"you richman, but we poor-men"

2. Subordinating;

a. nike "because";

e.g. nyaei ywhk 01 olal

"child cries because she is lost"

b. mondo "in order to";

e.g. obiro e siro m6ndo aIwo ono
"he-came to market in order to

sell chicken"
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c. ,tit "even if; whether; or" ;

idwfro rabolo katd rabuonY

"yau waat banana or potator

d, Id, "if; like; when; unless";

e.g. kt1 aly2 n22, wamuse

awben Opiyo arrives, we (will)

greet him"

e. kakd "as; how";

e.g. ne k omu6do Alga

"see how he-eats ground-nuts"

III. Syntax; the word order in Luo is SVQ, and

despite a productive morphology, the word order

is highly constrained. Using as a criterion

the type of class(es) in the predicate, two

major sentence types may be identified; (1)

equational sentences -- with nominal predicate,

and (2) narrative sentences -- with verbal

predicate.

A. Equational sentences; have the basic form,

S 11P Adv-1

Prep. Po

N(bm)

Prep. P. Prep. + N



e.g. Otieno ruA "Otieno (is) chief"

an si tha "I with (have) money"

an adjk "they (are) three"

Otieno ni on "Otieno is home"

Auma e LA! "Auma one wife-his

The form of the equational sentence as given

is basic*, More 0.ements, essentially ad-

verbial ones, can be proposed and postposed

to the sentence. E. go adverbs of negation,

temporal adverbs, nominal and prepositional

phrases of place, manner, time, etc. can be

used*

.U. Narrative sentences: have the simple basic

form;

S NP + VP

NP"..N (14
Dem)(Adv)

VP (adv) (aux) V (Adv) AP--t
Poi)

adv

U. Noun Phrase: has the following maximal con-

struction;

N (l) (adv)
x. eral
rma+statal V /Oem) (Quan) -

(ma+N+V
(ma+) Perp. P.,)

D. Verb Phrase: has the maximal construction;

adv ,..\

(

(adv) (aux) V (adv) i1.171" 1-'1

Se /



S' is introduced usually by subordinating

conjunctions (cf. Pg. ).

E. Interrogative; there is no change in word

order for interrogatives. Interrogative

adverbs usually occur in sentence terminal

positinn.

F, Negation; the negative particle is inserted

directly before the verbal;

eog* Auma oteMo rInb "Auma did not try to

run"

G. Passive: there is no true passive in Luo.

The passive equivalent may be formed in two

ways (Stafford 75-76);

1. by the impersonal pronoun prefix 17/I-

(in the incomplete aspect of the verb);

e.g.4 "I am being hit"

2. by the prefix 2:/o- (in the complete

aspect);

e.g. ...scfwel "I have been hit"

tAggyfl matL I 16t "we have been

beaten severely with sticks"
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLES AND FUNCTIOIAS OF SPEECH

Samnle AS2. Function

21q11111Cla

(1) on kn. 19 locate

she here

(2) Z5am miya 19 demand,

food giv-me

Aoko (B2)

(3) ne tamtom 19 demand

see candy

(4) miya pi 20 demand

give-me water.

(5) miya tamtnm 20 demand

give -me candy

(6) game 20 demand

hand(over)-it

ndawa piny 20 locate

cigarette down

(8) baba ndawa 20 describe

father cigarette

(9) miya tam. tam 20 demand

give-me candy

(10) miya tamtam 20 demand

give-me candy



(11) ma wendo 20 name

this visitor

(12) gino bcr e
21 name

thing-that good

(13) on. Ulanda 21 locate

hewent Ulanda

(14) oM. Ulanda 21 locate

he-went Ulanda

(15) ma e mare 21 name

this one his

(16) okelo 21 describe

he-brought

(17) okelo ma e 21 describe

he-brought this one

(18) anenovi 21 describe

1-see-them

(19) aneno Z5ungu 21 describe

1 -see European

(20) ma e 21 locate

this one

(21) en nlngu 21 name

it European

(22) ma e ningu 21 name

this one European
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(23) ma e? 21 locate

this one?

(24) ma e 21 locate

this one

(25) en gini 21 name

it thing-this

(26) ma e 21 locate

this one

(27) ma e ningu 21 name

this one European

(28) aware 21 describe

1-burned him

(29) ne man. 22 demand

see that-there

(30) gare ringo 22 describe

car runs

E1211211.12.1

(31) miya pi 20 demand

give -me water

(32) amoco pi 20 describe

1-drink water

(33) adwayo am 20 desire

1-want food

(34) miya Usk. 20 demand

give-me porridge
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(35) mama ai lwoko 23 locate

mama goes to-wash

(36) oge 27 negate

absent/without

(37) many en gweno 27 name

that-there it chicken

(38) man. snndwa 27 name

that-there box-ours

(39) akin 27 describe

1-not-know

(40) en sat:, 27 name

it clock

(41) lweta 27 name

hand-mine

(42) wiya 27 name

head-mine

(43) en saa 27 name

it clock

(44) wuo6a 27 name

shoe s -mine

(45) akia 27 describe

1-not-know

(46) tienda 27 name

leg-mine

(47) ma e (7x) 27 name

this one
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(48) arjeyo 27 describe

1-know

(49) nlngu biro 27 describe

European comes

(50) on. kulo 28 locate

he-goes river

C)chiftEE_122

(51) miya pi 25 demand

give-me water

(52) adway am 25 desire

iwant food

(53) Iced kaya 25 describe

hunger bites-me

Rabuopi (G)

(54) adwayo am 28 desire

1-want food.

(55) adwayo dam 28 desire

1-want food

(56) 6am yae 28 demand

eat medicine

(57) 16amoY 28 describe

you-eat?

(58) miya buon 28 demand

give-me potato

(59) en ka6a 28 loc ate

she there
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(60) 16anda 29 describe

you-bother-me
Fl 0

(61) miya moro 29 demand

give-me more

(62) oluru obi e gunda 29 describe

quail went to garden

(63) mi6ungu omiya tamtam 29 describe

European gave-me candy

(64) beras otama 29 describe

brush defeats-me

(65) mama Ziande oa e gunda 29 locate

mama that left for garden

(66) baba ninde obet piny 29 describe

father that sits down

(67) ne keda 30 demand

see there

(68) omoyo oduma 30 describe

she-dries maize

(69) Uhuru iande 30 locate

Uhuru that (you spoke of)

r70( Nf / obet piny 30 locate

he(is)sittins down

(71) gwcno iZands mar baba 30 name

chicken you-spoke-of of

father
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(72) mar baba 30 name

of father

(73) obi skul
14

locate

he-went school

(74) adagi 30 describe

1-refuse

(75) orjge 30 negate

absent

(76) gunda e 6a 30 locate

garden one there

(77) obi beto 30 locate

he-went to-harvest

(78) obi gi beti 30 describe

he-went with slasher

(79) mama o8i pur 30 locate

mama went to-cultivate

(80) o8i gi beti 30 describe

he-went with slasher

(81) a8iga beto 30 describe

I-go-usually to-harvest

(82) bed olpge 30 negate

slasher-mine absent

(83) gi sifiria /sufuria/ 30 describe

with sauce-pan

(84) gi Ohltru 30 describe

with Ohuru
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(85) ir mama 30 locate

toward mama

(86) adwa ir mama 30 desire

1-want to-go toward maMa

(87) baba obi. loka Utoma 31 locate

father went up-there

Utoma

(88) mama oC)i e siro 31 locate

mama went to market

(89) miya tamtam 31 demand

give-me candy

(90) neye ma 31 demand

see-it this

(91) ko/jo Z5ands 31 locate

beer that

(92) baba obi loka%5a 31 locate

father went up-there

(93) miya G.ono 31 demand

give-me breast

(94) nano toka in 31 name

that car yours

(95) bar kaa 32 locate

river there

(96) wan gi Odindo 32 name

we nnd Odindo



(97) miya kalam

give-me pencil

(98) we maka (2x) ..

stop grabbing-me

(99) koni gi konl

side by side

(100) kenda

only-1

(101) i6ogoo

that-way

(102) obaro yien

she-splits wood

(103) oywe6o

she-sweeps

(104) oi8o loka

he-went-up there

(105) korgi

side-this

(106) gwend baba

chicken-of father

(107) en gini

it thing-this

(108) en wuoe

it shoes-his

(109) en misungu

it European

32 demand

32 negate

32 locate

33 name

33 locate

33 describe

33 describe

33 locate

33 locate

33 name

33 name

33 name

33 name
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(110) en. kalani /kalatas/

it paper

(111) sire
"

thing-his

(112) kom baba

chair-of father

(113) 9uon baba

rooster-of father

(114) en bao

it board

(115) en glesno

it chicken

(116) en dere)

it granary

(117) en der()

it granary

(118) od baba

house-of father

(119) gwen madi601

chickens black

(120) gin din)1

they black

(121) en V.ko

it kitchen

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

name

name

name

name

name

name

name

name

name

name

name

name



(122) pod lie 33 describe

still hurts

(123) a apuro apura kends 33 describe

(past) L- cultivate

just only

(124) en ton Ohuru 33 name

it spear-of Ohuru

(125) en par 33 name

it mat

(126) en par 33 name

it mat

(127) en eigo 33 name

it door

(128) en gweno 33 name

it chicken

(129) en ?Suo6o 33 name

it excrement

(130) gin obando 33 name

they cobs

;131) atria 33 describe

I-not-know

(132) oywe6o 33 describe

she-sweeps

(133) ma to Rmuodo 34 describe

this snd 1-chew
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(134) ma to akano 34 describe

this but 1 -keep

(135) barna ma 34 demand

split-for-me this

(136) ma5nU to koro raa. 34 name

that-there but then

bad(for)me

(137) mitok3Za to koro ra6a 34 came

motor-car-that but then

bad(for)me

(138) dart any1J1 tamtambi duto 34 desire

would-like 1-put-in-my-

mouth candy-your whole

(139) en to kora imuodo amuoda 34 describe

it but then you-chewed

just

(140) ne kaka ornuod.o 314 demand

see how he-chews

(141) neyc laka 34 demand

see-it tooth-mine

(142) tamtam motimo laka 34 describe

candy which-did(it to)

tooth-mine

(143) dara agoyi piny ku 34 desiro

would-like I-push-you

down hore



(144) tamtam owe kill 34 negate

candy absent here?

(145) to koni? 34 locate

but side-this?

(146) kel ku 34 demand

bring here

(147) ibiro duogo? 34 describe

you-going to-return?

Lis/ILL
(148) adwa nem° 28 desire

1-want food

(149) adwa pi 28 desire

1-want water

(150) ma nyuka 29 demand

drink porridge

(151) adagi 30 describe

1-refuse

(152) otu, otu /otu/ 30 describe

it-hns-hole

(153) ka otu 30 describe

here it-has-hole

(154) miya nik 30 demand

give-me milk

(155) miya bolo 30 demand

give-me banana
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edwfa pi 30 desire

1-want water

piypiy /pillipilu/ kph 30 describe

pepper hot

miya tamtarn 30 demand

give-me candy

atuo 30 describe

1-sick

(160) adwa 5i nindo 30 desire

1-want to-go to-sleep

(161) uma 30 demand

cover-me

(162) ne tamtam (2x) 31 demand

see candy

(163) owuok 32 describe

he-left

(164) glt5i gi kwara 7
..)c-

') describe

they-wtmt with rrroad-

fther

(165) ma ar.o? 33 name

this wbat?

(166) baba, itieko? 33 describe

fnthef, you-finishPd?

(167) ma r. ac 33 name

this bid



(168) baba, ibiro?

father, you-cominz7

(169) mi Sribomo

give Slbomo

(170) ninFru

thin Europein

(171) bqbal wc,ya

father, let-me

(172) tirne

eye-her

(173) une

nose-her

(174) iee

ear-her

(175) onmu

it(was)c,atrm

(176) en W '6unzu

it baoy-of Eliroeon

(177) mara

mine

(178) mnri

your

(179) Aumq omiT3 nyukn

um znve -rnn porrid:e

(180) miTA tnmtam

give-me candy

33 describe

33 demand

33 name

33 )) demand

34 name

34 MIME)

34 name

343 descrily)

34 name

34 name

34 nnme

3/;. describc!

35 demand
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(161) we tamtqmba 35 demand

leave llone candy-rline
,..

(182) siria,:.1. mama kano deocribe

swetc,r-my mother kept

(183) rwaknr1 siruna 352r demand

dress-for-me sweater-my

(184) ne tritam 35 demand

see cAnily

(185) ma ten .a» 35 name

this stool-mine?

(1,3) ar3wa tends 35 des&re

1-want stool-mine

(187) ma tend n 35 name

this stool-mine

(188) Sabomo tweyo kitamba 35 de'::Tr41-,

Sabomo ties scarf

(189) adwa kitemba 35

1-want scarf

(190) Sabomo, bi ka 35

Sabomo, come here

(191) twe wnrr 35 demr,fld

tie hoed -his
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